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PREFACE

•••• a ancora giova la quantitå dell'artef!ci
che in essa si ritrovano, il cui accidente causa
concorso grandissimo di gente: non solo a rispetto
dell'artefici (che, in tal caso, a quello si
attribueria la causa), rna a rispetto del concorso di
questo doi accidenti insieme, che l'uno somministra
forza all'altro:
che il concorso grande, che vi
e a r1spetto del trafico, e la ragione del sito
cresce per la quantitå dell'artefici, ela quanti
ta dell'artefici cresce per il concorso grande
del trafico, che per il concorso predetto diventa
maggiore.
Antonio Serra: Breve trattato delle cause che
possono far abbondareli regni d'oro e argento dove
non sono miniere, Naples, 1613. Chapter X.
Serra here gives the first description of "cum
ulative causation" and of the mechanisms strengthen
ing and widening the economic inequalities between
nations to be recorded in the history of economic
thought. It took almost 350 years before modern
economists like Gunnar Myrdal picked up where
Antonio Serra left the subject, but without refer
ring to, and presumably without having read, Serra's
1 ittle pamphlet, which

has never

been translated,

not even to modern Italian. Antonio Serra was referring to the mechanisms which kept Naples and the
Kingdom of the Two Sicilies - which were so rich in
natura! resources and agricultural production - very
poor compared to the Re ublic of Venice, which was
very poor in natura! resources but which engaged in
manufacturing and trade. In the introduction to the
same chapter, Serra clearly defines what we in this

xii

work have referred to as the Paradox of the Resources."

Serra is known to students of early econo-

mists as the first author to describe increasing and
diminishing returns.
The perspective and views of Antonio Serra, as
he wrote his thesis in the jails of Naples, coincide
to a remarkable degree with the perspectives and
concepts used in this work 367 years later. Serra
saw the superiority of rnanufacturing over agricul
ture as a result of the opposite scale affects ex
perienced by the two different economic activities
under international specialization.

This set of

problems Serra related to what we have called "The
Paradox of the Resources" and to an accurate des
cription of what Prof. Myrdal in the 1950's intro
duced and labeled the effect of "curnulative causation."

xiii

They should be aware of the fact that very much
of these theories are partly rationalisations
of the dominant interests in the 'advanced and
rapidly
progressing
industrial
countries••••
it••.•would
be pathetic if the young social
scientists in the under-developed countries got
caught in the predilections of the thinking in the
advanced countries, which are hampering the scholars
there in their efforts to be rational but would be
almost deadening to the intellectual strivings of
those in the under-developed countries.
I would
instead wish them to have the courage to throw away
large structures of meaningless, irrelevant and
sometimes
blatantly inadequate doctrines and
theoretical approaches and to start out on fresh
thinking right from their needs and their problems.
This would then take them far beyond the realm of
both out-moded Western liberal economics
and
Marxism.
Gunnar Myrdal, Nobel Laureate in Economics, in
Development and Underde ,elopment, Cairo, 1956,
p.

77.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION ··· THE WIDENING GAP
The extremely poor and infrahuman conditions under which
·1

anywhere between one half and three fourths of the people of
this world have to fight for their purely physical survival
represent the most important problems of mankind - both
short-term and in the long run. The fact that a good fifth of
the world population live in an economic abundance never
before experienced in the history of man, only adds to the
problem of nderstanding and explaining the poverty of the
former group, a poverty in many cases worse than ever before
1

2

in history. The poverty of the majority fills the TV screens
of the rich minority to the point of creating an almost hos
tile indifference. The misery and poverty is often absolute our inventory of adjectives describing the horrors has long
ago been exhausted and run the risk of being reduced to plati
tudes.
The art and science of economics has proved relatively
helpless not only in solving this pressing problem, but even
in reaching a basic understanding of the process which over
the last 150 years has created such a gap between the rich and
the poor world. Indeed, most accepted and respected theories
of the profession predict that the opposite development, an
equalization of wage rates, will take place. From the point
of view of the poor of this world, economics has to many come
to be seen as a science which seemingly justifies and secures
the perpetuation of their miserable situation. The passionate
cries of Archbishop Helder Camara, a perennial candidate for
the Nobel peace prize, against the "dehumanized" science of
economics, are in many ways representative of this attitude.
the introduction to his book, The Rebellion of the Economists,
starts out:

"Until when will the economists permit that

injustices and inhuman actions are committed in the name of
economics?

Until when will they consent to the atrocities

accumulated in the narne of econornics from the lirnited sphere

3

of companies, between region and region, between country and
country, between one world and another?"1

Also in the rich countries attacks on economists and
economic science have become frequent in later years as it
became increasingly clear that also in this part of the world
both recommendations for action and basic understanding of
stagflation and related problems is beyond the state of the
art of the profession. The critics of neo-classical economics
are no longer confined to obscure "radical" publications, but
are given room in the columns and editorials of the New York
Times, and the profession is the victim of satire in the New
Yorker.

Economic science has simultaneously experienced a

boom in public interest. Economic predictions which are made
under more difficult conditions than before, which are there
fore even less reliable than before, are also given more media
coverage than ever before. The discovery of the inadequacy of
economics after 30 years of economic bonanza and professional
complacency has produced a curious mixture of crisis and boom
for the profession.
Whereas 10 years ago the critique of the inadequacy of
the science of economics in explaining

and prescribing action

to promote growth and development was forthcoming mainly from
the underdevelopment nations, the events of the last few years
1camara, Helder, La Rebeli6n de los Economistas, Bil
bao, Zero S.A., 1969, p. s.

4

has universalized the perception of inadequacy.

The econo-

mists have, according to John Kenneth Galbraith, temporarily
retreated to their caves to lick their wounds.

Even if the

dismal science does return from the caves armed with new and
more realistic theories, the crisis of the rich has at least
substantiated the claim from the poor that the rich man's
theory is indeed deficient.
Today's world reveals a gap in income and wages between
the rich and the poor nations which is of a truly staggering
magnitude. Differences in hourly wages between rich and poor
nations in the order of 100:1 are not uncommon.1

A short

glance at the historical development of this huge gap in
income and living conditions, only contributes to the puzzle
of explaining its present size. In the year 1800 the differ
ence in per capita production and income between the richest
country in the world, which was England, and the rest of the
world was in the magnitude of 2 to 1, i.e. the richest and
most efficient producer was twice as rich as the rest,

1In an admittedly extreme case, the wage difference be
tween a rural worker in Southern Bolivia and a u.s. steel
worker was found to be as great as 60,000 percent. In other
words, the wages of the steelworker was 600 times higher than
that of the poorest of Bolivian workers, 2 cents an hour vs.
$12 an hour. See Vanek, Jaroslav and Erik Reinert: "Presi
dent Velasco's Third Way: A Strategy for Change," in: Annals
of Public and Co-operative Economy, Vol. 49, No. 2, April-June
1978, p. 167.

5

which were all at approximately the same level.1

This rela

tionship is easily explainable from the fact that Great Bri
tain was technolog ically more advanced, and could therefore
produce more efficiently and reach a higher per capita produc
tivity and income than the rest of the world. Looking at the
difference in per capita income between the rich and the poor
nations today 180 years later, one finds that the typical rich
country has an average per capita production which is up to 40
or 50 times !arger than that of a typical poor trading part
ner. Such extreme differences in income cannot be explained
by traditional notions of comparative "efficiency," as could
the "Gap" of 1800. It should also be noted

that when observ

ing that one country is 40 or 50 times richer than another on
aper capita basis, the average figure for per capita income
is used, thus the income of the few often spectacularly rich
people in some poor countries is included. The income gap is
therefore not reduced by referring to the existence of skewed
income distributions in many poor countries. On the average,
counting rich and poor alike, the income of the inhabitant in
a typical poor country is only one fortieth or one fiftieth of
that of the typical inhabitant of the industrialized West.

In

180 years the ratio of the income of the rich to the income of
the poor has developed from a modest 2:1 to the present 40:1.
lKuznets, Simon: "Quantitative Aspects of the Economic
Growth of Nations,"
in Economic Development -and Cultural
Change, Vol. 15, No. 2, January 1967, p. 3.

6

In 1800 as today, differences in price levels will slightly
change the ratio of living standards measured in real terms,
but this factor will not significantly alter the pattern
emerging: That of one world increasingly being split in two
by an ever-widening gap in incomes and living standards.
Our lack of understanding of underdevelopment and poverty
is fundamentally a reflection of our lack of understanding of
the phenomenon of growth and development itself.

Since

there

is nota good understanding of the process which made the rich
rich, neither is there an understanding in any of the camps of
political economy of the process which kept the poor poor.
When trying to account for the presence or absence of economic
development there is therefore a constant confusion between
syrnptoms and causes of development.1 Typical of underdevel
opment is the absence of meqical services, of savings" of
telephones, of investments, automobiles, and TV sets, but
which, if any, of these factors cause the underdevelopment?

1There is also confusion as to the very definition of
"developrnent" and "growth." A recent article distinguishes
nine different categories or definitions of growth and devel
opment as used by the profession (Flammang, Robert A.: Eco
nomic Growth and Economic Development: · Counterparts or Cornpe
titors?, in:
Economic Development and Cultural Change, Vol.
28, No. 1, October 1979). In the present thesis growth is un
derstood to be the purely quantitative change in GNP per capi
ta, while development is understood to be a wider concept
which in addition to the growth of GNP per capita also com
prises qualitative structural changes.

7

Even if the factors mentioned above and numerous of other
indicators tell us whether a nation or area is developed or
not, they do not give us any causa! relationship between their
presence and the fact that the economy is developed. These
1nd1cators may be mere symptoms of development, in the same
•

•

--·. j

way as a flat rash isa symptom of measles.

What is obvious

to the eye is the rash, but the rash gives us little indication of its true cause. \3etting rid of a symptom does not
mean that the patient is cured nor that an understanding of
the cause is reached. It used to be a commonplace observation
that a close correlation existec1 batween colonial status and
the state of underdevelopment.

High expectations of fast

economic growth and development were tied to the political
decolonization in Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean. However,
what was thought to be a true cause of underdevelopment proved
to be a mere symptom. Political independence has not cured
the ills of underdevelopment in the Third World.
Politically and economically the Western world today
functions on the assumption that economic growth and develop
ment takes place within a system of general equilibrium.
Analysis takes place on an abstracted and aggregate level,
which allows for no differentiation between various economic
activities. "The economy" is seen as one huge animal which is
influenceable by certain outside factors, mainly in the realm
of fiscal and monetary policies. When national economies are
compared in terms of different growth, productivity increase,

8

or otherwise, analysis of these different anirnals of national
econornies are very rarely carried beyond aggregat_e analysis
into the analysis of the composition of national economies, in
terms of economic activities. Professor Galbraith has claimed
that economists talk about companies - and we may add: about
industries - as if they were all of the same type. The ne
glect of differentiating the contributions for development of
different economic activities at different points in time ls
crucial, and potentially particularly dangerous toa small or
economically undiversified nation whose participation in the
international division of labor is tied to one or two pro
ducts.
To reach an understanding of the contribution of inter
national trade to development, which is the purpose of this
thesis, it is therefore necessary to identify the causes, as
opposed

to the vague syrnptoms, of economic development.

This

is attempted in Chapter 2. An analytical frame is constructed
with the purpose of accounting for the increasing gap between
the rich and the poor nations in spite of centuries of trade,
and for the corresponding worsening of the Labor-hour Terms of
Trade of the poor nations.

The Labor-hoU1:· Terms of Trade

indicates the number of hours of work which a poor nation has
to give up in order to purchase the product of one hour of
work from the rich countries.

The analysis is therefore

framed in what could be called a general disequilibrium analy
sis, around the 10,000-60,000% wage differential.

9

The analysis consequently must divert from that of neo
classical economics. The analysis shares the criticism of the
neo-classical theory voiced by the small group of institution

alists, like Myrdal1 and Ayres.2 Ayres criticized the
inability of traditional economic theory to incorporate human
learning into its theoretical structure giving the theory a
"zero learning curve.113

Ayres made several other observa-

tions about the shortcomings of neo-classical economics which·
are.highly relevant to international trade theory, although he
did not refer to this theory specifically.
summarized his criticism such:

One author has

"What Ayres objects to is

their obsession with price phenornena, their neglect of the
technological factor in econornic life, and their static intel
lectual underpinning which is derived from the outmoded philo
sophical

position

that nourishes

standard

econornics. "4

The

typical response of the profession to such criticism trying to

bring the theory closer to the "real world" can be exarnplified
by a cornment of Jagdish Bhagwati describing his reaction to
1Myrdal, see bibliography.

2Ayres, C. E.: The Theory of Econornic Progress: A
Study in the Fundamentals of Econornic Developrnent and cultural
Change (1944), 3rd Edition, Kalarnazoo, Mich., New Issues
Press, Western Michigan University, 1978.
p.

x.

3Louis Ju

er in his introduction to Ayres (op. cit.),

4Gruehy, Allan G.: Contemporary Econornic Thought: The
Contributions of neo-institutional economics, Clifton, N.J.:
Kelley, 1974.
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the works of Thomas Balogh, an important critic of the irrelevant assumptions of the classical trade theory: "Imaginative
and insightful, but basically opposed to theoretical modes of

reasoning.111

It must be realized that by drawing the theory closer to
the real world, by introducing erratic factors like "learn
ing," "technological development" and "scale effects," clarity
and absoluteness in the conclusion will have to be sacrificed.
The whole theory will have to be lowered in terms of level of
abstraction. It will lose both in geornetrical and mathemati
cal elegance as well as in status as a major paradigm in eco
nomic theory.

This does not mean, ·of

course, any opposition

to theoretical modes of reasoning as Bhagwati seems to see
implied. The basic reason for the international trade theory
to exist is in order to make action-oriented policy recommen
dations to national governments and international institu
tions. As any action-oriented theory in the social sciences
it should therefore reflect the complexities and multiple
objectives of a society.
In a graduate seminar in demography and economics at
Harva d, Professor Harvey Leibenstein surprised us all one day
by asking:

"But, do we really need a theory_ of demography?"

We, the eager students, replied that, "but of course, yes, we
1Bhagwati in: Vernon, Raymond (ed.):
The Technology
Factor in International Trade, New York: Columbia University
Press, 1970, p. 22.
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do need a theory of demography in order toget a handle on the
world. 11

If we did not look for such a theory, why were we

there anyway? Leibenstein went on to comment on all the pro
fessions which did not have a theory, but at best worked and
worked well with fragments of theories, with some concepts
specific to their profession - like architects or businessmen.
We got his point - one equally relevant in the situation fac
ing the theory of international trade. We must stop looking
for a new paradigm giving us all the answers on an elegant
geometrical tray, or fora paradigm supporting our political
view.

Instead we must develop a better understanding of

international trade as it relates to the unexpected result of
an increasing economic gap between the rich and the poor of
this world, and of the mechanisms creating the centripetal
forces at work. This research must take the path of medical
research - it must be problem oriented. This means that the
traditional tools of the trade theory will have to be dis
carded, since they cannot simultaneously follow learning,
scale effects, technological change, and the cumulative causa
tions of histor.y.
A theoretically satisfying theory with no predictive
power and no practical relevance would in the world of busi
ness be discarded after a few companies had lost a few thou
sand or million dollars following the dictates of this theory.
An intellectually satisfying theory is the medical science
which does not help the patients will be discarded after a

12

while. A few centuries ago, the med ical profession applied
leeches and tapped their patients for blood when they needed
it most. But - the profession advanced, and that particular
theory was discarded.

In contrast, a curious fact in the

science of economics is that competing theories are able to
survive side by side over very long periods of time.

New

theories do not dispel the old ones1 as the theories of Coper
nicus came to supersede the old doetrines of Ptolomy.

The

situation with many competing positions surviving -side by side
in the field of economics should caution against too categori
cal and exact formulations. On the contrary - the theory of
international trade, although violently opposed in the Western
World only 75 years ago, now is more categorically and uncom
promisingly stated by the majority of the profession than ever
before.

Selective protectionism which was practiced by the

Western World up until the Second World War is today so dis
credited that the ninth General Assembly of the Organizaition
of American States in La Paz in 1979 unanimously voiced their
opposition to:

"protectionism, the arms racej torture, and

terrorism. 111 From being a theory embraced by statesmen from

Alexander Hamilton to Bismarck and Nicholas I, the theory of
economic protectionism is today subject to resolutions of
aversion on a par with torture and terrorism by an important
1tatin America Weekly Report, November 2, 1979, No. WR79-01.
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international body. But, parallel to this, the European Com
munity strengthens its highly protective trade policy in the
field of agriculture, and Australia continues to build its
economic progress on tariff protection as did continental
Europe and the United States up until 40 years ago. In the
world of economics the theory that the earth is flat can con
tinue to live happily with the theory that the earth is
round.
The harsh statement on the economics profession by Arch
bishop Camara and other Third World leaders illustrates the
confusion and rage felt by the poor nations. To them economic
theory - which through the IMF and World Bank pressures does
not grant them the right to be protectionist as the European
Community is - is like a rnedical theory applying leeches,
while bloodletting is what they !east need. The international
bodies discuss a new economic order without having reached an
understanding of the old one - which leaves the "new" order
little hope for advancing beyond beinga catchword relatively
void of substance.
Most efforts by modern econornists to explain a possible
negative effect of international trade in the econornic peri
pheries of the world market, has been in the area of Terms of
Trade. The well-known Prebisch-Singer thesis of the 1950's
gave irnpetus to an industrialization program in Latin Arnerica
based on the rationale that the relative prices of raw mater
ials to those of manufactured products developed unfavorably
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to the raw materials producers over time. The international
debate on the merits or disadvantages of international trade
after 30 years essentially still gravitates around this basic
idea. Clearly, by choosing one's base year for the Terms of
Trade index in years of high raw material prices (e.g. The
Korean War) an unfavorable trend in the Terms of Trade can be
found. Reversely, economists from countries with vested interests in free trade, by choosing other base years, were able
to show the opposite effect.

In the long run the Terms of

Trade between the rich and the poor nations on the average

seems to have changed very little,1 probably the trend shows

a slight development in the disfavor of the poor. we are to
day faced with explaining wage differentials of up to 60.000%
within the world economy. A deterioration in the terms of
trade of the poor of 5-10% over a century really contributes
very little to our understanding of this income gap. The ar
gument and fervent debate on relative price movements only
confirms my basic criticisms of neo-classical economics:

its

obsession with price phenomena, and its neglect of the infi
nitely more important factors of technological change and
increasing

and diminishing

returns. In the areas of

1see Kebschull, Dietrich et al.: Entwicklungspolitik,
3rd Edition, Diisseldorf, Westdeutscher Verlag, 1975 and the
works of Charles P. Kindleberger, e.g. his Economic Develop
ment, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965. Fora discussion of Terms
of Trade from 1880 on, see Haberler, Gottfried in: The Theory
of International Trade with its Applications to Commercial
Policy, New York: Macmillan, 1936, pp. 161-164.
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productivity improvements and technological change there are
indeed observable differences between various economic activi
ties which are counted in the hundreds and even thousands of
percent (see Chapters 2 and 3).
Historically Terms of Trade between the rich and the poor
nations has changed insignificantly over time on the average.
The change has indeed been so insignif icant that economists
d isagree as to which way it has changed.

The arguments in

this book are based on this historically observed stability,
and relative price movernents and therefore given little atten
tion in the text. Stable Terms of Trade si nifies that every
nation-producer gets to keep his own average increase in pro
ductivity in the form of higher real wages. Since productiv
ity improvements vary greatly between industries, this histor
ical observation on the Terms of Trade shows that, contrary to
the assumptions of the classical economists, a erage national
productivity improvernents are not reflected in lower prices
internationally. In the cases of some products with excep
tionally high productivity irnprovements, prices are of cou_rse
lowered internationally, but each nation is "allowed" basi
cally to keep its own average producitivity improvements in
the form of higher wages, higher profits, and higher govern
ment incornes. If this was not so, the Terms of Trade would
have to move in the favor of the producers of the goods
experiencing the least productivity improvements, such as was
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assumed by the classical economists•1 To summarize, this
book shows the mechanisms by which the poor world was under
developed even if and when the Terms of Trade did not move in
their disfavor.
This approach seems entirely appropriate when the subject
of analysis is the historical period up until this day, when
the Terms of Trade between the rich and the poor for all practical purposes has stayed the same on the average.

For an

analysis of an economic policy for future development, more
attention must clearly be paid to the movements of relative
prices of the individual export commodities f the poor world.
In a historical analysis of individuål underdeveloped nations,
the varying price movements for individual products of the
poor nations must be considered - e.g. the unfavorable long
term movernents of the prices of natura! rubber, vs. the favor
able long-term movements in the price of silver.

What is our

basic concern here is to explain the history of a widening gap
in real wages between the rich and the poor during a period
when historically the average Terms of Trade between the rich
and the poor did not change significantly.
Historically, economic developrnent may be regarded as a
relatively unintentioned by-product of capitij.list activities
which took place in sorne areas of the world. Without going
1see e.g. Ricardo, David: The Principles of Political
Econorny and Taxation, London: Dent, 1973 (1817), pp. 46-47.
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into the discussion whether profits were higher or lower in
the presently industrialized center, or in the underdeveloped
periphery, we can conelude that in some cases the capitalist
activities led to economic development, in others not. In
other words, in some countries there was a concordance of
private and social returns of investment: what produced good
ROI for the capitalist and entrepreneur, also provided a good
ROI to the society involved, expressed in terms of increasing
average real wages. In other countries, this was not the
case: what "was good for General Motors," was not good for
the country involved.
The introduction of the concept "unequal exchange" by
Marxist analysts was an important contribution to an alternative trade theory. Their analysis pointed out that in the
trade between the industrialized center and the underdeve oped
periphery the difference in the prices paid to labor was much
more than warranted by the difference in labor productivity.
Attempts to explain this from within the Marxist framework,
however, have stranded. Emmanuel - the "founder" of the
theory of unequal exchange - bases his analysis on the exis
tence of different surplus values in the center and in the
periphery.1

A Chilean Marxist author; however, pointed out

that Emmanuel assumes the opposite of what Marx stated in his

1Emmanuel, Arghiri:
ly Review, 1972.

Unegual Exchange, New York, Month-
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"Kapital," as to the size of surplus value in the industrial-

ized vs. periphery nations.1 Emmanuel - by constructing a

very formal model competing in "Wissenschaftlichkeit" ("scien
tificness'l) with the neo-classical trade theory - gets lost in
his own mode!, commits for1nal mistakes, and fell an easy vie
tim to the formal talent of Paul Samuelson. The key to under
standing the mechanisms leading to this result is not to be
found on the ideolog ical plane. It is not enough to label
underdevelopment a result of "capitalist exploitation," when
the same "exploitation" has produced unprecedented wealth in
some parts of the world.
It seems an impossible venture to try to formalize a
mode! of "unequal exchange" around the size of a "surplus
value." The development and sharpening of the process of un
equal exchange takes place within a dynamic framework, nd
both Marxist analysis and neo-classical analysis share the
basic weakness of being fundamentally static. We agree, how
ever, with the Marxist unequal exchange school that the key to
. the process of polarization of world income in the two groups
center and periphery - is to be found in the institution of
international trade. The centripetal economic forces leading
to this polarization have not been identified by the Marxists.

1valenzuela Feijoo, Jose: "Emmanuel y el intercambio
designa!," in: Sociedad y Desarrollo, No. 1, January - March
1972, Santiago de Chile.
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Marxists like Andre Gunder Frank, Samir Amin,1 Emman
uel and others have, however, made important contributions in
analyzing the consequences of these economic factors. The
why's of their analysis are conspicuously absent. The factors
analyzed by the Marxists and by the "dependencia" school are
important in explaining the secondary, often sociological,
flows which keep the vicious eireles flowing and at limes
accellerating.2

The prime mover of the centripetal world

system - the factor which gets the vicious circle and the
secondary effects into motion in the first place - is hidden
within the cost nevelopment and technical de elopment of individual industries and companies. 'l'he prime mover cannot be
revealed through the use of politico-economic paradigms; it is
hidden in the nitty-gritty of cost and productivity behavior.
How can cap talism per se be the villain, if capitalism
has produced unprecedented wealth in many countries? How can
the production of raw materials for export per se be the
villain, if the United States, Australia and New Zealand live
prosperously on agricultura! exports?

How een the multi-

1see bibliography for the works of Frank and Amim.

2The
"dependencia"
literature
is
growing.
The
classical work remains Cardoso, Fernando Hen:r.:·ique and Enzo
Faletto: Dependency and Development in Latin America, Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 1979. (Original
Spanish Edition 1979). For an overview of the Dependencia
1iterature, see Puhle, Hans-Jurgen (Editor): Lateinamerika
- historische Realitat und Dependencia-Theorien,
Hamburg,
Hoffman und Campe, 1977.
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national corporation per se be the villain, if the country
most infested with multi-national corporations and foreign
capital - Canada - isa very rich country still? These three
factors are clearly important to the system, but their pre
sence and activity in the periphery is but a symptom of under
development - not the cause. It is fully conceivable, and in
fact occuring, that a center-periphery economic relationship
leading to economic

imperialism may take place in a socialist

or cornrnunist sphere.

It is fully concei vable, and occuring

today that the exports of some manufactured goods may have the
sirnilar negative effects to a poor periphery nation as the
export of raw materials.

It is fully conceivable, and in fact

so it occured, that the development of underdevelopment of a
nation may take place without a single multi-national corpora
tion operating within its borders, or in the trade of its pro
ducts.
We must stop barking up the wrong trees - those where the
symbols of underdevelopment have sought refuge.

••• and try as she would, she could never detect,
which was the cause, and which the effect.
u.s. nursery rhyme, in the version of Piet
Hein, Danish poet.
CHAPTER 2
SYMPTOMS AND CAUSES OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Fundamentally, most of economic
assumptions that

science

economic growth is a result

the Capital/Labour ratio in the economy.

rests

on

the

of increase in

Technological devel

opment, independent shifts of the cost function, is recognized
as a residual,

largely

"unexplained" factor.

the theory is centered around capital,
ments when it

comes to

practical

Consequently,

savings,

policy.

and invest-

If aggregate. data

fora nation are used, an increasing capital/labor ratio anda
raise in investments as a percentage of GNP will be found
during

the

process of development.

Rostow, the

But,

even

Professor

author of a classical capital-centered theory,

admits that a rise in the investment rate is nota sufficient
cri ter ion for economic takeoff •1

Average investment figures

worked out on a very aggregate leve!· for large

diversified

economies are

specialized

not very meaningful to small and

1Rostow, w. w. The Stages of Economic Growth, second
edition, Cambridge University Press, 1971, p. 192-193.
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economies, since the aggregate data are a product of many
individual industries with an extremely varied pattern of
development. In short, the variation between industries and
economic activities in terms of productivity increase in
response to equal units of capita! investments is so varied as
to make an averaging out of all industries and economic acti
vities a true attempt of averaging out "apples and oranges."
Examples of these variations within one economy will be found
later in this chapter.
In a closed economy or pre-trade situation there is only
one factor which is able to cause economic growth or an
increase in per-capita income: An ·increase in productivity.
Assuming that the percentage of population which is econom
ically active stays the same, a society can only increase its
available real income by having each person produce more than
before. Let us assume, in the tradition of economics, an
isolated island economy to study. The island, which does not
engage in foreign trade, produces two kinds of foodstuffs:
fish and goat meat. After decades of living in a zero-growth
economy, one of the islanders discovers a better fish-hook,
and productivity in the fishing activity doubles. The per
capita income of the islanders will now increase. How much it
increases will depend on to what extent the islanders are
willing to shift their consumption from meat to fish in
response to the technological progress in the fishing indus
try. With perfect labor mobility and no barriers to entry in
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the fishing industry, we can also safely predict that the
price of fish will fall relative to meat. In other words the
meat producers may now give up less meat to purchase the same
quantity of fish as before:

The terms of trade of the meat

producers has improved. The rise in per capita real income
achieved by the islanders was a result of a productivity
increase in the fishing industry. We can assume that the
invention of the new fishing hook was a result of an "invest
ment." One of the fishermen had invested some hours - during
which he could not take part in normal fishing activities - to
develop the new hook. On the other hand, it is quite possible
that the meat producers had invested a lot more time and
effort in trying to increase their own productivity in raising
goats than had the fisherman, but without success. They may
have bought more land, put up fences, tried to improve the
race, but without being able to raise the labor productivity
in their activity to any extent worth mentioning. In other

words, the social return on investment1

(ROI) of the in-

vestments made in the meat industry was zero while the social
1In order to understand the processes of development
and underdevelopment, a distinction between individual and
society interests is necessary. Traditional theory, of
course, assumes a perfect identity between the two. For a
discussion disproving Adam Smith's views on this, see Rae,
John: The Statement of Some New Principles on the Subject of
Political Economy ExEosing the Fallacies of the S&stem of Free
Trade and of some oter Doctrines Maintaine6 in te "wealth of
Nations," Boston: Hillard, Gray & Co., 1834, pp. 7-77.
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return on investment of the few hours investec by the fisher
man was clearly noticeable as an increased per capita income
in real terms on the island. We should point out that in
terms of private return on investment (ROI) we can safely
assume that the investments of the meat producers in buying up
new land probably was acceptable.

By doing so they reduced

the number of competitors, and could control prices better.
The fisherman's private return on investment ( ROI) may

have

been very low, since all the other fishermen very shortly were
fishing with the same new hooks which led to a fall in fish
prices.

Stated in more general terms:

a !arger economy

Although when data for

are averaged out between

industries

there is

a clear correlation between the percentage on GNP spent on
investment and increase in GNP per capita, the difference in
statistical record between industries in terms of social ROI
(productivity increase) of each dollar invested is extreme.
Another important lesson from the island economy is the
importance of society's relative response in production and
consumption pattern to technological improvements. A society
which insisted on eating fish only once a week and goat meat 6
days of the week would stay poorer than a society which
changed their consumption pattern to eating fish 4 days a week
and meat only 3 days.

An example from agriculture will clari

fy this point. Let us assume two economies producing and con
surning two different staple food commodities in a closed
economy pre-trade situation. With a little imagination, we
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assume that one economy produces and consumes wheat, and the
other produces and consumes strawberries. 150 years ago the
two economies enjoyed a comparable standard of living, each
working the fields with their labor intensive crops. Over the
last 100 years, however, the labor productivity in the wheat
eating country increased rapidly, while the producti vity of
the strawberry-eaters only increased slightly. Both countries
developed new hybrids and varieties of thier crop which to
gether with increased fertilization increased the yields. But
today, strawberries are still hand picked while wheat is sown
and harvested by advanced machinery. As a result labor pro
ductivity among the wheat-eaters will be much higher than
among the. strawberry eaters, anda much smaller percentage of
the total population will be engaged in food production among
the wheat eaters than among the strawberry eaters.
Any economy which grows strawberries as a main activity
will have experienced a much lower increase in productivity
per person employed than will an economy in which the produc
tion of wheat takes the same dominant position. In any econo
my, the technolog ical improvement

in wheat production have

been much greater than that of strawberry production - even in
the most advanced countries strawberries are·still picked by
hand - while wheat production has gone through a virtual
technological revolution.
The lower productivity increase and consequent lower
increase in GNP per capita in the strawberry eating nation
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compared to the wheat-eating nation is in our exarnple a result
purely of the inherent properties of the product. One product
- wheat - has proved rnechanizable and its production has
evolved into a very capital-intensive econornic activity, i.e.
the K/L ratio is high. The other crop - strawberries - is
stilla very labor intensive crop in all countries, regardless
of their stage of economic de elopment and corresponding labor
costs.
Traditional econornic theory correctly correlates the pro
ductivity increase in the wheat industry with the addition of
capita! to the production process: more capita! was added to
each unit of labor, and productivity and real GNP/capita in
creased. So far so good. The analysis will then be
one step further:

arried

The savings anc;:1 investment rate in the

strawberry-eating country is studied, and one will surely·find
a rate of savings and investrnent much lower than that among
the wheat producers.

A "Rostowian11 analysis will then draw

the conclusion that the strawberry users are poor and backward
because of their low savings and investrnent rate which again
is reflected in the low capital/labor ratio and the low pro
ductivity

in their agriculture.

By not differentiating

between the extrernely varied natures of economic activities
and consequently implicitly assuming that all economic activi
ties are equally fitted to promote economic development, the
traditional form of analysis has reversed the causal arrows of
economic developrnent from what they really are in our little
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example. What is identified as the cause of relative economic
underdevelopment, a low savings and investment rate, is in
this case indeed just

another symptom

of

underdevelopment.

The real cause of the lack of economic growth in this ficti
tious pre-trade case lies in the inherent properties of the
two crops.

Strawberry production is relatively unrnechaniz-

able, and this has two immediate effects on any nation which
has this crop or a product with sirnilar characteristics as a
rnain economic acitivity:

A) The lack of producti,1ity irnprove

ment in such an industry will in itself help to keep down a
surplus available for savings and investments. B) Any amount
of capital investrnent introduced in order to increase produc
tivity - even when introducing a capital/labor ratio as high
as that in the wheat producing country - will only improve
productivity rnarginally, and toa much lesser degree than the
same physical amount of capita! would yield in productivity
improvement in a more "mechanizable" activity like wheat.
From the theoretical cases above, we can draw several
prelirninary conclusions, some of which may seem trivial, but

will later prove important when we open the nations for inter
national trade:
a) Different economic activities contribute to econornic
developrnent in widely divergent degrees. Economies
which adjust their structure of consumption, and even
more importantly, that cf ptoduction, in response to
improving technology will record higher productivity
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increases and higher growth in GNP per capita than
will economies which undergo few structural changes
as technological improvement occurs over time.1

b)

The difference in contributions to economic develop
ment from the different economic activities is basi
cally a result ·of inherent properties of the product
in relation to the technical skills developed in a
certain period of human history. Only secondarily
are such differences a reflection of differences in
inventiveness on the part of the human factor. A
strong case can be made that the opposite causal relationship is in fact correct. Wheat growers will
benefit

infinitely

more

from

advanced

mechanical

knowledge than will the strawberry growers. The
wheat growing society is, therefore, likelr to
achieve technical skills which the strawberry growers
do not have, since there is no demand for such skills
in the strawberry industry.
c)

Different economic activities respond in widely dif
ferent ways to an increase in the capital/labor
ratio. An increase of the K/L ratio in wheat produc
tion from, say, $1000 to $5,oo·o will greatly improve
productivity, while the same increase in investment

1To this point compare Salter, W.E.G.: Productivity
and Technical Change, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1966, p. 151.
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per person in strawberry production will only cause a
much smaller labor productivity improvement and will
probably prove extrernely unprofitable, both from the
point of view of the private investor
a whole.

and society

as

We may say that the "social ROI" is much

higher in one product than in the other.
d) Productivity improvement - exemplified in the case of
wheat or fish - is an important cause of increased
savings and capital stock.

By increasing output,

productivity change will lead to additional saving,

capita! formation, and investment.1 This additional capita! formation - combined with a !arger dernand
resulting from the sirnultaneous increase in real
wages - will cause higher investrnents, an increased
K/L ratio, !arger scale of production, and new productivity irnprovernents. In this way the circle of
economic development is initiated.
e) The terms of trade in a fully competitive situation
will change in favor of the industry which records
the !east productivity improvement.

This applies to

the barter terms of trade (in money) and not to the
labor-hours terms of trade (expressed in no. of hours
worked to purchase a certain amount of goods).

This

1see e.g. Hulten, Charles R.: On the "importance" of
Productivity Change, in Arnerican Economic Review, Vol. 69, No.
1, March 1979, p. 126.
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corresponds to the assumption of the classical econo
mists as to the behavior of prices with technological

development.1

f) The unmechanizable economic activities will over time
come to appear as labor intensive. If perfect mobil
ity of labor and consequent equalization of wages is
not present, the forces of the market will assign
such economic activities to areas of the country
where labor is relatively cheap. The low price of
labor - in other words the relative poverty - of such
regions will be seen as their comparative advantage
in the national division of labor.
The theoretical framework for economic growth and devel
opment in this thesis is centered around the phenomenon of
INCREASING LABOR PRODUCTIVITY

as . the central explanatory..

force.2 Due to the extremely varied result in productivity
1see Ricardo, David: The Principles of Political Econ
omy and Taxation, London, Dent, 1973 (l8l7), p. 4<>-47. "Im
provements may be made in the implements and machinery used in
mining, which may considerably abridge labor; new and more
productive mines may be discovered, in which, with the same
laber, more metal may be obtained; or the facilities of bring
ing it to market may be increased. In either of these cases
the metals would fall in value, and would therefore exchange
fora less quantity of other things.11

2As one historian expressed it: "The history of the
productivity of our labor is the foundation of a scientific
economic history, and the backbone of any and all history."
Sirnkhovitch, V. G.: "Rome's Fall Reconsidered" in Political
Science Quarterly, June 1916, p. 243, quoted in: Fabricant,
·solomon: Labor Savings in American Industr 1899-1939, New
York, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1 45. Occasional
Paper No. 23, p. 1.
·
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improvement registered as a result of one

$

of investment,

capita! and investment is in this framework reduced to beinga
necessary but secondary factor in explaining development, on a
par with factor education. The social ROI on the same amount
of money invested in rnachinery or education in the wheat grow
ing society will yield infinitely more result in terms of pro
ductivity improvements and increase in GNP/capita than it will
in the strawberry growing society. The improvability of any
economic activity at any point in time will be the determining
factor, and this degree of irnprovability will shift from
industry to industry as man's technical knowledge advances.
While the shoe industry registered one of the fastest produc
tivity improvements in the United States in the 1870's, an
annual increase of 2.3% from 1869 to 1879 ,1 the output per

employee from 1971 to 1976 in the same industry in the U.s.
actually decreased by .6%.2

Within this framework, to achieve economic development is
to maximize productivity irnprovement. Still in a pre-trade
situation, we have seen that the achievement of this goal not
only depends on the technological progress made, but also on
the willingness of the consumers to shift their demand over to
1Fabricant, Solomon: Employment in manufacturing, 18991939, New York, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1942, p.
(Category: Shoes, Leather).
2u.s. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics:
Productivi ty Indexes for Selected Industries, 1977 edition.
Bulletin 1983, (category: Footwear, SIC 314), p. 79.
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the goods which have achieved productivity improvements in
their fabrication. Returning to the example of the island, we
can record the developrnent of labor productivity in the
following way:
CHART 2-1

Learning Curves Experienced in Pre-Trade Island·Econorny. Man
Hours per Unit of Food Produced.
A. If No Productivity Irnprovement in Fishing Industry.
B. With Improvernent of Fishing Techr.ique and Food
Consumption and Production Shifting to Fish.
c. With Productivity Irnprovement, but Without Shift in
Consurnption Fattern.
Inde>.: of
Man-Hours
Per Unit
of Product
(food) =
Index of
GNP/Capita
Measured in
Food Units

.,...

...... ...... _

-- -...... .......

A.
B.

c.

Time
The curve recording the actual development in rnan-hours
per unit of product will be used in this work as an illustra
tion of productivity improvement. A horizontal curve represents no productivity improvement of the period. We shall
refer to this curve as a learning curve. In a pre-trade situ
ation or in a situation with unchanged barter terms of trade
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the slope of the societal learning curve will correspond to
the increase in GNP-per capita experienced. The steeper the
learning curve, the higher the producti vity improvement

and

the higher the increase in GNP per capita. In a pre-trade
situation, the objective of any society which wants to maxi
mize the national GNP per capita will consequently be to maxi
mize the slope of the national learning curve.
The theoretical frarnework which is built here making pro
ductivity improvement as an independent factor the center of
the theory of economic developrnent is indirectly supported by
research made on the U.s. economy. Professor Moses Abramowitz, the 1980 President of The American Economic Association,
made a study of the relationship between the traditi'onal in
puts of factors of production and their relationship to the
developrnent of the output per head in the American economy
from 1870 to the decade 1944-1953. He came to these results,
disturbing to the profession, based on the statistics:
a)

man-hours worked per capita hard ly changed from the
decade of the 1870's to 1944-1953.

b) a combined index of man-hours and capita! inputs rose
by only 14%, while output soared 248%.
In other words, the factor labor productivity - output per
unit of labor input - completely independent of the visible
inputs recorded statistically, accounted for almost the entire
increase in output per head in the

u.s.

economy. This,

Abramowitz correctly concluded, "may be taken to be some sort
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of measure of our ignorance about the causes of economic
growth in the United States.111
else.11

And, we may add,

11

anywhere

Later studies have basically confirmed the validity of

Abramowitz' findings.2

One economic textbook recognizes the

11

disturbing11 effect

of such conelusions on· the causes of economic growth.3

A

factor which has been treated in the theory as an unimportant
residual factor, unpredictable, apparently randomly occurring,
and therefore unsuitable to the commonly used tools of the
science, proved to account for almost all the increase in
output in the

u.s. economy. The mainstream of the science

continued to work with their capital-centered models as if
nothing had happened. The few that took the challenge of this
new shock from the real world, brought the discussion off to
what to this writer is definitely a blind alley. Us ng a
number of partly very heroic sets of assumptions, these

1Abramowitz, Moses: Resource and Output Trends in the
United States Since 1870, New York, National Bureau of Econom1c Research, Occas1onal Paper No. 52, 1955, p. 8, 11. Also
in: American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings, May
1956.

2see e.g. Solow, Robert: Technical Change and the
Aggregate Production Function, in: Review of Economics and
Statistics, August 1957, and the works of Professor Nathan
Rosenberg (see bibliography).

3oavis, Lance, et al.: American Economic Growth, An
Economist's History of the United States, New York: Harper &
Row, 1972, p. 205.
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economists1 tried to estimate the influence of other factors
in the

II

residual

of close to 90% of the increae in output

II

which could not be accounted for by the combined index of
increased labor and capita! inputs. The factor of technologi
cal innovation was tried separated from the factor of econo
mies of scale; an exercise which seems extremely theoretical
since the previous technolog ies hardly ever existed on the
same scale as the modern ones. This view is supported by Professor George Stigler.2
11

labor quality,11

The contribution of factors like

education, better utilization of resources,

was estimated. In the present framework, these attempts are
typical cases of a confusion of symptoms and causes.
the factors mentioned

post facto seern

to have

While

been · present

when the development actually took place, this does not mean
that these factors were the causes of the development. That
this problem is more than a chicken-and-egg exercise is only
evident when we open the nations for trade. Following the
1 ine of reasoning which has grown out from the extrernely
important findings of Abramowitz, any economy can just add the
3ame arnount of skills the

u.s.

has in order to develop in the

1An overview of the best three known works in this
d irection by Edward Dennison, John Kendrick, and Diane Cum
mings and Dale Jorgenson can be found in: Productivity and
the Economy, u.s. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis
tics, Bulletin 1926 1977, pp. 62-63.
2 Stigler in Kendrick, John w. (Ed.) Output, Input and
Productivity Measurement, New York, National Bureau of Econom
ic Research, 1961.
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same way.

As we have shown with the fish and meat, and wheat

strawberry examples, and which we shall show with further
examples from the

u.s.

economy, the choice of econornic

activi

ty at every point in time is of rnuch more irnportance than all
of these factors combined. With a "wrong" choice of economic
activity for a nation, no input of hetter guality labor,
hetter education, advance

in knowledge, or economies of scale

is going to change the outcorne, narnely underdeveloprnent. As
can be seen in Table 2-1 (page 44) of two industries within
the same nation, with presumably the same qualitative factors
surrounding thern, one industry experience9 a productivity
improvement of 5% over 40 years whfle another industry, with
less investment per worker increased productivity by over 400%
in the same period.1

In other words:

The fact that the

barbers of this world have not increased their productivity
since the electrical cutters became available around 1930 is
nota result of poor education, poor resource utilization, or
any other factor specific to the barbers as opposed to the
rest of the working population. It isa result of the speci
fic nature of the economic activity of haircutting relative to
the technolog ical advances of mankind

in the last 50 years.

Any attempt to break down the all-important factor of produc
tivity increase into bits and pieces post facto in any economy
is therefore not very useful in furthering the understanding
1Fabricant, 1942, op. cit., p. 95.
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of the process of economic development and underdevelopment.
Productivity improvement must be seen as a totally independent
factor, and any attempt to split up this factor post facto
will only be true, if at all, of one specific mix of indus
tries and economic activities in one specific economy in one
specific period of time·.

Such an exercise is therefore of

very little value to those studying the problem of underdevel
opment in countries where the structure of the economy, the
mix of economic activities in which the nation is engaged, and
also the time frame are completely different ones. Productiv
ity improvement is industry-specific and time-specific, and is
only secondarily and indirectly tied to inputs of capital,
education, and labor quality. While the secondary inputs are
necessary to cause productivity improvement, any quantity or
quality of these secondary inputs cannot per se influenc pro
ductivity improvement if the time-specific and industry-speci
fic conditions are not present.

Any amount of capital or

educational inpu.t cannot change the productivity of a barber
more than marginally with the present state of human know
ledge.
As has been pointed out before, the prime mover, produc
tivity improvement, will tend to create the necessary second
ary inputs through the work of the market. The productivity
improvement experienced in the production of rayon and other
man-made fibres created both the increased real wages needed
to improve the national marginal propensity to save and the
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demand for specialized education which was needed for further
productivity improvements. On the other hand, the production
of long-fibred cotton, which is not suited for mechanical har
vesting in the same way as short-fibred cotton, did not create
productivity improvements of any importance, nor did it create
a demand for specialized mechanical skills, since the produc
tion had to be made by hand. Blaming the lack of productivity
improvements of the cotton producers on their inferior techni
cal knowledge compared to that of the rayon producers is
therefore to reverse the causa! arrows of development again.
It is the choice, more or less voluntaril , of industry or
economic activity which

airectly ·influences the

level

of

education of the workers, not the other way around. The bar
ber has little knowledge of mechanics, not because he is less
elever than the auto mechanic, but because in his specializa
tion in the division of labor there is little use for such
skills. The central role of productivity improvement - inde
pendent of the causes leading to it - is expressed in a circu
lar flow in Chart 2-2.
It is worth noticing that the system is relatively easily
broken in several places. If the system is one open to inter
national trade, the possibility exists that .any increase in
productivity is passed on to the foreign consumer through
export prices which .are lowered at the same rate as productiv
ity increases. Notice that this is the pricing behaviour
expected by the classical economists (see page 30). Unless
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CHART 2-2
The "Virtuous• Circle of Economic Development
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be cut-off at an}' o.ie point, e.g., if higher demanå goes to foreign goods
alene, the circle will bre .
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all productivity improvements experienced by the trading part
ner are also passed on to the foreign consumer in the same
way, a situation of no increase in real wages and consequent
underdevelopment will be the result.
As a contrast to the picture presented in the previous
Chart, Chart 2-3 presents the classical "v icious circle" of
underdevelopment in a new form where productivity becomes the
main variable.
If the problem of underdevelopment is seen as an inte
grated process as in Chart 2-3, the futility of attacking any
ene point in the circle should become evident.

If capita!

investment is seen as the factor of development, heavy invest
ment may be made while wages are still kept low and local de
mand weak due to the mature character of the export industries
which yield few productivity improvements. The result of this
preoccupation only with factor capital and investment will be
an industrial overcapacity, since the unchanged low real wages
will keep the demand side of the flow chart unchanged and
blocking development. The weak national demand will also give
most important advantages to foreign producers which, due toa
much larger market, can benefit from often considerable posi
tive scale effects.

Many Latin Arnerican nations provide an

example of this capital-centered approach, neglecting th6
demand side.

The result isa surprising underutilization of

capita! in the middle of an underdevelopment problem which the
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CHART 2-3
The "Vicious" Circle of Economic Oevelopment
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theory tells us is caused by lack of capital.1 A grotesque
example of the result of the neglect of the demand factor was
experienced in Peru after the belt-tightening operation of the
IMF in 1978-79: The national consumption of canned milk, the
basic nutrition for children of the poor, fell from 20,000
cases daily in December 1977 to 8,000 cases daily in January
1979.2 The local papers reported daily on the milk produced
in the Arequipa region which was poured into the rivers for
lack of demand, while Dr. Alva of the Lima Children's Hospital
personally told this writer that the frequency of malnutrition
and outright starvation among children had reached levels far
beyond anything experienced in Peru. The solution to the
problem of the milk having to be dumped for _ack of demand was
found by giving the milk canners export subsidies to sell the
canned milk abroad. In other words, the Peruvian people sub
sidized the export of canned milk while their own children
starved because they themselves could not afford to buy the
same milk.
Solon Baraclough, the Director of the United Nations Cen
ter for Social Research in Geneva, neatly summed up his con
clusions after many years' work in Latin America at a seminar
1see Schydlowsky, Daniel M. and Juan Wicht: Anatomia
de un fracaso Economico, Peru 1968-1978, Lima, Centro de In
vestigacion de la Universidad del Pacffico, 1979, pp. 7982, which also contains references to other works on the sub
ject.
2Actualidad Econornica, Year 2, No. 12, January, Febru
ary 1979, pp. 7-8.
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at Cornell University in 1977:

11

Stated in the terms of eco-

nomic theory, I have come to think that the problem is more on
the demand side than on the supply side."
Returning to our central point on the importance of pro
ductivity improvement seen as an independent factor, we shall
illustrate our point through examples from the

u.s.

economy.

The experience of the United States confirms that the growth
of real wagei has followed almost exactly the average growth
of laber productivity.1 This tells us that the shares of
capita! and laber have not changed significantly. The low
incidence of foreign trade in the

u.s.

economy, only 3-5% of

GNP, makes the United States a useful case to study, since
most foreign factors which could disturb the picture are ex
cluded.
The: most interesting and most neglected aspect of this
development, is how the different economic activities contrib
uted to this all-important growth of the average labor produc
tivity. Table 2-1 gives examples from the United States econ
omy.
As this table shows, the forest industry in the United
States more than trebled its investment per worker over this
important 33 year period. The result of this increased
investment, however, was an almost negligible improvement in
1This is the conclusion drawn by Professor Samuelson.

Samuelson, Paul: Economics, 10th Edition, New York: McGraw
Hill, 1976, pp. 739-740.
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TABLE 2-1

Different "Societal Rate of Return on Investment" in Some
Industries. United States: 1937 relative to 1904
(1904 = 100)
Wage Earners
Per Unit of
Product

Capita! Assets
Capita! Assets
Per Wage Earner
Per Unit
(Worker)
of Product
(Exclusive of Land)

Forest Products
(not paper and
cellulose)

95

325

309

Chemical and
Coal Products

40

203

82

Tobacco Products

19

483

90

Automobiles, incl.
Bodies and Parts

11

407

34

TOTAL MANUFACTURING SECTOR

55

264

145

Source: Fabricant, Solomon: Employment in Manufacturing,
1899-1939, New York, National Bureau of Economic Research,
1942, p. 95.
productivity: it still took 95% of the time for one man to
produce the same physical output with more than 3 times as
much capita!.

As a result, the capita! cost per unit of out

put also increased bya

factor of more than 3.

In the Chemical and Coal products group - where we can
assume that the chemical products represent the bulk of output
- capita! per worker doubled, while labor productivity more
than doubled.

Only 40% of the time needed at the start of the
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period was needed 33 years later to produce the same unit of
product. The capital cost per unit of product actually de
creased in this industry.
The tobacco and automotive industry represent extreme
cases of increase in labor productivity - one man could pro
duce about 5 and about 10 times respectively more than what
was produced 33 years earlier. In both cases the capita! per
worker increased more than 4 times, but the capita! costs per
unit of production actually decreased. The numbers for the
total manufacturing sector in the United States is included to
enable comparison with the above examples.
For our analysis of the causes of economic development
this table raises a number of important issues. First of all,
conclusions may be drawn as to the movement of relative
prices of the products of thE> four industries.

Given this

data, one can safely assume that the relative prices of forest
products have increased in relaiton to tobacco and cars.
Second:

observations can be made about wage rates.

The

divergent productivity developments and "societal rate of
returns" occurred within one economy - that of the United
States - with a high mobility of labor and capita!.

In the

total economy, wage rates have increased at the rate of the
average increase in labor productivity.

To quote Professor

Paul Samuelson: "The percentage growth in wage rates per hour
has almost exactly matched the percentage growth in product
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CHART 2-4

United States. Forest and Tobacco Products Industries
Number of Wage Earners Per Unit of Product, or
"learning curves"
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per man-hour.111 Given the high mobility of the factors of
production, we can assume for our purposes that wage increases
between the workers in the 4 industries kept pace with each
other fairly well, although regional and inter-industry wage
differentials existed at the start of the period and also at
the end. These inter-industry wage differentials, however,
should not be of concern to this study. It suffices to notice
that the average wage increase in the country kept pace with
the average increase in labor productivity, and that given the
high mobil ity of labor, increases were fairly even in · all
industries.
Wage earners in the United States, then, all benefited
from the average productivity increase of their economy.
Total productivity in manufacturing over the period mentioned
increased by 82%, and the average wage earner received a wage
increase in real terms of about the same figure, whether he or
she worked in the forest industry or in the tobacco industry.
It is here important to note that the work rs of the forest
industry with a meagre 5% productivity improvement in physical
output received an increase in real wages of more than 80%
while the tobacco workers who increased their productivity by
more than 400% received wage increases ·that were probably only

1samuelson, Paul:·
Economics, Tenth
Hill, New York, 1976, p. 740.

Edition, McGraw-
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marginally more than those of the forest workers, if at all.
This leads us to the following important conclusion:
In the process of economic development the national rate
of real wage increases has proved to fellow the average
national rate of productivity increase in such away that
the productivity increases experienced in industries with
high productivity increase are shared with the workers in
the industries where productivity increases come only
very slowly.
In the industries listed in Table 2-1, the prices of
forest products must have increased in relation to tobacco and
automobiles - this as a consequence of the production of these
items being produced within ane economy with an observed high
mobility both of capita! and labor.

In other words, the for

est worker of 1937 received more tobacco products in exchange
for one hour of labor than did his 1904 colleague, whereas the
tobacco worker saw the price move in the disfavor of the pro
duct he produced. This statement is the same as s&ying that
the Terms of Trade moved in the favor of the product with the
least technological development, and in the disfavor of industries with high productivity increases.

This price movement

was indeed experienced. In the most extreme cases, as with
the automobile industry, prices fell rapidly also in absolute
terms over the period in question.1

We shall keep

1In 1920 the T-Ford had a price tag of $950. In 1926
the price was $270. (The wholesale price index had risen from
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this development of the Terms of Trade within one economy in
mind when we discuss the impact of productivity improvements
in international trade.
The even developrnent of wages within all econornic activi
ties in a nation-state may be seen as _being "socially just. 11
The forest worker or barber who, by the very nature of his
profession, has· not experienced great improvernents in labor
productivity, is not penalized because this to hirn completely
random factor does not occur in his field.

With perfect

mobility of labor and no rnonopolization of the labor rnarket,
the market mechanism will handle the distribution of the bene
fits from economic growth fairly well within one nation state.
In countries where labor mobility has been less - or where
maintaining population in specific areas has been a political
goal - the same distribution effect can be obained through
government subsidies to the activities where productivity
improvements are slower and where price increases in the low
productivity sector is unwanted (food) or impossible due to
foreign competition. This has been the case with farmers in
virtually all Western European nations, with the fishermen in
Norway, and with the olive growers of Italy. The fact that
sorne sectors of the econorny require subsidi s has generally
been accepted politically, but little economic analysis has
70 to 100 in the same period, so a constant dollar price would
have been $200.) Source: Hirschman, Winfred: Profit from
the learning curve, in: Harvard Business Review, Vol. 42, No.
1, 1964.
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been made to explain why specific activities require subsidies
and others not. Where this policy of subsidies has not been
followed or has been unsuccessful, whole areas within other
wise developed nations have become relatively underdeveloped.1

These regional income differences within the rich countries
can be partly explai ed

by the inherent properties of the pro-

d ucts of these -regions. The olive growers of the European
Economic Community are heavily subsidized; they are in an
industry which is almost unmechanizable anda price increase
in order to offset the present labor costs would mean the
death of the industry since consumers would shift to substi
tutes - oils from plants which can be grown and harvested
mechanically in the industrialized countries or grown and har
vested labor-intensively in the Third World.
In summary: In the rich countries the producers of pro
ducts or services which are by nature difficult to mechanize
and consequently show little productivity improvements share
equally in the average productivity improvements of the nation
through

2

basic mechanisms:

a) Through the market mechanism in the labor and capital
markets by which the internal Terms of Trade move in
favor of the products which· experience the least
productivity improvements. The barber has to produce
1see

e.g. Barzanti, Serg io: The Underdeveloped Areas
within the Common Market, Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Univer
sity Press, 1965.

Sl
fewer haircuts to buy a refrigerator in 1980 than he
did in 1950. Although the barber himself did not
produce more, his real income has increased with the
average productivity improvement of the economy of
his country.
b)

Through government subsidies and other interference
to achieve a hetter income distribution and to main
tain a certain geographical di8tribution of the population. For example, the Swiss farmers recei ved in

1976 a subsidy of 1,312 Mil. Swiss Francs,1 which

gives a subsidy per farmer of more han $3,000. Al
though the price effects

to· the consumers

in the case

of these subsid ies are inseparable from the income
effects to the recipients - in this case the farmers
- the net effect ot the economy isa support of pro
ducers whose productivity increases and relative
efficienty is so low as to render their income situa
tion impossible without government transfers. With
out their subsidies, imports of agricultural products
from countries with lower labor costs and a· more
favorable climate would drive most Swiss agriculture
out of business.
1wittmann, Walter: Reform des Schweizerischen Subventions
wesens, Zurich, Schwei:?:erische Bankgesellschaft, 1978.
SBG
Schriften zu Wirtschafts-, Bank-, und Wahrungsfragen, No8
55, p. 4.
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The fishermen in Norway, traditionally one of the richest
nations of the world in terms of fish resources, will in 1980
receive more than $22,000 dollars per head in government subsidies, according to one estimate.1

Industry, which is

charged a unique tax on all investments, and oil revenue pro
vide the sources from which funds and real income may be
transferred to the protected activities which for various
reasons are not able to provide the high real wages that a
manufacturing industry which competes on the world markets is
able to do. The mining industry is also a net recipient of
transfer funds from the rest of the Norweg!an economy.

The

copper mining industry receives subsidies of around $20,000
per head channeled through a special "copper fund." For the
discussion of scale effects in Chapters 4 through 9, it is of
interest to notice that the three economic activities which
receive net subsidies in Norway and the rest of Western
Europe: fishing, mining, and agriculture, are the only acti
vities which operate with one fixed factor of production fish, ore, and land - which is given by nature. The manufac
turing industries from which the subsidies basically flow are
able to expand all factors of production at costs which are
neutral to scale or in most cases yield. positive scale
effects.

1Farmand, Oslo, December 29, 1979, No. 53, p. 34.

•••the literature is curiously void of attempts
to relate the problems of development and under
development and the facts of international in
equality to the theory of international trade.
Gunnar Myrdal: Development and Underdevel
opment, p. 12.
CHAPTER 3

TECHNOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENTS AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE
In Chapter 2 we concluded that in order to maximize the
GNP per capita of a country in a pre-trad_e situation, any
nation should adopt policies to måximize the slope of its
national learning curve, or, in other words, maximize the pro
ductivity increase of labor. However, since productivity in
creases occur in very different degrees in different indus
tries, the actual slope of the learning curve which any nation
will experience will also depend on the willingness and abil
ity of that nation to shift its consumption towards the indus
tries which have experienced the most increase in labor pro
ductivi- ty. This was made clear in the example of the island
economy producing meat and fish, and experiencing productivity
growth only in the fishing industry.
If we open this previously closed system to international
trade, we shall see that more options are open to our island
economy. We must now assume that there are two islands, both
making their living by fishing and the raising of goats for
53
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meat. Now we assume that the fishermen on island A invent the
hook which enables a doubl ing of labor productivity in the
fishing industry, and that this new technology is unknown to
island B where fishing continues to go on in the old fashion.
In the pre-trade situation, the inhabitants of island A
increasea the slope of their learning curve - or their real
wages - only to the extent that they shiftea their consurnption
from meat to fish. In a trade situation they have another
option if they play their cards well. One of the islanders of
"A" has a Ph.D. in econornics, ana arrned with the Ricardian
theory of international trade he visits island B. On island B
where the old technology prevails, one unit of fish exchanges
for one unit of meat, while now, just after the invention of
the new hook, the price ratio is 1.1 unit of iish to 1 unit of
meat on islana A. By offering to buy meat from island Bana
paying in fish, the representative of island A secures a con
tract according to which island A will buy all their meat from
island B and pay in fish at a price 1.1 unit of fish for 1
unit of meat.

To illustrate the advantage of this to the

people of island B, our economist makes the following calcula
tion for them:
National Product of Island B, before ana after the bene
fits of international trade:

55
No. of Workers

Consumption

BEFORE TRADE:
50 in meat

50 units

50 in fishing

50 units
100 units of food

GNP of Island B
AFTER TRADE:

100 in meat, 50 units sold to B in exchange for 55 fish.
GNP of Island B:

50 meat of own production
55 fish traded with A
105 units of food

The people of Island Bare happy with the trading deal, and
our econornist returns to Island A.
The calculations for Island A look somewhat different:
No. of Workers

Consumption

BEFORE TRADE:
50 units

50 in meat
50 in fishing

100 units (after new
technology)

GNP of Island A

150 units of food

AFTER TRADE:
100 in fishing, 55 units sold to Island B in exchange for 50
meat.
GNP of Island A:

145 units of fish (Production 200 export 50)
50 units of meat (Import)
195 units of food

Notice that the real income
food uni ts after

trade,

of

Island

while the real

B
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increased

income of

by 5

Island

A

increased by 45 units, in spite of an improvement of the Terms
of Trade of Island B of 5%.
Given their

technological

improvement, Island

prosper even without the trade with Island B.
of

Island B ref

used

to

engage in

the

If

"mutually

A would
the

people

benef icial"

trade with Island A, the people of Island A would feel a moral
responsibili ty to ei vil ize Island B and bring to i ts
the

people

benefits of the international division of labor.

Armed

with the Ricardian trade theory, Island A would make Island B
a colony.

The theory could even "piove" that the best Island

B could do to grow richer, would be
\..

tive advantage and produce meat. If

to stick to its

anybody in the colony of

Island B had the idea that they themselves could
proving their own fisheries,
bited since it contradicted
mics. A similar

case

like

that

of econo-

that

of

Island

little

a

nutshell

an

im-

the scientific theories

which was also
in

on

be prohi

to process

sents

work

would of course

Mahatma Gandhi argued for India
prohibited.

compara

Our

unrecognized

B occurred
i ts

own

fictitious

when

cot ton,

case

economic rationale

pre
for

colonialism of immense proportions.
Instead of building further on this
shall

investigate

the

effect

of

fictitious

differentiated

case,

we

productivity

improvements between industries using the data of physical
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productivity development actually experienced in the United
States.
Let us assume that one country, it could be Argentina or
Uruguay, has a comparative advantage in supplying meat to the
international market, and speeializes almost completely in
this product within the international division of labor. The
natural resources of this country - its temperate climate and
vast pampa - _g ives this country an absolute

advantage

in terms

of labor productivity in this product. Another nation, e.g.
the United States, has a comparative advantage in the produc
tion of rayon and other textile fibres.
theory of international

Accord ing to the

trade, both nations will

benefit from

a mutual specialization and trade.
To isolate from possible inefficiencies on the part of
the meat exporter, we assume that productivity improvements in
both nations are as good as they were in the United States in
the same period. Let us assume for the moment that the terms
of trade between the two countries stay the same and see bow
each country benefits from trade (see Chart 3-1).
Stating the same data in a different way, the physical
output per man-hour in rayon and allied products increased by
1,117% in the 27 years from 1923 through 1950, while the
physical output in meat packing increased 25% during the same
period. If anything, these figures overestimate the productivity improvements which bad taken place in the meat packing
industry.

Other data show that the employment per unit of
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CHART 3-1

Learning Curve or Index of Man-Hours Per Unit of Physical Out
put in the u.s. Meat Packing Industry and Rayon Industry,
1923-1950
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Argentina's Importable

9
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Source: Data from Salter, op.cit., p. 164. Based on
data frem U.S. Department of Labor.

output in the rneat packing industry actually increased from

1899 to 1939, indicating a decrease in labor productivity.1
We must now visualize that the rayon industry
in the

u.s.

is located

from which it exports to Argentina, and the meat

packing industry is located in Argentina, from where it ex
ports to the United States. At the outset of the period in
question, the economies of Argentina and Uruguay were extremely

dependent

on

export

earnings

1Fabricant: op.cit., p. 273.

from

the

"pastoral
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industries,"

part.1

of

which

meat

packing

was

These countries had specialized

a

very

important

to an extreme extent

in their comparative advantage in international trade.
The productivity increase in the rayon industry was 45
times !arger than
the

two

nations

industry.2

that of the meat packing
managed

to

retain

their

own

If

productivity

improvement in the sense that the terms of trade did not
change,

the

people

of

the

rayon-exporting

nation

would

increase their GNP/capita more than 10 times during the per
iod, while the meat exporters would increase their productiv
ity and GNP/capi ta 25% if we use the Salter data for 19231950, or would suffer a slight decrease if the data from Fab
ricant for 1899-1939 are used. Rayon is of course an extreme
case in terms of fast productivity increase, but the u.s. data
1In Argentina "pastoral products," i.e. meat and by
products, represented 89% of all exports in 1880-84 (Ortiz,
Ricardo: Historia Econornica de la Argentina, Buenos Aires,
Editorial Raigal, 1955, Vol. 1, p. 312). In the years 1917-18
they represented 65% of exports (Ernesto Thornquist &
Co.,
Ltd.: The Economic Developrnent of the Argentine Republic in
the Last Fifty Years, Buenos Aires, 1919, p. 167. To Uruguay,
the importance of the "pastoral industries" (rneat, leather,
hides, wool) was even more extreme. In the period 1898-1902
these industries provided 91% of the export earnings of the
country, (Uruguay, Consejo Superior de Estadistica, Anuario
Estadistico de la Republica Oriental del Uruguay anos 19021903, Montevideo, 1905, Vol. I, p. 394.

2sugar exporting nations may have been even worse off
than the meat exporters. Cane sugar refining, the industrial
end of sugar production, experienced an average annual change
in man-hours per unit of product of 0.0 per cent in the United
States between 1909 and 1939.
See Fabricant:
op. eit., p.
47.
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shows that all the important groups of goods imported by
Argentina and Uruguay in the period in question had a much
steeper learning curve in the

u.s.

than had the meat packing,

their own exportable. The mean value for increase in output
per man-hour in the

u.s.

economy in the period 1923-1950 was

108%.1 Meat packing registers the lowest value of all
industries, with 25%.
The productivity

r present the real

data from

u.s.

prices of labor in the

the meat-packing

industry

development, which reflect the higher

u.s.,

particularly towards the end of

the period. Productivity data from the Argentine meat packing
industry may be expected to be lower due to the lower relative
price of labor compared to capita!.

The import_ant thing to

note is, however, that with the best available technology,
that of the

u.s.,

productivity improvement in the staple

industry of the River Plate nations was lower than the produc
tivity improvement of all the products which the River Plate
imported.

The learning curve of their export product was flat

at any technology, due to inherent properties of their export
product.
The Argentine economy has stagnated since 1930, and dur
ing the last years real wages and GNP have fallen considerably. Compared to other Latin American countries, there
exists a considerable literature on economic history. Some of
1salter, op.cit., p. 165.
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the historians trace the roots of the present crisis back to
the depression, others all the way back to the period after
the First World War. The most prominent of the economic bis
torians, Aldo Ferrer, states Argentina's problem this way:
"From a general, theoretical point of view, the Argentine
experience is interesting as an outstanding case of the stag
nation of a nonintegrated industrial structure conditioned by
a breakdown in the country's capacity to import.111

Ferrer here touches on an ever-present problem in Latin

America. The break-down of import capacity was diagnosed by
Argentine Raul Prebish and his many followers to be a result
of the relative prices, or Terms of Trade, developing in the
favor of the industrialized countries against the primary pro
ducers.

Later studies have shown that if any such deterioria

tion of the terms of Trade exists, it is of a1magnitude which

cannot explain a fraction of the ever-increasing gap between
the rich and the poor nations.2 Considering the widely

divergent development of labor productivity and increase in
productivity resulting from ane unit of capita! investment
S'hown above, the small variations recorded in the Terms of
Trade between the rich and the poor world is surprising.
1Ferrer, Aldo: The Argentine Economy, Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1967, p. 210 (my underlining).

2A resume of the Terms of Trade discussion with the
UNCTAD Terms of Trade indexes using different basis years is
contained in: Kebschull, Dietrich, et al., Entwicklungspoli
tik, 3rd Edition, Opladen, Westdeutscher Verlag, 1976.
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The sol ution to the problem of the gap lies not in the
Terms of Trade, but must be sought in the different cost and
productivity developments

of the exportables of .the

rich and

the poor nations. In the above example, a nation cdmpletely
specialized in rayon products trading with a country complete
ly specialized

in meat påcking would increase its productivity

and GNP per capita 45 times more than the meat exporter with
unchanged barter terms of trade.

As we shall show later, once

a difference in laber cost between the central industrialized
nations and the poor periphery nations is established, the
market mechanism will automatically assign the products with
low

productivity

improvements

to

the

low-wage

thereby reinforce the situation even more.

nations

and

Ricardo, for instance, is reported to have replied to
the reproach of a friend, that certain of 6is d6c
trines did not tally with the facts, that it was 'so
much the worse for the facts.'
Ferguson, John M. Landmarks of Economic
Thought, p. 142.
CHAPTER 4
TRADE THEORY AND THE RELEVANCE OF ITS ASSUMPTIONS
Economic theory, like all theories, are abstractions from
complex realities.

The higher the leve! of abstraction to

which a theory is carried, the clearer become the conclusions
which can be drawn from the theory - but at the same time the
further the theory gets away from the "real world."

In the

social sciences, the many-faceted aspects of human activities
have yielded theories which are kept on a relatively low leve!
of abstraction compared to the "hard sciences" of physics,
mathematics and chemistry.

The main difference between the

"hard" sciences and the "soft" social sciences seems to lie in
the presence or absence of constant factors whose behavior are
so to say given by nature. For the "hard" sciences, communi
cation by algebraic symbols is relatively meaningful since the
values or properties of the factors behind the symbols are
constant, nature-given and unchanging over time.

Not so with

the social sciences, where the substitution of an ill-defined
and elusive factor of human behavior by an algebraic symbol
63
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really does not add to the understanding of the development
and shaping of the underlying factor over time.

On the con

trary, the substitution of social science phenomen e by alge
braic symbols g ives a false sense of security of having the
factor well defined, understood, and under control. In this
way, the science of economics works its way away from the
problems of the real world by assuming away factors of influ
ence which are not quantifiable, or are quantifiable but vary
significantly and randomly. Subsequently, recruitment to the
profession increasingly comes from students with a preference
and background for such abstract thinking, a?d the process of
moving the profession away from th randomness and cruelties
of the "real world" becomes self-sustaining.

In the extreme

cases, the concession which mathematical economists gives to
the real world is to call their symbols by names also given to
economic phenomena out in the real world. The symbol worked
with in mathematical economics may not have much more than its
name in common with the real world phenomenon from which it
has taken its name.

In his presidential address to the eco-

nomic section of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science G.D.N. Worswick stated that the correct way to see
this would be "to say that there are some .new branches of

rnathematics that contain vestigial traces of economics.111
1Quoted in:
Routh, Guy: The Mist in Economics, The
New York Times, November 8, 1977, p. 33.
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The trade theory represents such a high level of abstraction
from reality, which allows the use of geometrical "proofs" of
an elegance which is unrivaled in the art of economics. The
"purity" of the international trade theory has always been a
source of pride to economists in an academic world where pres
tige is bestowed according to the degree of abstraction of the
models with which one works. In this hierarchy of prestige,
the "soft" social sciences rank below the "hard" sciences,
while economics takes the lead within the social sciences
ahead of the even "softer" sciences of sociology, political
science, etc. Within the science of economics, the most holy
are the mathematical economists and the proletariat is formed
by those studying economic development and other subjects so
intertwined with the "unscientific" ir:ipredictabilities of the
real world and with the neighboring "softer" sciences of
sociology, anthropology, and social psychology. As Professor
Samuelson put it in a 1974 interview with the New York Times:
Economists work for the applause of their own peers."
The halo of prestige accorded the international trade
theory in this academic system of "Wissenschaftlichkeitskom
plexe" (Complexes of 11scientificness11)1 can be sensed from an
1wissenschaftlichkei tskornplexe or complexes of "scien
tificness" are old phenomenae in the economic profession, see
e.g. Marx' continued stressing of "wissenschaftlicher Sozial
ismus." The problem with any theory of human behavior which
gets overly "wissenschaftlich" is that it will - almost by de
finition - not leave room for the unscientifically different
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anecdote told by Nobel laureate Paul Samuelson:

One day

Samuelson was talking with a mathematician, Stanislaw Ulam,
who challenged him "to 'name one proposition in all of the
social sciences which is both true and not trivial.'
a test I always failed.

This was

But now, some years later, on the

staircase, so to• speak,· an appropriate answer occurs to me:
the Ricardo theory of comparative advantage; the demonstration
that trade is naturally profitable even when one country is
absolutely more - or less - productive in terms of every com-

modity.111

Apart from showing the prestige of the trade

theory within the economic science, this little account throws
some light on the "scientific mobbing" which even Nobel laur
eates seem to take seriously.
The trade theory is an abstraction of the real world of
international trade•. This abstraction is arrived at by making
some restrictive assumptions as to the behavior of the "real
world." The clue to the discrepancies between theory and real
world lies in these assumptions. Depending upon whether the
factors which are assumed away are important or not to the
behavior of 1ifferent human beings under different conditions.
It will as a consequence not leave room for anything but a
standardized humanity, or alternatively·, only make conclusions
on a leve! of abstraction so generalized as to be truly tri
vial, and in that way stay "unscientific." In academic eco
nomics a premium is paid for "scientific" and overly abstract
complexities per se, a fact which tends to carry the theories
away from the human aspects of economic problems.
1samuelson quoted in: Harrington, Michael: The
Majority, New York: Simon and Schuster, 1977, p. 35-36.

Vast
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outcome in the "real world," the theory will have a strenger
or weaker ability to predic the actual behavior of the "real
world" through history.1 In this chapter we shall attempt

to show that the assumptions which have to be made in order to
be able to defend the conclusions maintained by Professor
Samuelson in fact ignore the factors which are important in
distorting the distributions of gains from trade. More seriously still, the theory ignores the very factors causing eco
nornic developrnent.
Mentally, the process of arriving at a theory of interna
tional trade can well be cornpared to the development of the
garne of chess. Chess is an abstraction of a war between two
parties, just as the trade theory is an abstraction of a trad
ing situation between two countries producing two goods.
There are, as we know, many conditions in a game of chess
which are very different from the real war situations from
which the garne is an abstraction.
trade theory.

So is the case with the

One is the situation of perfect information

which is present in a game of chess, but which is absent in a
war. Also in the trade theory perfect information is an im
portant assurnption so basic for the functioning of neo-classi
cal economic theory that it is not even spel ed out when the
1Profound criticisrns of the assurnptions of the trade
theory can be found in the works of Professor Gunnar Myrdal
and of Lord Thomas Balogh, see e.g. his Unequal Partners, Ox
ford: Blackwell, Vol. 1, 1963, pp. 1-59.
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assumptions of the trade theory are listed.

In a game of

chess, perfect information means that the enemy cannot be pre
paring an ambush by changing their position to take you by
surprise, as opposed to what can happen in areal war situa
tion. In the trade theory it means that factors like differ
ences in technolog ical knowledge

are ruled

out -

technology

has to be assumed as being universal. In the trade theory the
assumptions of perfect and costless
that the clothing manufacturers

information also means

of Haiti will know for free

the fashions of Paris just as fast and just as well as the
manufacturers in Paris who themselves make the fashions.
The elements in a game of chess have names from the real
world of a war; kings, queens, peons. The elements in the
trade theory also carry names used in the real world of trade.
Although excellent chess players enjoy considerable prestige
due to the high intellectual level on which their abstract
game of war is carried on, they are not asked for advice when
a guerilla war is fought in Indo-china. The world recognizes
that altl1ough chess is an abstraction of war with elements
corresponding to many elements in areal war, the knowledge
accumulated by the best chess players has little practical
relevance in areal war situation. The game they play takes
place on a level of abstraction which is extremely high and
works with too many restrictive assumptions about war to be
useful in practice. In a war situation, the journalists do
not phone up the chess players for advice.
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Unfortunately, the world has not yet reached the same
conclusions with the newer game of international trade theory.
In a real trade situation, journalists and politicians alike
will take the advice of the economic theorist in trade mat
ters, even when the assumptions of the theory from which this
economist makes his conclusions are just as far away from the
real world situation as are the assumptions of the chess play
er. The profession of war strategist was separated from the
profession of chess player several centuries ago, even though
the two professions have a clear comomon origin. During the
latter part of the last century, and the first decades of this
century, a similar division of labor - one practical and
action-oriented profession and one purely theoretical - took
place in the trade theory in the now industrialized world. A
new brand of trade economists, represented e.g. by Friedrich
List in Germany and Henry C. Carey in the United States, who
did not even fully understand the theoretical game of interna
tional trade theory according to the best players, ignored the
pure theory and made action-oriented recommendations against
the conclusions of the theory. These practical-oriented peo
ple advocated high tariff protection for some goods in their
countries and won the battle with the theoreticians, well
backed by the national business interests and the politicians.
They won the battle in all the countries which are now
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industrial ized,1 also in the U.K. from 1558 until 1800 when

tariffs no longer served their purpose. Judg ing from the
standard of living in the countries which engaged in protec
tion starting in the last century the strategy of the new
brand of non-theoretical economists was a great success.
Their theories, per se, were nota success.

They lacked

both

the clarity and "wissenschaftlichkeit" of the pure theorists,
and their theories went into oblivion for good after the
Second World War. In the

u.s. and Western universities of

today, the people who formed the international tradP. policy of
the Western world up until the Second World War and their
theories are not even given a footnote in the textbooks. The
pure theoreticians who were not allowed to have influence on
the actual policies of the Western world during its industri
alization, are now the only ones left in the profession of
international trade.

The practical and policy-oriented branch

of the profession died out completely, but in Australia and
among a small group of the Western world Marxists.
1For the magnitude and importance of these theories and
-the resulting tariffs in the industrialization of the United
States, see Taussig, The Tariff History of the United States,
(1st ed. 1892, 8th ed.,. 1931), New York: Kelley, 1967. See
also Porrit, Edward: Sixty Years of Protection in Canada 18461907. Where Industry Leans on the Pol1t1cian, London:
Mac
millan, 1908; Chomley, C. H.: Protection in Canada and Aus
tralasia, London: P.S. King, 1904; Ashley, Percy:
Modern
Tariff History. Germany - United States
France, London,
John Murray, 1904; and for an overview of the protectionism
applied also by the srnaller now industrialized nations see
Curtiss, George B.: Protectionism and Prosperity, New York: PanArnerican Publishing, 1896.
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Today all the rich countries - Marxist state-capitalist1

or private capitalist - advocate trade based on a theoretical
model which, in effect, is about as relevant to the real world
of international trade as a game of chess is to a real war.
Our ignorance today of the theories that formed the trade pol
icy of the West while the West industrialized is nota coincidence, it is a highly opportunistic ignorance.

As we shall

show, the free trade doctrine, through the centripetal forces
it creates, will tend to benefit only the richest of two trad
ing partners when economic development is included as a vari
able in the completely statie elassical model, generally at
the expense of the poor trading partner who would have been
hetter off with selective protectionism. The theories of "en
lightened protection" of List and Carey which industrialized
the presently rich - including Russia - were no longer working
in the interests of the rich, and were conveniently "un
learned." The classical trade theory was left alone on the
arena, and forced down the throat of the underdevelped nations
both in the universities and in the political field of foreign
aid, IMF-loans, and World Bank projects; theirs is "the only
game in town."
The case of Australia is an interesting o e. As basical
ly the only "Western-type" country with a small, isolated
1see Anderson, Jan Otto: Studies in the Theory of Un
equal Exchange between Nations, Abo, Abo Akademi, 1976.
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market, Australia has followed the same protectionist policies
- in the spirit of List and Carey - as the rest of the pre
sently industri alized countries did historically,

but

up

to

this very day. Their strong position in manufacturing within
the large market units made a continuing protectionism coun
terproductive for the rest of the industrialized West - the
West benefits from unequal exchange under a system of "free
trade." Australians, however, recognized correctly that a
cornplete sp cialization in their cornparative advantage - wool
and wheat - would have two very important negative effects:
a complete :,'.;pecialization in wheat and wool would lead
the country into the area of diminishing returns cost of production per unit would go up, and labor
productivity would decrease after some point.
a complete specialization by Australia in these arti
cles wot1ld bring down the price of these primary com
modities in the world markets.1
The policy of protectionism followed by Australia is clearly
not an "infant industry" policy, but rather a long-term policy
ased on scale considerations and employment considerations.2

1see Copland, D.B.: A neglected phase of Tariff Con

troversy, in Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 45, February
1931, pp. 289-308 and Davidson, F. G.: The Industrialization
of Australia, 4th edition, Carlton, Victoria: Melbourne
Un1vers1ty Press, 1969, p. 70.

2The Australian policy differs significantly from e.g.
Argentine policy in that it started about a century earlier
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The protectionism is not based on rigorous economic theories,
but rather on "gut feelings" and the lobbying power of the
"industrializing bourgeoisie." Significantly, the Australian
Tariff Board which sets the tariff policy and tariff rates for
the nation, in the 1960's did not include one single profes

sional economist!1 This isa parallel to the development in
Western Europe and the

u.s.

in the last century and the first

two decades of this century, when the professional economists
incurable free traders living in a world of unrealistic
assumptions - were not successful in influencing policy. The
whole elaborate structure of protectionism b hind which Europe
and the United States industrializeå was based on "gut feel
ings" propelled through the political process by the vested
interests of the "industrializing bourgeoisie." The same sen
timents for protection were present in Latin America at the
same time, and many countries early achieved a fair degree of
industrialization, like e.g. Peru in the 1890's. The same
theoretical "gut geeling" pamphlets of the "industrializers"
were present in Lima as in Washington, Berlin or Melbourne.
The irrelevance of the edifice of the international trade
theory - a result of the irrelevance of its assumptions - was
seen by important segments in Latin America as well as in the
and that it has been applied consistently. Fora history oF
Australian protectionism, see Chomley, C. H. Protection in
Canada and Australasia, London: Ps S. King, 1904.
1oavidson, op. cit., p. 74.
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presently industrialized West. The make or break of the new
protectionist policy lay in the political constellations. In
Western Europe the industrializing bourgeoisie achieved poli
tical power over the "ancien regime," in the United States
the same group, the industrializing North, won the final poli
tical power through the Civil War. Protectionism was the re
sult in both cases. In Latin America, the protection-oriented
industrial bourgeoisie was at a disadvantage compared to their
colleagues in Europe and the Unitea States.
power of Latin American

The political

ancien regime" - feudal

11

inwards,

capitalist in its relations to the world market - was sup
ported by strong vested interests i'n maintaining the economy
open. To the foreign powers - first England, then the United
States - Latin America represented a source of raw materials
and an outlet for manufactured goods. An industrialization in
Latin America along the same line as England's competitors in
Europe were achieving through tariff protection was clearly
against the commercial interest of England, her raw material
consuming industries and her influential

import-export

houses

in Latin America. Such a policy would not only make the raw
materials more expensive in the long run, it would cut off an
important market for English and later North.American export
goods.

The loss of de-facto colonial markets would both

reduce sales volume and employrnent in England and - due to
the scale effects - also raise the prices of the same goods at
home

once

the

export

market

was

lost.

Aided by

the
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international support from England and the

u.s.,

the "an ien

regime" won the battle for an open economy. One can imagine
a similar effect if the South had won the Civil War in the
United States.

As a resul t, significant de-nationalization

took place in the extractive industries - nitrate and mining
in general - on the West Coast of South An. rica, and national
entrepreneurship was forced into import of rnanufactured goods
instead of production. After this process had taken roet, the
political constellation stabilized.

Now there was a cornmon

interest between four strong groups to keep

the economy open:

The old landed oligarchy power base, the foreign powers, the
import oligarchy, and the foreign newcomers in the extractive
businesses. The battle for industrialization along the lines
of Western Europe outside England and of the United States was
lost. Instead Latin Åmerica started the uphill fight having a
basically open economy, but being met with important and
selective tariffs, guotas and outright import bans in the
industrialized countries.

While Ecuador rernained an opan

economy in the name of "free trade," the United States made
(he straw hats - "Panama hats" - which traditionally was an
important product of Ecuador, pay import duties of 150%.1
The presently industrialized countries saw high tariff bar
riers as the only way to develop their own countries, faced
1Taussig, The Tariff History of the United States, (1931),
New York: Kelley, 1967, p. 516.
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with the efficiency of England which had descended the learn
ing curve and had achieved important scale and cost efficien
cies.

France built up her iron industry behind a discriminat

ing duty of 120% on "iron imported by sea," i.e. English

iron.1 After industries had been built up behind the pro-

tective barriers, the industrialized nations dusted off the
old trade theory which they themselves bad refused se consis
tently, and sold it to their junior partners in the Third
World. The arguments for protection which they themselves had
adhered to were deleted from the textbooks - free trade became
the only game in town.
The same turnaround has recently been made by the Soviet
Union. Russian industry was built up behind very high tariff
barriers. A lowering of import duties which was part of the
international settlement after the Napoleonic Wars came into
force in Russia in 1816 and 1818. Goods from nations further
down the decreasing cost curve suddenly flooded Russia, and a
new highly protective tariff was irnposed in 1822 after many
Russian factories were driven into bankruptcy. 2

After the

,Revolution, international trade as undertaken by the capital
ist West was seen as part of their "imperialist Pattern" in
which, as Marx so well put it:
lTaussig, F.
2Pintner,

w.

more ·1abor is exchanged for

(1931), op.cit., p. 127.

Walter McKenzie: Russian Economic Policy Under
Nicholas I, Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1967,
pp. 44-46.
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less labor.

For the post-war period, Finnish economist Jan

Otto Anderson addresses the shift in attitude towards trade.3

Russian economist Santalov published in 1954, The Imperialist
Struggle for the Sources of Raw Materials. In this book San
talov includes an early analysis of non-equivalent exchange,
using a rather broad and ambiguous concept. Further work
along Santalov's line of thought followed, but in the sixties
Soviet's stand on trade went into a second phase. Writes
Anderson: "•••this broad concept was criticized, but even
though the range of the concept was compressed, the existence
and importance of non-equivalent exchange was not put into
question.

The third stand has emerged during the seventies.

According to it non-equivalent exchange is inappropriate

theoretically and practically of little importance.2

In the same way as the Western countries have used the
theory of free trade historically when it was in their inter
est - after a leadership in manufacturing was achieved - the
Soviet Union conveniently shifted their ideology of trade to
profit from "neo-colonial" trade within their own sphere of
influence. The ambitious industrialization programs of Cuba
were increasingly being played down during the sixties, and in
the seventies Cuba ernerged as a nation specialized in
1Anderson, Jan Otto: Studies in the Theory of Unequal
Exchange between Nations, l\bo/Turku, Aho Akademi, 1976.
Appendix 1, pp. 166-179.
2Ibid., p. 167.
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supplying industrial Soviet with the raw materials she needed.
New Cuban export products like oranges and beef were added,
while sugar was played down in importance responding to the
shift in demand - or command - from Moscow.

Says Anderson:

"A driving motive for Khvoinik's criticism of the theories of
non-equivalent exchange is the effort to refute any theory
which puts the developed socialist and the imperialist coun
tries on a par, making the "rich North" a universal exploiter
of the "poor South."1

We shall look at the assumptions necessary for the inter

national trade theory to arrive at the conclusions now so
strongly enforced by the international economic order, and so
nearly uniformly acclaimed by politicians as well as econo
mists in the rich countries, regardless of their political
color:
1.

The markets both for goods and factors of products
are perfectly competitive.

2.

Factors of production are perfectly mobile within the
country.

3.

There are no external economies or diseconomies.

4.

The supply of each factor's services per period is
given and rernains constant.

5.

The supply of each factor's services is hornogenous,
i.e. the first rnan-hour of labor available is quali
tatively identical with the last man-hour.

1Anderson, op.cit., p. 174.
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6.

In equilibrium - towards which the system will move income and expenditure is equal in the economy.

7.

Factors of production are qualitatively identical (in
both econornies).

8.

There are no transportation costs, or, transportation
costs hit all products in the same way.

9.

There are no economies of scale (increasing returns
to scale) or diminishing returns to scale.

10.

Technical progress - independent shifts in the cost
function - does not exist, or, alternatively will be
assurned to take place at the same rate in all econom
ic activities at all times.

It must also be assumed that factor labor is not mobile inter
nationally, as the absence of this assumption would elirninate
the need for an international trade theory as opposed . to a
domestic trade theory.
In the later chapters of this thesis, the role of the two
latter assurnptions: Scale effects and technological progress,
are looked into and integrated into a theory of the centripe
tal forces of the market system.
A few cornments should be made on the importance of trans
portation costs. Theoretically, if the exportables of one
country had a consistently higher percentage of transportation
costs in its total selling price in the consuming country than
its importables, the benefits of trade would be unevenly dis
tributed in that the returned value to one of the trading
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partners would be lower than to the other. Under such conditions, the

country exporting

the transportation-intensive

goods may be better off under autarky, by imposing a duty on
the importables from the other nation. The poor countries,
exporters of raw materials, generally face a disadvantage in
terms of transportation· costs.

The raw materials exported

will have a much lower value per unit of weight or volumethan
will the manufactured exportables from the rich countries.
The weight of the exports per unit of value in e.g. Peru has
over the years been 3-5 times the weight of the imports. In
1954 the average value of one ton of Peru's exports was worth
1,238 Soles, while the value of one ton of imports was 6,340
Soles, or 4.9 times as much.1 The transportation costs are
a consistent bias in the international trade system against
the poorer nations. Only because of this factor, import
duties may be defended in the poor nations in some cases.
The proof of the pudding is in eating. And - the proof
of any theory is in its ability to predict the real world. In
apost facto confrontation of historical outcome and theoreti
cal outcome in the long run, it will be theory that can be
modified and improved - history cannot. The theoretical trade
theorists have themselves given their edifice of trade theory
the coup de grace: In 1948-49 two articles on the pure theory
1Peru. Direccion Nacional de Estadistica. Anuario Es
tadistico del Peru, 1954, pp. 372-373.
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of international trade by Paul Samuelson1 proved that under
the traditional as5umptions of the profession (of which Sam
uelson himself apparently approves) free trade would equalize
the absolute factor prices between trading partners. This
proof goes considerably beyond the old teachings of the trade
theorists that trade "would be rnutually beneficia!" to all
trading partners.2
In Chapter 1 we outlined how the gap in wages and real
income between the rich and the poor world had developed from
a gap of 1:2 around 1800 to 1:100 or in extreme cases even
1:500 or a 60.000% wage differential today. The theory of

international trade definitely "proves" that the exact oppo
site development takes place - an equalization world wide of
the price of laber. As opposed to normal scientific develop
ment, where facts contrad icting the parad igm slowly accumu
lates, finally to require a change of paradigm, the trade
theory itself "contributes to the contradiction by resolutely
walking away from the facts.113
1rnternational Trade and the Equalization of Factor
Prices, Economic Journal, Vol. 58, June 1948, pp. 163-184, and
International Factor Price Equalization Once Again, Ibid.,
Vol. 59, June 1949, pp. 181-197.
-2Hecksher's staternent on factor rewards was as absolute
as Samuelson's (Hecksher, 1919) while Bertil Ohlin's view
stressed the tendency (Ohlin, 1933), as did the majority.
3Hirschman, Albert O.:

A General ized Linkage Approach
to Development, with special reference to Staples, in: Essays
of Economic Development and Cultural Change in Honor of Bert
F. Hoselitz, Economic Development and Cultural Change, Vol.
25, Supplement, 1977, p. 68.
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The theorists themselves have consequently positioned
themselves in relation to the real world of trade as the
chessplayers have in their relation toa real war. They have
indirectly as clearly as at all possible voided their own
theories of any practical contents. The accumulation of
restrictive assumptions, ostensibly made to "sharpen the con
... lusion,111 have carried the theory to the extreme of "prov
ing" that the last two hundred years of history are "wrong."

In the spirit of Alfred Marshall economics should be the
science of the standard of living of the people. Economic
science has "proved" that history is wrong, and goes on making
recommendations to the poor nations as if history were wrong
and the trade theory right. Seen from this angle, the state
ment of Bishop Helder Camara which is quoted in the first
chapter of this book.is less outrageous than it will other
wise seem to the affluent world. From the perspectives of the

informed poor of this world, it may indeed seem as if the
world system of trade is putto function in order to let the
theories work as they should, in disregard for the poverty of
the real world. In Camara's words:

the atrocities are made

in the name of economics. It seems, from the point of view of
the poor, more important to the rich that economic theory gets
1see e.g. Takayama Akira:
proach to the Theory, New York:
1972, p. 35.

International Trade, An Ap
Holt, R1nehart and Winston,
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the worla to work as it theoretically should, then that their
miserable situation is improved. There is nota small amount
of contempt for the suffering of the poor underlying the sup
port of the traditional trade theory which proves - contrary
to all hist:orical facts - that the more they trade the more
affluent the poor will get.
The fact that a theory which proves the exact opposite of
what history shows is able to survive, is only explained by
the existence of strong vested interests which benefit from a
world shaped around an irrelevant trade theory and not around
a relevant theory or around the obvious needs of the poor.
Veblen's view of the vested interests within the industrial
system, can be transferred to apply to the relationship be
tween the rich and the poor nations: "A vested interest isa
leg itimate right to g·et something for notbing, usually a pre
scriptive right to an income which is secured by controlling
the traff ic at one

point or another.111

The "kept

elasses"

in the Veblenian system are today the people of the rich
nations, capitalists and workers alike. How their "control of
the traffic" has been secured through "free trade" is inti
mately tied to the non-relevance of the restrictive assump
tions of the trade theory. We shall treat the two most impor
tant assumpt ions, on technology, and on seale effects, but
1veblen, Thorstein: The Vested Interests and the Com
mon Man, (1919) New York: Capricorn, 1969, pp. 161-162.
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shall first point out some weaknesses in the origins of the
Ricardian mode!.
David Ricardo's so often quoted example of the trade in

wine and cloth between England and Portugal1

is based on

different levels of productivity expressed solely in units of
labor. The whole edifice of trade theory consequently rests
indirectly on the labor-theory-of-value which originated with
Ricardo and was later abandoned by the neo-classical econo
mists, but retained by Marx in his framework. When the labor
theory of value was discarded in the rest of the economic
profession, it had to be retained in the trade theory for a
long time for lack of a substitute. Frank Taussig attempted
to circumvent the problem of capita! by claiming that the pro
portion in which labor was used with other factors was usually
the same in all industries.2 This attempt to circumvent the
problem the economics profession faced by having a trade
theory based on the labor theory

of

value - a theory which in

all other connections was åefinitely refuted - isa straight
forward example of a main problem of the theory: There is no
way that the theory differentiates the varying degrees of
contribution

to economic development which each industry

1Ricardo, op. cit., pp. 82-83.

2Taussig, Frank: International Trade (1927), New York:
Kelley, 1966, pp. 61-75. Fora d1scuss1on of this method, see

Chacholiades, Miltiades: International Trade Theory and Poli
E:f.., New YOrk: McGraw-Hill, 1978, p. 22.
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contributes. The theory cannot internalize the problems pre
sented in Chapter 2 on the different technological develop
rnents in the wheat and strawberry industries, and the result
ing different growth ratesofa country which mainly produces
wheat vs. a country which rnainly produces strawberries. Con
trary to Taussig's claim the proportions of capital to laber
is not the same in all industries, because all industries are
not equally fit to mechanize.
The neo-classical trade theory, after Gottfried von
Haberler's work on opportunity costs, in 1936 was able to dis
pense with the laber theory of value. The later rnain archi
ects of this edifice, Edgeworth, Leontief, Lerner, Marshall,
and Meade, continued to build on this fundament.

The world

created by the neo-classical trade theorists, however, still
does not take into consideraton the advantages of the nation
which specializes in the production of a cornrnodity where rnech
anization is profitable anda consequent build-up of capita!
assets will occur. The theory intrinsically assumes that all
industries and econornic activities are alike, that the straw
berry cultivators and the wheat cultivators

have equal chance

to improve productivity and K/L rate. In this way there is an
extrernely important, but unrecoynized, contradiction between
the neo-classical growth theory, which is capital-centered,
and the neo-classical international trade theory, which does
not consider capita! accumulation as a possible beneficia! by
product of trade. In other words, a nation which accumulates
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capital, physical and human, during the process of trade, is
not considered as having an advantage toa

nation specializing

in completely manual work with a K/L ratio of zero. To the
trade theorist capita! accumulation is just the expansion of
one factor of production, on a par with the growth of labor.1
In the growth theory, however, this capital accumula tion is
the goal in itself to achieve economic development. If, after
200 years of trade, the strawberry growers are left with no
more human or physical capita! than at the outstart of trade,
while the wheat growers have mechanized their profession and
added 100 times to their stock of physical and human capita!,
this is not considered by the trade theory.
The neo-classical trade theory, by seeing capita! as just
another factor of production, is in contradiction with the
neo-classical theory of economic growth. The fragmentation of
science taking place even within the science of economics is
extreme, and has important consequences for policy recommendations. One branch of the profession assumes that capital
accumulation is the cause for economic growth, while another
branch, by not dealing on aper capita basis, can see the same
theoretical result achieved by an increase in the labor
1This is stated clearly in what is today perhaps the
best textbook on the theory, Chacholiades, op. cit., p. 313:
"This chapter deals with the effects of economic growth••••The
discussion is rather general in the sense that it does not
distinguish among the three main soures of econornic growth:
labor growth, capital accumulation, and technical progress."
Then follows 50 pages on trade and economic growth.
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supply.

Obviously, per capita income in the country achieving

a higher level of production through increasing the K/L ratio
instead of by adding more labor will be higher than that of a
country achieving the same total production through only add
ing more labor. International trade theory, however, is com
pletely dehumanized.

Instead of seeing the maximization

GNP per capita as the ultimate objective of

of

international

trade, labor has become merely one of the inputs in the sys
tem, the level of reward of which is assigned no value at all.
In short, in attempting to free itself from the discredited
labor theory of value, the international trade theorists have
lost the implicit objective of maximization of production of
each labor unit which was contained

in Ricardo's original

theory. On the other hand, the neo-classical theory has not
solved the negative aspect of the original theory, that no
"value" was assigned to factor capital.

By treating capita!

as butone factor through which production can be

increased

-

on a par with laber and land - the trade theory works com
pletely d isjointed from the

theory

from the historical experience.

of

economic

growth, and

An illustration on a lower

level of abstraction will clarify the way the international
trade theory treats the accumulation o·f capital. Assume two
persons who between the age 20 and 40 specialize in two dif
ferent trades. A buys a pair of scissors and becomes a bar
ber, while B starts a scissor factory.

B has a higher K/L

ratio than A. He finances the scissor factory through bank
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loans, ana, like all other businessmen, he calculates his cap
ita! or interest costs in the price of his product. In other
words, all the costs B has had in order to raise capital are
paid by his customers, among them A, any time they buy a pair
of scissors. Let us assume that the annua! income of A and B
are the same during the 20 years we follow thern.

After 20

years, will they be equally well off? Even if we assume away
the very important factor of different productivity improve
ments, which are treated elsewhere, B is left with a much
larger stock of capita! than A is. This capita! stock in the
hands of B, which has been paid by his custoners acquiring his
product, is assigned no value whatsoever in the trade theory.
If we now extend the example to 1 million A's specializing in
being barbers, and 1 million B's specializing in producing
scissors, and put each group in one country, we should have to
assign some value to the additional capita! accumulated in the
nation of B's, even though we keep productivity development
and scale effects out of the questions. The paradox of the
capitalist theory of trade is that it does not give sufficient
importance to capita!, be it physical or human capita!.
The exarnple of the different degrees of capita! accumula
tion over time leads us to the second basic problem of the
theory: its static or unhistorical character. An intrinsic
assumption which is necessary to get the whole ed ifice of
international theory to work - in theory - is that one thing
does not lead to another. In other words, one has to assume
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away the process of human learning over time, or, alternative
ly, assume that any and all learning is egually valuable in
the future, i.e. that learning to pick cotton by hand is as
valuable as learning to make a spinning machine. According to
the theory, the nation which was assigned the work of picking
cotton is equally likely to invent the spinning of artificial
fibers as the nation who was assigned, by the forces of the
market, the job of spinning.cotton.

The theory, then, does

not assign any value to the process of human learning.

Here,

again, are obvious contradictions of the trade theory and even
the most superficial theory of economic developmen t. In the
dehurnanized world of international trade theory, learning, new
technolog ies, and new production

processes must be seen as

free and universal goods, which are equally available to any
person in any nation at the same point in time.
Human learning should be seen as a cumulative process.
What a nation is able to do today is the most important factor
determining what that nation will be able to do tomorrow. If
we once more return toa comparison of the game of interna
tional trade theory with the game of chess, we must point out
a basic difference between the two garnes.

While the concept

of planning and strategy, that the first moye have implica
tions for the 10th rnove, is central to a chess player, the
garne of international trade theory is completely void of any
consideration of planning and strategy. The ztatic nature of
the theory is intertwined with the problem of differentiating
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one economic activity from another, in terms of its potential
future development being superior to that of another economic
activity.
The problem of the theory being static is intimately tied
to the so-called "marginal revolution" of the economic profession. By concentrating on marginal values, marginal costs,
marginal physical product, marginal rates of substitution
etc., the trade theory effectively rules out the importance of
learning. If a 15 year old should only look at his marginal
rateofreturn for the next month, he would immediately quit
school and not think of going to college.

_If, however, he

engaged in strategic planning, he couid find that his long run
income, or the net present •1alue of his future cash flow,
would be maximized by takinga different course of action by
continuing learning.

A strategic decision, as opposed to a

marginal decision, could, so to speak bring with it a shift in
his production function which he would not have seen if he had
only carried out marginal analysis on his present production
function.
The ignored "cumulative causations" which Myrdal has
pointed out as being important to the process of underdevelop
ment must be seen as strongly related to the static nature of
the trade theory. While the marginally logical decision fora
poor country, not going beyond this week, is to stick with the
production of an unmechanizable and labor intensive product,
the decision the nation would arrive at if a long term
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strategic plan was made could be different. This would require, however, that the assurnption that all economic activi
ties are equally improvable and mechanizable be abandoned.
Any businessman basing his decisions on marginal consi
derations only, would soon be out of business.

Any chess

player making marginal decisions for each move independently,
without a strategy, would soon be out of the game. Any poor
nation which makes decisions in foreign trade based on margin
al considerations is doomed to stay poor. The success of the
few nations which have entered the arena of international
trade with a strategic plan ?uring this century testifies

to

the importance of understanding this difference: Japan, Tai
wan, Singapore, Korea. Sparsely endowed with raw materials
and relatively poor, these nations did not specialize accord
ing to the theory of international trade in labor-intensive
industries. They specialized in relatively capita! intensive,
but young and immature industries. The basis for their suc
cess, just as for the success of the presently industrialized
Western countries which followed England; was that they spe
cialized directly against the recommendations of the classical
trade theory.

Nell'art!fici vi puo essere moltiplicazione•••e con
minor proporzione di spesa.
in manufacturing industry, output rnay be increased
at less than proportional increase in expense.
Neapolitan econornist Antonio Serra, 16131
CHAPTER 5
SCALE EFFECTS IN ECONOMIC THEORY

The quote above, written in 1613, may be seen as a eentral phrase of this thesis. The treatise from which the
phrase is taken was written in a prison in Naples, and was
dedicated to the Spanish Viceroy. It's author, Serra, must,
"be credited with having been the first to compose a scienti
fic treatise, though an unsysternatic one, on Econornic Pr nci-

ples and Policy. 112

Serra here makes the first theoretical

recognition of the important fact that econornic activities
have different cost behavior as volurne of production is in
creased. He also specifically states that when output is in
creased in rnanufacturing production, cost may increa3c less
1serra, Antonio: Breve trattato d lle cause che possono
far abbondare li regni d'oro e argento dove non sono rniniere,
( 1613) Part 1: Chapter 3, reprinted in A. Graziani: Econo
rnisti del cinque e seicento Bari, Gius.
Laterza & figli,
1913, p. 155.

2schumpeter, Joseph:
Historv of Economic Analysis, New
York: Oxford University Press, 1954, p. 195.
92
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than proportionately. He has identif ied the increasing returns to scale, and makes it explicit that industrial and
agrarian production follow the opposite "laws."
More than 150 years later Adam Smith described scale
effects as resulting from the division of labor: "The division of labor, however, as far as it can be introduced, occa
sions, in every art, a proportionable increase of the produc-

tive powers of labor."1 Later in this work, in Chapter 11

of Book 1, it becomes evident that Adam Smith really did not
differentiate two different factors which simultaneously work
towards the same result:

Increasing returns to scale and

technological progress: "In conseguence of better machinery,
of greater dexterity, and of a more proper division and dis
tribution of work, all of which are the natura! effects of irn
provements, a much smaller guantity of labor becomes reguisite
for executing any particular piece of work•••112

Adam Smith,

a more practical manthan today's trade theorists, indirectly

makesa very important statement: Over time, and post facto,
it is not possible to distinguish and separate the effects of
increasing returns to scale (movements on the cost curve into
previously unknown parts of this) and technological progress
1smith, Adam: An inquiry into the Nature and Causes of
the Wealth of Nations (1776) Chicago, University of Chicago
Press, 1976, p. 9.

2rbid., p. 269. This point was emphasized by Schumpeter,
op. cit":-;-in a footnote on p. 259.
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(independent shifts in the cost curve). Any attempt to sepa
rate the importance of the two in creating economic develop
rnent or in the world of trade theory cannot be seen as any
thing but a theoretical exercise of 1ittle practical value.
Since we do not have the technologies of the pin-making indus
try at the time of Adam Smith available at the scale of pin
factories today, there is no way that the two can be separated.

Suppose we ask a team of engineers to increase the

scale of any rnachine in order to triple the daily output of
that machine. Months later the engineers come back with the
new machine, the installation of which results in a doubling
of labor productivity.

Now we ask the eng ineers to assign

what percentage of the increase in productivity isa result of
the !arger scale of the new machine, and what percentage of
the productivity increase is a result of technical improve
rnents in the machine. Obviously, the two factors are so com
pletely intertwined that any attempt to separate one form the
other is only hypothetical. Adam Smith must have seen this,
and the combined effect of the two fell under his general
heading of the "natural effect of improvement."

Professor

George Stigler, the author of the preface for the 1976 edition
of The Wealth of Nations, has been a relatively lonely voice
in maintaining that the effects of scale economics is virtual

ly inseparable from the effect of technical change.1
1stigler in Kendrick (1961), op. cit.

In our
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later analysis we shall treat the net result of the two
effects - increasing returns to scale and technological pro
gress - as one combined effect deterrnining the slope of the
learning slope.
Schurnpeter, seeing the theoretical distinction but prac
tical unseparabil i ty of rnovernents

into new high

volurne areas

of the same cost curve and shifts of the cost curve, coined a
new term "Historical Increasing Returns" for a shift in the
cost curve. "When we wish to retain the association between
the two," (movements along the curve vs. shifts in the curve)
"rnisleading though it is, we shall use, for the phenomenon now
explained, the phrase Historical Increasing Returns.

The

phrase has been chosen in order to indicate that these histor
ical increasing returns cannot, like the genuine ones, be re
presented by any curve or 'law,' !east of all bya curve on
which we can travel back and forth. For new levels of techni
que are reached in the course of an irreversible historical
process and are hidden from us until they are actually
needed.111

Basically, Schumpeter

here describes

technical change,

and his new term is, as he readily admits, misleading. His
new term and his slight confusion of• what he theoretically
clearly sees as two different things but cannot separate in
"real life" is useful to us in understanding the intimate ties
1schumpeter, op.cit., p. 263.
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between economies of scale and technical change. If we wanted
to separate the contrlbution of the two factors technical
change (or Historical Increasing Returns), and true economies
of scale (or Increasing Returns), we would not get much fur
ther than Professor Stigler has reached when he states that:
"Economies of scale are potentially of the same order of mag

nitude as technical progress."1

While increasing returns to scale is occasionally recog
nized in connecton with the trade theory (Kemp, Chacholiades,
see Chapter 6), the opposite effect - decreasing returns to
scale - is hardly ever mentioned in modern theory.

Already in

the works of the Greek writer Xenophon (444-354 B.C.) decreas
ing returns
was essential

re existant.2

This very important fact of life

to the pre-classical

economists ( like Steuart

and Ortes) as well as for the classicals who all still lived
in a society where one of the factors of production in most
cases was limited by act of God. Today, the "law of diminish
ing returns" is often one of the first concepts introduced to
fresh students of economics to illuetrate an idea of scarcity
- but afterwards these students may continue to a Ph.D. in
economics without ever encountering this concept again. The
medels both of economic growth and international trade theory
are

essentially

veid

of

such

consideratons,

1stigler in Kendrick, (1961), op.cit.
2see Ferguson, op.cit., p. 7.

as

are

the
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theories of economic aevelopment. The neglect of this impor
tant fact of life is, of course, caused by the fact that its
existence is enormously difficult to incorporate in a generalequilibrium model. In the system presentea here, the existence of increasing ana aiminishing returns to scale are in
fact a cornerstone explaining the tendency of the world econo
my to gravitate towaras increasing aesequilibrium - or an in
creasing gap between the rich ana

the poor nations expressea

in the differences in wage rates (1:2 in 1800 vs. 1:100 or up
to 1:600 toaay).
In his 1613 treatise Antonio Serra specif ically states
that increasing returns take place in manufacturing.

Adam

Smith states specifically that the beneficia! scale effects
resulting from the division of labor are !arger in manufacturing

than

in

agriculture:

"This

impossibility

of

complete ana entire separation of all the different

making

so

branches

of labor employea in agriculture is perhaps the reason why the
.· irnprovement of the productive powers of labor

in this art,

does not always keep pace with their improvement in manufactures.111

Ricardo, in his chapter on rent, clearly recog-

nizes the diminishing returns existing in agriculture: "Thus
suppose land - No. 1, 2, 3 - to yield,· with an equal employ
ment of capital and labor, a net produce of 100, 90, and 80

1Adam Smith, op. cit., p. 10.
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quarters of corn."1 He then goes on to describe how the
most fertile land will first be cultivated, and how a production increase - or we could substitute: specialization would yield diminishing returns, even if the same amount of
capita! and labor were ernployed per unit of land.
Perhaps the most drastic conclusions drawn based on the
existence of diminishing return were those of Robert Malthus.
The dirninishing returns in agricultu e was rnuch in the heart
and soul of his analysis, although he did not call the pheno
menon by that name. Anne Robert Jacques Turgot (1727-1781), a
Frenchrnan whose theories grew out of the ide?s of the physio
crats, was the economist who should be recognized as the form
ulator of the genuine law of decreasing returns,2 although

the phenomenon had been known as early as in ancient Greece
B.C.

A modern version of the theory would read as

follows:

as equal units of one of two factors of production

400

(e.g. labor or capital) is added to another fixed factor of
production (e.g. land), a point will be reached beyond which
equal quantities of the variable factors of production added,
although increasing the total return, will yield a less than
1oavid Ricardo, op.cit., p. 35.

21n his: Observations on a Paper by Saint-Peravy
(1769), reproduced in: Groenewegen, P. D.: The Econornics of
A.R.J. Turgot, The Hague: rnartinas Nijhoff, 1977. (See pages
111-113 and p. XXIV). See also: Connan, Edwin: The Origin
of the Law of Diminishing Returns, 1813-15, in: Economic
Journal, Vol. 2, March 1892, pp. 53-69.
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proportionate return to the variable factors. In other words,
the marginal productivity of all factors involved will de
crease, also laber productivity.
Another important contribution resulting from Turgot's
work was the distinction between two kinds of decreasing re
turns: The case of the·Extensive Margin and the case of the
Intensive Margin, of which Turgot was the describer of the
latter.1
The Extensive Margin diminishing returns take
place when poorer and poorer guality of one factor of produc
tion (e.g. soils or ore with lower concentration of minerals
in the case of mining) are brought into production, and egual
amount of productive effort (labor, capita!) produce progressively less in final output. In the case of the Intensive
Margin diminishing returns, amounts of labor and capita! are
successively applied to the same physical guantity of a fixed
factor of production (e.g. toa given piece of land).

Beyond

a certain point, further application of laber and/or capital
will be attended by progressively smaller increases in pro
duct. Finally, the decreasing increases will converge toward
zero. In the words of Turgot: "It can never be imagined that
doubling of expenditure would result in the doubling of pro
duct."2
1see Schumpeter, op.cit., pp. 259-260.

2Turgot guoted in Ferguson, op. eit., p. 98, a much
better translation of this particular phrase than that found
ir. Groenewegen's version, op.cit., p. 111.
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As Schurnpeter asserts, decreasing returns are not lirnited
to agriculture or to any particular branch of econornic activi-

ty, but "rnay prevail in any branch.111 Theoretically, if a
manufacturing firrn tries to expand production adding only cap
ital and entrepreneurship as variable factors of production,
decreasing returns may set in in respect to a fixed factor
laber.

The point, which Schurnpeter seems to overlook, is that

it is difficult to imagine any reason for rnanufacturing indus
try to enter into such a situation in practice, since new
units of labor at approxirnately the same quality, or which may
be trained to achieve the same quality, will always be available.

One factor of producton in agricultural and mining

activities will after a certain point be unexpandable at the
factor quality of the first and best unit. In rnanufacturing
industry all factors of production are equally expandable at
the same quality of the first unit, for our purpose indefin
itely. At most the expansion of a manufacturing industry will
run into a price increase for some of its input factors, but
since these price rises would be equal for all the units in
volved, from the first to the last, this is not a case of
diminishing returns to scale. True diminishing returns will
therefore only be found in cases where one factor of produc
tion is either completely fixed by nature, a rare case, or
where the factor in question is available in different degrees
1schumpeter, op.cit., p. 261.
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of quality from mother nature. This limits the case to agri
culture, pastoral activities, fisheries, and mining.
In the tradition of anthropology, it is tempting to out
line what could be labeled as "environmentalist approach" to
the development of economic thought.

Theimportance given to

the phenomenon of diminishing returns to scale in the 18th
century Europe corresponds toa period of population increase
and stagnant production much like what faces the underdevel
oped countries today.

After the great colonial expansion of

the European race in Africa, Asia, Australia and previously
Indian America the concept of diminishing. returns withered
away from the science. Faced with the almost unending prair
ies of the New World of North Arnerica, how could anybody
attach any importance to decreasing returns resulting from
people having to resort to inferior and marginal land? This
high spirit is most evident in the writings of North Arnerican
economists. Henry Charles Carey (1793-1879) scorned the law
of diminishing returns as well as the Malthusian principle of
population.

Simon Nelson Patten (1852-1922) went as far as

denying the existence of diminishing returns.1

He was

elected tenth President of the Arnerican Economic Association.

Since then, the rich nations - where ecoijomic thought is
formed - has lived on a boom of expansion in the manufacturing
industries, which are not subject to diminishing returns, but
1Fergus n, op.cit., p. 248.
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on the contrary to very important increasing returns to scale.
In these diversified

societies, any economic activity subject

to diminishing returns would simply cease to expand into the
area of diminishing returns on the cost curve, generally be
cause it would prove cheaper to import additional quantities
required than to expand production into areas of diminishing
returns.
Alternatively, with near full employment and national
equalization of wages, persons engaged in economic activities
forced into diminishing returns - say in the collection of
truffles in France and Italy - would be compensated bya con
siderable increase in relative prices of their products. In
some cases synthetic substitutes took over when the negative
scale effects forced prices up - like in the case of the
European silk industry. In short, the factor of diminishing
returns to scale has not represented a problem of any impor
tance as perceived by the economists of the rich countries
since the mid-19th century. Since the existence of this fac
tor is also almost impossible to reconcile with a general
equilibrium theory, its faith was doomed in modern theory.
Clearly, the negative scale effects ·were still potential
ly present anytime production was expanded in a community
where nature bad determined

one of the factors of production.

In practice, however, the market mechanism in international
trade would solve the problem by allowing import of the com
modity in question, produced abroad under better circumstances
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than would be achieved by expanding production at home, into
the negative scale area of the national production function.
In this way many of the previously important mineral mines in
Europe were cloesd, to allow imports from presumably richer
mines overseas. These may, however, only have been equally
rich mines in a country with cheaper labor. The negative
scale effects were alive and well, only had their importance
to the then industrializing world almost disappeared.
In this connection it is worth noticing that the economic
activities which the European nations find it necessary to
subsidize or otherwise to support through import tariffs,
quotas, etc., are in the majority of cases economic activities
which are subject to one factor of production being relatively
fixed by nature:

Agriculture, Fisheries (in a fish rich coun

try like Norway), and in some cases mining. In some countries
subsidies are also made in order to keep prices down, or to
maintain a certain demographic pattern. The coincidence is
still striking, considering the small percentage of the eco
nomically active population engaged in these industries, that
the few economic activities needing support are also the few
economic activities which are subject to diminishing

returns.

We shall return to this phenomenon.
Another related historical phenomenon consists of what we
might call "The Paradox of the Resources" which Serra recog
nized in 1613. During the last 200 years many authors outside
mainstream economics have insisted that economic development
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and progress depends on the establishment of manufacturing
activities as opposed to agricultural or extractive activi
ties, since the former are more suited as an agent for econom
ic development. Using historical hindsight, what we cal! "The
Paradox of the Resources is clearly distinguishable. Harvard's Harvey Leibenstein asks: "If there is an adequately
functioning international division of labor, why should all
poor countries be those that seem to specialize in agriculture
and primary comrnodities? There is nothing about agriculture
as such that necessarily leads to poverty, and yet there are
no exceedingl7 low-income countries that are primarily industrial. 111

Although a former studen·t and present admirer of

Professor Leibenstein, we shall want to disagree with him, as
well as with the rest of the pr6fession, at this point. There
isa factor which distinguishes manufacturing from activities
like extractive industries and agriculture. Manufacturing
industry is able to expand all its factors of production pro
portionately at costs which are at !east neutral to scale, and
in most cases with increasing returns to scale.

This is not

the case with extractive industries or with agriculture. The
fact that wheat production in Australia or in the

u.s.

could

be expanded enormously without reaching the p int where dimin
ishing returns set in is no proof that such a point does not
1Leibenstein, Harvey: Economic Backwardness and Economic
Growth, New York: Wiley, 1957, p. 43.
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exist.

This is understood by Australian economist F. G.

Davidson who indirectly states that he expects negative scale
effects to come into play if Australian primary production is
expanded. When discussing the effect of a reduction or rernov
al of the high protective tariffs on manufacturing imports
into Australia, he states: "If manufactures being too expen
sive to produce in Australia, vast numbers of extra immigrants
were ernployed in producing vast extra quantities of wool and
wheat (and even if as a result the cost of producing wool and
wheat did not rise greatly) their prices would fall so that
production of them ceased to be a profitable - and therefore
feasible - way of earning irnports."1 when the U.S. plains
are fully cultivated and the soils of Alaska or Vermont have
to enter production, the starting point of diminishing returns
will surely be found.
that the

u.s.

The crux of the matter, however, is

economy will never get so far as moving into

areas of diminishing returns in wheat because a) Production
from alternative suppliers, e.g. Canda or Argentina, would
render production in the marginal areas unprofitable to the
ndividual capitalist farmer, and b) because even in the
absence of international competition, but in the presence of
alternative employment within the

u.s.,

the price of wheat if

cultivating was extended into areas of diminishing returns,
1oavidson, F. G.:
The Industrialization of Australia,
Carlton, Victoria: Melbourne University Press, 4th Ed ition,
1969, p. 70.
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would have to increase in order to yield

the same return both

to labor and capital as in the rest of the economy. In this
way any diversified economy which runs into an area of its
cost curve where diminishing returns are present, will either
force up the price of the product maintaining the average
national return to both labor (wages) and capital (interests/
profits), or, alternatively, not expand into diminishing re
turns.
On the other hand, let us imagine a nation which is com
pletely specialized in the international division of labor in
producing one commodity, agricultural or extractive, where one
of the factors of production (land or ore) is given by nature
and unexpandable/unimprovable by the will of man Let us
assume, as we did with the case of wheat in the United States,
that all the first guality land or ore is under cultivation or
being mined. In the process of economic growth this nation,
in order to double its GNP/capita, will have to give up double
the guantity of agricultural products or minerals in order to
receive back the double volume of import goods. We assume
that the Terms of Trade stay the same, an assumption which is
historically relatively accurate. Now, since all the premiurn
land or ore is unavailable for this expansion, the doubling of
production will require more than doubling of the other fac
tors of production, labor and land. As opposed to the case of
the United States, or any diversified econorny, there is no
alternative employrnent. A large percentage of unernployrnent
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exists with a competitive labor market, as these markets are
in underdeveloped countries.

The labor producing the last 50%

of national exportable production

after the doubling,

will

have an average physical productivity which is lower than that
of the laborers producing the first ("old") 50%. This is a
result of the fact that the workers producing the last half of
the GNP were working on the more marginal land or mines, or in
other words, they were working in the area of the production
function where returns were diminishing. In order to double
production, the workforce has to be more than doubled.
As a result of this, the average physical productivity of
the workers of the nation will fall. Since each worker produced less produce or mineralsi, and since the return to capi
ta! also diminished since relative prices did not increase,
the real wages of the workers of this nation would have to
fall as production was expa,iå1 d. The workers may demand that
their rnoney wages be rnainta:i.ned, but if such is the case,
their real wages would be lo·!t'ered autornatically by the result
ing incapacity of the nation to import the same amount per
worker ernployed as before the expansion of production. If the
nation insists on paying the same per capita money wages, when
in fact twice the physical amount of products are chased

by

more than twice the arnount of rnoney and workers, inflation and
eventually devaluation will follow.
We shall maintain that the "paradox of resources," the
fact that there often seems to be a negative correlation
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between natura! resources and GNP per capita, is a result on
the one hand of the negative scale effects achieved in the exploitation of these resources.

On the other hand, it is a

result also of the power to create productivity capacity at
increasing returns .to scale which has characterized the manu
facturing industries, and indeed capitalisrn itself. The rich
est nations in Europe are the ones most poorly endowed by
nature - Switzerland, Sweden, Norway (pre-oil). These nations
have been forced into manufacturing industries, with high
"historica1 returns to scale."

Norway engaged in exploitation

of the natura! resource which has achieved he highest degree
of productivity improvernent per worker of all economic activities: The generation of electric power. This industry tops
the statistics from Great Britain in terms of increase in out
put per operative (labor productivity increase) from 1924-1950
with 272 per cent.1 The national linkages present in this

economic activity were extreme: the power-intensive indus
tries had to be build directly under the waterfall providing

the source of energy. The national development of Norway
would have been completely different if its raw materials
could have been profitably exported to what was then the
industrialized world, England, in its crude stage. As it was,
Norway's raw materials, as opposed to those of the underdevel
oped nations, for cost reasons had to be elaborated into
1salter, op. cit., p. 107.
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finished products, or at !east semi-manufactured products, on
the spot. This was the case both for the timber which was to
be made into sawn-wood with the aid of the waterfalls, with
the wood for the paper, and with electric power. If the
hydro-electric power could have been loaded on toa ship and
exported in its crude state like other raw materials, Norway
would probably much longer have retained its status as a poor
and pastoral province of Europe.
Japan is a perfect example of a resource-poor country
being forced into economic activities which yielded important
economies of scale and technical progress. The historian of
Japanese economic development, William Lockwood, put it this
way: "The secret of Japan's rapid economic advance is prob
ably to be found in no small degree in the dynamic role thus
played by foreign trade as a stimulus to change and growth.
In this respect her poverty in natura! resources was an asset,
not a liability. nl This prominent economic historian thus
accepts the "paradox of the resources," without cornmenting on
how and why international trade could not have played the same
dynamic role if the exportables had been raw materials.
The solution to this question lies in the existence of
diseconomies of scale to the expansion of production - whether
this expansion is actually carried out or not - in the case of
1Lockwood, William W.: The Econornic Development of JaTan,
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968, pp. 3l8-3l9my
underlining).
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agricultural products ana raw materials. In additon to this
comes the clustering of technical progress mainly in the manu
facturing industries, a factcr which is discussed elsewhere.
The most resource rich of all nations on earth like Boli
via or Peru, have remained desperately poor. There is not an
inherent property of all raw materials at all times which
causes this poverty, but it was more specifically caused by:
a) the expansion of the production of these raw materials into
areas of diminishing returns, b) the lack of technical pro
gress in these products compared to that of the manufacturing
industries, c) the lack of diversification or alternative em
ployment in these economies which made possible a collective
path into the domain of diminishing returns and falling real
wages when average productivity fell with increasing produc
tion.

Alternatively in some cases wages were kept stable only

by the offsetting effect of technological progress on the dis
economies of scale.
The theory in this centuiry is curiously void of under
standing of this basic difference between manufacturing indus
tries and extractive and agricultural industries when &nnual
production has to be expanded

in the course of specialization

in international trade. One exception is typically enough
written by engineers who are not fed with the same assumptions
in their university careers as economists are. In a paper to
the South Arnerican Congress of Engineers in 1939 the 4 Chilean
authors heads one chapter: "Industrial Production - its
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possibility of Indefinite Growth."
the difference

between manufacturing

hand and agriculture
the unique property
indefinitely.l
are indefinitely

They then go on to explain
industries on the one

and mining on the other
of manufacturing

by emphasizing

of being able

The reason, we must add,

is

that

all

to

grow

inputs

expandable at costs which are - at worst -

neutral to scale.

1sirnon, RaGl, Rodolfo Jaramillo, Walter Muller and
Vicente Izquierdo: El Concepto de la Industria Nacional fla
Protecci6n del Estado, Congreso sua Americano del Ingenier
ia, Santiago, universa, 1939, p. 12.

•••I would, however, not rush to the conclusion that
the theory of international trade is "wrong" - under
its assumptions in regard to facts and valuations.
But the assumptions may be unrealistic, and particu
larly so from the point of view of the problem of
how to explain the international economic inequali
ties as between developed and under-developed coun
tries and their persistent tendency to increase. In
relation to this problem the theory then would be
irrelevant; it becomes 'wrong' only when pressed
upon a problem where, instead, other and entirely
different assumptions are appropriate.
Myrdal, Development and Under-Development, p. 10.
CHAPTER 6

SCALE EFFECTS IN THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE THEORY
One of the significant but potentially irrelevant assump
tions of the international trade theory is the postulation of
an industry production function which has constant returns to
scale. Any businessman with theoretical training, of course,
knows that the world does not look that way. Only the exis
tence of tooling costs and set-up costs in industry makes in
creasing returns an important fact of life. The businessman
would refuse to see his firm represented bya

static produc

tion function - he would, like Adam Smith, blur the differen
tiation between pure scale effects and what Schumpeter labeled
"historical increasing returns" or technical progress. Modern
business theory is full of concepts - we could call them frag
ments of theories - which are aimed at achieving economies of
scale - static and "historical." While positive scale effects
112
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are thought by economists to occur only in production, they
may equally well occur in financing, distribution, selling,

research, advertising, and other areas.1 "The Learning
Curve, 11 "Vert ical Integration, 11 "Raising Barriers to Entry,11
"Acquis itions to Achieve Synergy, 11 "Experience Curves," "The
Product Portfolio Concept," are all strategic tools of modern
business which aim at achieving economies of scale - static or
historical."

11

Many companies are also successful in achieving

these economies. Today there are 400,000 manufacturing firms
in the United States.

200 of these firms control two thirds

of the assets of all 400,000. 2

This high concentration -

contrary to what is expected in the world of economic theory is to an important extent a reflection of the success of busi
nessmen in achieving positive scale effects of the two kinds
mentioned through skillful use of the concepts above. the
fact that in manufacturing the unit cost of an activity gener
ally declines as unit volume increases - seemingly infinitely
- and that this operates in a framework where technology is
far from fixed (as economists generally assume) is a major
1see Porter, Michael E.: Note on the Structural Analysis
of Industries, Harvard Business School, 1975, Doc. No. 4-376054. An early recognition of the existence o increasing re
turns also outside the area of production is found in Schill
ler, Richard: Schutzzoll und Freihandel, Wien, F. Tempsky,
1905. Schilller sees increasing returns occurring also in
advertising, administration, and sales ("Reklame, Beamten,
Reisenden") (p. 15).
2u.s.

Congressional Records, Proceedings and Debates of
the 93rd Congress, First Session, Monday, March 12, 1973, Vol.
119, No. 38. Statement by Mr. Bart.
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source of the present concentration of wealth and incorne, both
within a nation and between nations.

The scale effects inter

act with technologial progress to produce the strong centripe
tal forces of the world econorny. The degree of econornies of
scale achievable - with resulting rnagnitudes of barriers to
entry - will be reflected in the degree of concentration in
the econornic activity. In this way industry concentration to
sorne extent can be used as a proxy for the degree of econornies
of scale achievable. There are few positive scale effects
achievable in the cultivation of bananas today, so there are
thousands of producers in a country like Ecuador alone.

In

the ripening, storage and distribution end of the banana busi
ness, however, important scale effects have led to high bar
riers to entry. The nurnber of firrns participating in th is
activity is very lirnited in all industrial rnarkets.
In this chapter we shall limit ourselves to the discus
sion of the pure scale effects - the movernents along the cost
curve or production function, not the shifts of the curve. a
recent textbook states: "Increasing returns to scale are an
indisputable fact of life. However, the treatment of increas
ing returns in the field of international trade theory has
been scanty and unsatisfactory, because· of the enormous diffi
culties encountered in incorporating the phenomenon of in

creasing returns in a general-equilibrium model.111
1chacholiades, (1978), op.cit., p. 184.

The
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treatment has indeed been scant and unsatisfactory, but we
shall see that the few economists who have addressed the prob
lem, have all basically reach d the same conclusion.
It is important to noitice that the modern economist com
pletely leaves the existence of decreasing returns to scale
(dirninishing returns) out of the discussion. The existence of
these, however, would have the same effeet to the theory as
the inereasing returns, or economies of scale, but with the
opposite sign.

However, in pure theory, it should be men-

tioned, economies of scale are not the converse of diminishing

returns to scale.1 In the case of diminishing returns
taking place when production is expanded in agriculture or
mining, there are several different cost curves in operation
simulataneously. Each plot of land, and each mine, would
theoretically have different cost curves with varying labor
productivity. The process of diminishing returns are therefore irnmediately reversible as production again is contracted.
The case of increasing returns is slightly different: Here,
theoretically

at !east, the entire supply will be produced

at

a new and lower cost. In practice, and over time, however, a
similar phenomenon as that of the diminishing returns may take
place: If one company ach eves internal economies of scale
through the expansion of output, other companies within the
lpor a treatment of this see Taussig, Frank W.: Inter
national Trade, (1927), New York: Kelley, 1966, p. 83.
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same industry - producing the same product - may continue to
exist parallelly for some time, even without achieving the
same scale advantages. The parallel existence of two compan
ies with completely different cost structures and labor pro
ductivity may continue forsorne time, since the less efficient
company generally will be at an advantage through having lower
interest costs and R
labor force, etc.

&

D expenses, perhaps less specialized

Of course, we are here again entering an

interface between pure scale effects and "historical" increas
ing returns or technical progress. The existence in practice
of different companies working sirnultaneous y with different
degrees of scale economies is important to understanding the
relationship between internal and external economies of
scale.
At first most scale effects will tend to be internal toa
company.

Due to the cost and pricing advantages resulting to

this firm, the companies which survive in the industry in the
same country (with the firm having internal scale effects) in
the long run will either have to increase scale of production,
specializae in a smaller segment of the total market to
achieve the same scale advantages in a smaller market, or
close down. The simultaneous existence of production units
with widely different levels of techology is documented by
Salter.1 This often considerable "lag" in the adoption of
1w.E.G.Salter, op. cit., e.g., p. 6.
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better practices - whether these be a resul t of pure scale
effects or its "historical" variant with technical change - is
probably tied to the longevity of physical capita! assets, as
well as to the factors of cost and market mentioned in the
foregoing paragraph.
A few authors - notably Viner1 - give much importance
to whether the positive scale effects are of the "internal" or
the "external• kind. Before entering into the analysis of the
results of scale effects on the conclusion of the theory of
international trade, we must therefore comment further on
this. As stated above, many of the positive scale effects as
well as most of the effects of te·chnical development, will
initially be internal to one or to several firms.

In the long

run, however, these internal economies will be externalized
through their effect on the total industry cost function. Any
scale economies of importance will automatically become exter
nal, since the companies not experiencing these economies will
not be able to survive fora long time. Viner has a problem
with internal economies of scale since in that case "competi
tion will be inconsistent with long-run equilibrium, and there
will be a tendency toward the monopolization of the industry
by a single concern"2 -

or we might add:

to a few single

1viner, Jacob:
Studies in the Theory of International
Trade, (1937), Clifton, N.J.: Kelley, 1975, pp. 479-482.
2

.

Ibid., p. 479.
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countries.

Viner here points out something very important:

economies of scale will lead toward high concentration or mon
opolization of some industries. As a consequence, the compan
ies and the countries in which increasing returns happen to
occur will be collecting a monopoly rent - distributed among
capitalists, workers, and government - in the industry and
country in question. This incompatibility of internal econo
mies of scale with perfect competition and with long-term
equilibrium should not have led Viner to dismiss the scale
effect in international trade. As we shall show, the "rent"
of such scale effects may be appropriated by the capitalists,
workers, and government in an unknowing collusion. This would
raise real wages in the nation, change the price of labor, and
lead toa

deepening of the tendency towards full international

specialization, whether marginal or average returns are

used.

we shall therefore agree with Graham that "whether the cause
of it (scale econornies)

be external or internal economies is

irnrnaterial to the theory."l
In the protectionist literature increasing and diminish
ing return were mentioned by some authors making their case
for high duties. It was, however, absent from the work of the
two most famous of the theorists of protection, Friedrich List
and Henry Carey - the latter even refused the existence of
1Graham, Frank D.: "Sorne Aspects of Protection Further
Considered," in: Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 37,
February, 1923, p. 204.
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diminishing returns. An Arnerican econornist with novel ideas John Rae - laid emphasis on increasing and diminishing costs
in a work published in 1834•1

Rae's concept of econornic

progress "soars above the pedestrian view that it is the
accurnulation of capita! per se that propels the capitalist
engine.112 A more complete view of economic progress led Rae
toa consideraton of the uneven increases in output obtained
in different econornic activities by successive equal units of
new capita! - increasing or dirninishing returns.

Rae failed

as a career economist because, according to Schumpeter:

11A

work presenting novel ideas will not elicit response if it
lacks the support which comes from· being written by a well
known author."3
Augustine Cournot - a French econornist who probably was
the first "inventor" of the concept of marginal utility recog
nized that scale effects were of potential irnportance in
international

trade4

in

his

1838

book. 5

The typical

1Rae, John: The Statement of Some New Principles on the
Subject of Political Economy Exposing the Fallacies of the Sys
tem of Free Trade and of Some Other Doctrines Maintained in
the 'Wealth of Nations', Boston: Hillard, Gray & Co., 1834.
2schumpeter, op. cit , p. 468.
31bid., p.

469.

4see Walker, Francis:
in International Trade, in:
32.

Increasing and Diminishing Costs
Yale Review, Vol. 12, (1903), p.

5counot; Augustine: Researches into the Mathernatical
Principles of the Theory of Wealth, London: Macm1llan, 1897,
(French Edition 1838).
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protectionist writer - List, Carey, or Simon Patten - would
insist on the superiority of manufacturing, but without much
theoretical support of this claim as to why this was so.
Therefore, their works are generally labeled "unscientific" by
the economic profession.
Later a few writers, generally not protectionists, dis
cussed the theoretical effects of increasing and diminishing
returns on the trade theory, but the whole issue was consi
dered more or lessa mere curiosity of economic theory. Any
potential importance in international trade was rarely hinted
at - the authors were also nationals of countries which at the
time of the discussion were on the side of those benefitting
These authors are Edgeworth,1 Basfrom any such effect.
table,2

Carver,3

Nicholson,4

Walker,5

.g, 5,
Tauss1

Graham,6 and the only really prominent figure among the
1Edgeworth, Francis: Disputed Point in the Theory of
International Trade, in: Economic Journal, Vol. 11, December
1901, pp. 582-595.

2Bastable, Charles: The Theory of International Trade,
2nd Edition, London: Macmillan, 1897, particularly pp. 45-46.
3carver, Thomas Nixon: Some Theoretical Aspects of a
Protective Tariff, in: Publications of the American Economic
Association, 3rd Series, Vol. 3, No. 1, 1902, pp. 169-198.

4Nicholson, J.S. Principles of Political Economy,
London: Macmillan, 1897, Vol. 2, pp. 307-309, and 318.
5walker, op.cit.

6Taussig, (1927), op. cit., Chapter 8.
7Graham, op.cit.
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authors who have even faintly considered that increasing and
diminishing return may have an effect worth considering:
Alfred Marshall.I Marshall - in effeet a champion of free
trade who considered tht trade was the key to the economic
success of England - showed that in theory "in the case of an
isolated country beneficia! results might be obtained by tax-

ing commodities produced at increasing returns.112

In spite

of this, Marshall did not see this admission as changing the
basic conclusions on free trade. Two of the most influential
economists of this century, Jacob Viner and Gottfried von
Haberler, basically opposed the idea of scale effects changing
any conclusions of international trade policy. Viner admits a
faint possibility of validity in the long run, but sees the
case more as a curiosity.3 The influential Harvard economist Gottfried von Haberler dismisses the whole decreasing/in
creasing cost argumenta) as being inconsistent with free com
petition due to the importance given to increasing returns
1Marshall, Alfred: Principles of Economics, 1st edi
tion, London, pp. 448-453, and: Some Aspects of Competition,
Presidential Address before the British Association 1890,
reprinted in: A.C. Pigou (ed.): Memorials of Alfred Marshall,
London, Macmillan, 1925, p. 261-262. Marshall here sees the
uselessness of a protectionist policy in manufacturing
England, but admits to its sense in .the U.s. due to the scale
effects.
·

2Marshall, Principles, p. 452 in the words of Walker,
op. cit., p. 54. See also Principles, 4th Edition, London,
1898, p. 533.
3viner, op. cit. p. 482.
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and b) as but a variant of the infant-industry argument for

protection.1 Viner, however, shows that the scale argument
and the infant-industry argument are indeed distinct, and
agrees with Graham in seeing any effects of this argument as
being a long term and permanent considerations.2

The

theoretical support given to the claims of the importance of
scale effects to international trade varies from vague notions
to more elaborate theoretical construction. Many have formal
faults. We shall limit ourselves to discuss a modified ver
sion of the 1923 paper written by Frank Graham of Princeton
Univerity which is both the most formal ly correct and the
clearest statement of the case.3

Graham visualizes two countries, A and B, engaged in the

production of watches and wheat. In our modified version both
countries have 400 man-days at their disposal.

Watches are

produced under increasing returns to scale; wheat is produced
under conditions of decreasing returns to scale. Country A
has a cornparative advantage in the production of watches,
Country B in the production of wheat.

1Haberler, Gottfried von: Die Theorie d r komparativen
Kosten in: Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv, Vol. 32, 1930, No. 2,
p. 356 and his: The Theory of International Trade with its
Application to Commercial Policy, New York: Macrnillan, 1936,
p. 142-143 and 198-208.
2viner,.op. cit., p. 482.

3Graham, op.cit., pp. 203-213.
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Initially in the trading relationship between the two
countries, prices - equal in the two - have been established:
4 wheat = 3-1/2 watches. The production of the two nations is
as follows:
Country A

Country

Output per
man-day Production

Mandays

Mandays

B

Output per
man-day Production

200

4

800

Wheat 200

4

800

200

4

800 Watches200

3

600

"World

11

production:

1600 wheat

1400 watches

Production in wheat equivalents: 3200 wheat
watch equivalents: 2800 watches
A's income in wheat equivalents = 1714 wheat
watch equivalents = 1500 watches

B's income in wheat equivalents = 1486 wheat
watch equivalents = 1300 watches
In the second place, the countries move towards special
ization according to their comparative advantage. The price
ratio is unchanged.
Country
Man
days

Country B

A

Output per
man aay
Production

Man
days

100

4.5

450 Wheat 300

300

4.5

1350 Watchesl00

Output per
man-day Production
3.5
2

1050
200
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"World

11

production:

1500 wheat

1550 watches

"World 11 Production in wheat equivalents: 3271 wheat
watch equivalents: 2863 watches

Country A's income in wheat equivalents
watch equivalents

Country B's income in wheat equivalents
watch equivalents

= 1993 wheat
= 1744 watches
= 1278 wheat
= 1119 watches

Compared to the first phase, Country A's income has in
creased, and Country B's income has decreased, although their
total incomes put together have grown. This means tha.t the
"world" has been able to realize gains from specialization in
international trade. This gain, however, has been most unevenly distributed, since the Terms of Trade have remained the
same, an assumption which fits actual empirical observations
fairly well. Notice that there is no incentive in the market
mechanism for A to lower its prices on watches. Country A has
strengthened its comparative advantage vis-a-vis Country B the "invisible hand" of the world market will automatically
lead to a further specialization between the two countries.
Given the higher production and higher disposable income in
Country A, demands for higher wages will seem reasonable and
will be granted. Historically the manufacturing nations have
been able to increase real incorne at the rate of the increase
in labor productivity. We can safely assurne that this will
happen also in Country A.
Due to the scale economies, the normal working of the
market rnechanism will allow Country A to reap all the benefits
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of international trade and of the scale effects taking place.
The cost improvements realizable in watch production will not
be reflected

in lowered

priced

to Country Bor

within Country

A itself, but will be taken out as increased wages and profits
in Country A.

Graham and Viner, writing long before the Terms

of Trade discussion of the economics profession, fail to show
why the Terms of Trade remain unchanged. It should be clear,
however, that given the influence of sc le effects on cost
behavior, the initial price ratio of 4 wheat = 3-1/2 watches
will still be an "equilibriium" price in international trade
in which the rnarket will send clear signals to Countries A and
Bto

further their specialization in the international

divi

sion of laber. The incresing returns to scale have created
important Barriers to Entry to the watch industry in Country
B, and these barriers protect the oligopolistic rent reaped in
Country A. Undera situation of virtually full specializa
tion, with unchanged Terms of Trade, the situation would be
the following:
Country A
Mandays

Country B

Output per
man-day Production

1

5

399

5

"World" production:

Mandays

Output per
rnan-day Production

Wheat 399

2.5

1995 Watches 1

1.5

5

1003 wheat

1997 watches

World production in wheat equivalents:
watch equivalents:

3285 wheat
2875 watches

998
1.5

= 2285 wheat
=·1999 watches
wheat equivalents = 1000 wheat
watch equivalents = 875 watches
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Country A's income in wheat equivalents
watch equivalents

Country B's income in

A reasonable time frame for a developrnent like this to
take place is anywhere from 2 years to 50 years. As a result
of trade, the world has grown slightly richer. Country A has
inereased its real GNP per person employed by 33% over the
period, while Country B has grown poorer by almost the same
arnount.

Without assuming any technological development

"historical increasing returns" - Country A has developed con
siderably, while Country B has been underdeveloped."

Without

any technolog ical development, important

entry

barriers

to

into the watch production have been created for Country B. If
we start looking at the secondary effects which would occur
after such a relative and absolute enrichment in Country A,
and a corresponding impoverishment in Country B, it is in
practice fully conceivable bow unequal developrnent and econorn
ic and technical dependence rnay have its origins in these
rather trivial differences in cost behavior to scale of opera
tions.
We can safely assume that the usual demo raphic reactions
to richness and poverty will be found in Country A and Country
B.

The affluence of country A will change the status of the

woman, and t will reduce the value of children both as a
potential workforce and for old-age security.

Country A will
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reduce its birth rates. The richer Country A will be able to
afford higher taxes, better social and health care, and better
education, which again lowers birth rates. The higher real
wages resulting in Country A will start a brain drain from
Country B to Country A. The relative and sometimes absolute
hunger and misery in Country B will be an important factor in
destabilizing the political situation in that country, and a
true democracy will be difficult to keep afloat. The poverty
will result in a faltering demand for manufactured goods,
which - together with the scale effects observed above - will
make manufacturing production unprofitable in Country B. The
lack of a market, the low potential profitibility in manufac
turing, and the brain drain resulting from a gap in real wages
will combine in keeping R & D expenses extrernely low.
B's "dependencia" is born.

In short:

Country

Country B will be

poorer, have a higher birth rate, higher infant rnortality,
poorer education, higher political unstability, and will be a
net exporter of human talent.

Its local entrepreneurial

talent will be forced into import business for lack of oppor
tunity in rnanufacturing, it will be a dependent appendix on
the economy of Country A. Theoretically, at !east, apparently
trivial differences in the developrnent· of rnicro-economic cost
-

business costs - may be the nucleus and starting point of a

series of vicious eireles called un,. derdevelopment.
We must notice that nothing exact can be said as to
private profitability in the two nations.

The scale effects
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in the watchmaking industry will reduce the number of partici
pants, but on the other hand the kind of strategic competition
these companies engage in - high volume/learning curve ori
ented - will probably assure relatively low margins as long as
the market is growing. On the other hand private profitabil
ity may be high in Country B due to the premium rent which
will be payable on the best land in the Ricardian fashion.
The degree of profitability, of national "exploitation," and
of "surplus value" extracted above the returns of the workers
may not vary significantly from one country to the other, and
could be higher in either of the two.
By trying to explain unequal exchange in terms of "sur
plus value" the Marxist analysts miss several basic points.
Emmanuel in his "Unequal Exchange" twice mentions the example
presented by Graham, but rapidly dismisses the argument:
"•••it is true that Graham considers only a minor aspect if
the problem.

States do not restrict imports and encourage

exports in order to engage in a gamble on disproportionate

costs."1 Emmanuel wrongly assumes that the capitalists and
che colonial powers had a very well defined strategy of ex
ploitation - that they knew why they were protecting their
"protective forces." The rapid development of the industrial
ized nations as well as the harsh underdevopment of the
1Emmanuel, Arghiri: Unegual Exchange: A Study of the
Imperialism of Trade, New York: Monthly Review Press, 1972, p.
xvi.
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periphery is not part of a conscious centennial capitalist
plot. The degree of underdeveloment resulting was not planned
- it surprised everybody. Therefore the argument of Emmanuel
that nation states have not followed Graham's strategy because
they were not engaging in a gamble on divergent cost development is not valid - as Graham himself points out:

li

•••• ne•i-

ther List or his followers (the protectionist economists} have
shown that this (protectionist theory of "productive forces")

was anything more than an emotion."1 The emotions or gutfeelings around which the protectionists built their arguments
were, I think, basically constructed around a nation that all
economic activities were notalike.

Some economic activities

- manufacturing - were "superior."

This is made clear in one

of the lesser known works of List, where he says:

"Those who

have only Wine, Olive Oil and Silk goods to offer,•••• are
easily defeated . (ausgestochen!) by nations, which have all
kinds of manufactured goods to offer.112

The price of rnanufactured goods compared to other goods

did not appear to be an issue arnong the protectionists. The
<;tualitative difference among economic activities would then
have little else to be built on than differences in cost
development.

Emmanuel's dispensing with Graham's arguments

1Graharn, op.cit., p. 213.

2List, Friedrich: Wesen Und Wert einer nationalen
Gewerbsproduktivitat, (1840), Frankfurt/Main: vittorio
Klostermann, 1946, p. 14, my translation.
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does therefore seem incorrect. Emmanuel goes on to explain
what he sees as the two reasons nations "restrict imports and
encourage exports: on the one hand to protect national
product ion and, on the other, to maintain an active trade
balance."1

Here are two problems with Emmanuel's view:

First, he

seems not to see that what was protected in the last century
was not any kind of national production. What was protected
was not the wine, olive oil and silk goods in List's example,
but manufactured goods, on the "emotion" that there was some
kind of qualitative difference between manuf cturing and other
activities. As we have tried to point out, this qualitative
difference lies in the cost development of manufactured goods.
Both as volume of p oauction is increased - pure scale effects
- anda result of more technological development - "historical
scale effects" - production cost will decrease considerably
more in rnanufacturing goods than in other economic activities.
This was of course particularly true befare the production of
some agricultural commodities were "industrialized" during the
last 40 years. At present, in Europe in particular, there is
a new kind of protectionism flowering. This protectionism is
made in order to protect employment and the pr_esent geographic
pattern of population distribution and supports the mature ec
onomic activities which do not achieve productivity increases
1Emmanuel, op.cit., p. xvi.
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sufficient to keep producers of poorer nations out in a system
of "free" trade. We can therefore distinguish two kinds of
protectionism:
1.

The aggressive protectionism, the goal of which is to
bring a !arger part of national "productive forces"
into the areas of economic activity where scale
effects and technological progress are more frequent
than they would be in the industries which the market
forces would assign to the nation without artificial
protection.

The implicit goal of this aggressive

protectionism is to maximize the slope of the
nation's learning curve; in other words to maximize
the productivity improvements of labor. All nations
following England's lead down the descending learning
curve of industrialization had to follow this po icy.
In the years when the iron industry had important
technolog ical advances and

England

had

the lead

in

the world, France imposed a tariff of the aggressive
kind of 120 per cent. The present protection of Aus
tralia is of this kind. Even though the smaller mar
ket in Australia leads to higher prices for locally
manufactured goods than for imports, Australia maxi
mizes its standard of living through protection,
since an expansion in

primary production would lead

the. country into areas of diminishing returns which
would

not yield foreign exchange sufficient to buy
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what now is rnanufactured locally. This in spite of
Australia' s own rnanufacturing production being less
efficient than that of rnanufactured irnports.
2. The defensive protectionism. The object of this pro
tectionism is not to maximize the learning curve of
the nation but is in effect an "unernployment benefit"
paid to maintain employment for the population en
gaged in activities with little or no technological
development or which - due to clirnate-related nega
tive scale effects - would be wiped out by cornpeti
tion from

u.s.,

Australia, or LDC f rmers.

This kind

of protectionism is widely· used in Western Europe,
and partly in the United States in the steel and zinc
industries and in sorne agricultural products which
have not been cornpletely industrialized, e.g. tomatoes and strawberries, sugar and cotton.
Historically, the strategy of the industrialized nations
has been as follows:
1.

Apply aggressive protectionism - secure colonies to
be sure you have sornebody to trade with who is not
playing your own game.

Maximize productivity growth

at home by importing only goods which have little
productivity growth.
2.

When the industries where technological progress and
positive scale effects are achievable have been
monopolized, you may find that the monopoly rents
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extracted will dwindle as the colonies advance down
the learning curve behind you. Instead of lowering
your national price of labor to remain competitive,
you now apply defensive protectionism, distributing
the monopoly rents achieved in the high technology
manufacturing to agriculture and to the industries
where your high labor costs make you non-competitive
under free trade. Raise tariff barriers and apply
other import regulations.
This is in a nutshell the historical economic policy of
Western Europe.

Essentially, when a country has problems de

fending its high national wage level achieved through aggres
sive protectionism, two options are open: One can lower the
real wage level at home to secure employment, after which the
dernand for national labor will rise.

The other option ha

the

advantage of maximizing national incorne through the intelli
gent use of the monopoly position achieved in high-technology
industries by having forced the colonies not to embark on your
same strategy. This strategy, the one used by Western Europe,
lets the high technology industries subsidize the protected
industries in which the poor countries could otherwise com
pete. The excess production of subsidized agricultural goods
resulting from this policy is then dumped below cost on the
international market, much to the detriment of the poor coun
tries trying.to make a living out of these agricultural pro
d!..ccts. In this way German sugar produced at a very high cost
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is dumped on the Norwegian market, seriously damaging the cost
competitive Caribbean sugar producers. If we Europeans are to
be strictly honest, our policy towards the third world, for
instance Argentina, has been:

First 100 years: 1830-1930:

Secure a de-facto colonial rnarket through talk about free
trade, assure that the colony does not engage in manufacturing
through protection. Meanwhile, be strictly protective at home
against your neighboring powers.

Then, when Argentina has

specialized completely in rneat and wool, and unlearned its
colonial skills in manufacturing, you shift: Sorry, we have
to support our meat producers at home.

No Argentine meat

imported. Today Argentine meat is imported to fill shortages
in the European highly protected production (defensive protec
tion).

"Free trade, but only when it suits us."

An additional problem with Emrnanuel 's understand ing is
that he follows the "capitalist" economists in making the
essentially mercantilistic assurnption that an active trade
balance is a goal in i tself.

As Viner shows1 the English

balance of trade with the colonies was often "indisputably
'unfavorable'." The assurnption underlying the bullionist term
of a "favorable" or "active" balance of trade was that any
imbalance of trade between two nations would .lead to a rnove
rnent of species - gold and silver - to the country with an ex
port surplus.
lv• 1ner, op. .c1t., p. 11.
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The situat ion with the colonies, and also with

most of

the Latin American semi-colonies, was that the "favorable" ex
port surplus never entered the colony at all, but was kept as
profits in the metropolitan country. This consistent export
surplus with an accompanying perennial deficit of the balance
of payrnent was referred ·to as the "colonial drain: in an old
debate in economioc theory, which died out before the 2nd
World War, just as did Graham's debate on increasing and
diminishing returns in international trade.
Post-war authors have effectively neglected the potential
effects of diminishing returns to the international trade
theory. What has been recognized bya few of these very for
mal authors of the post-war generation - paranthetically and
almost apologetically - is that if the assumptions on constant
returns to scale are abandoned, autarky will in fact be a bet
ter policy than free trade in many cases. Murray Kemp in his
highly theoretical work comrnents on the effect of increasing
returns to scale on the otherwise very strong theorems and
conclusions of the formal branch of the trade theory:

"Thus,

in general, one must be prepared to admit that some autarkic
positions can be bettered (•••) under t.r:ee trade; and that
free-trade positions can be bettered under autarky. In short,
the utility possibility curves of the free-trade and autarkic
situations cross.

This is unfortunate, but una.voidable.111

1Kemp, Murray, C: The Pure Theory of International
Trade, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964, p. 175.
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One is left wondering to whom this is so unfortunate, and
comes to the conslusion that it is probably not an expression
of pity for the country which is left poor because it would
have been hetter off in a closed economy, without free trade.
Probably, this is an expression of pity for the theorist, who,
before h man learning and technological progress is introduced
to the scheme, sees in the result of the introduction of scale
effects the only important straight-forward contradiction of
the conclusion that free trade is superior, and that all other
theories are "second-best" solutions. At this point, it must
be emphasized that the scale argument for protection as ex
pressed by Graham, and as confirmed reluctantly by Kemp with
out reference to Graham, is an argument for protection which
differs fundamentally from the infant-industry argument. The
scale argument will theoretically be able to support a p rma
nent and irremovable tariff.
A most interesting study bya Canadian economist, James

Melvin,1 touches on several of the fundamental problems dis
cussed in this work. Without recognizing the ultimate impli
cations of his proposals, Melvin has created

the first step in

a model explaining the centripetal forces of the world econo
my. While most other trade theorists have seen differing re
turns to scale as a troublesome factor which had to be
1Melvin, James R.: Increasing Returns to Scale as a
Determinant of Trade, in: Canadian Journal of Economics, Vol.
2, No. 3, August, 1969, pp. 389-402.
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circumvented and assumed away in order to maintain the "puri
ty" of the traditional Heckscher-Ohlin theorem, Melvin takes
the novel view of regarding increasing returns to scale as an
important determinant of trade. Instead of seeing different
factor endowments among countries as the basic reason for
trade, Melvin shows that: "if the world is characterized by
increasing" (and we may certainly add: decreasing) "returns to
scale, then the differences in factor endowments may be the
result of trade rather than the cause."1

From a pre-trade situation, Melvin constructs two coun
tries identical in all respects. The two commodities produced
are both made under increasing returns to scale, and Melvin
shows that as a conseguence of this, full specialization will
of course follow. By allowing both nations to produce goods
with essentially the same increasing returns, Melvin has con
structed a mode! of "symmetri cal dependence," a cause where
both countries have a fair chance of benefitting from trade the case of Mercedeses being traded for Jaguars. Essentially
Melvin confirms Graham's thesis - without referring to him using geometry instead of numerical examples. A bnsic differ
ence, however, is that Graham has made a mode! of "assymmetri
cal dependence" - a situation which is close to a zero-sum
game, but where one of the players, the one engaged in produc
tion with diminishing returns, loses heavily compared to
1Ibid., p. 401.
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autarky, while the producer of goods yielding increasing scale

returns gains correspondingly.1

Melvin also shows two other: important results of the
introduction of scale effects. He confirms that factor-price
equalization will not take place if scale effects are intro
duced in the model. He also shows that in such a situation an
infinity of equilibrium positions exist: "The point is that
while an optimum consumption position exists, this optimum
will not, except by pure chance, be reached by a perfectly
competitive system." Not only do the streng conclusions
regarding the mutual benefit of trade in all cases crumble
when scale effects are introduced, a key concept like eguili
brium also loses its usefulness. Historically, Melvin's point
has proved to be correct. Different factor endowments in cap
ital or labor area result of a good or poor trade policy, not
the cause of trade. The strength of Japan in capital inten
sive exports is the result of a conscious policy working
against the specialization according to the original factor
endowments of the country: it was poor and should have spebialized according to its comparative advantage in labor-in
tensive goods. Now we reach the basic fault in practice of
the Heckscher-Ohlin factor endowment theory: Any nation which
has the factor endowment of being desperately poor and
1For a discussion of symmetrical and asymmetrical a.e
pendence, see: Collective Self-Reliance and Interdepe dence.
Note by the UNCTAD secretariat, Geneva, July 14, 1978.
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specializes in the international division of labor as being
poor, producing laber intensive goods will automatically stay
poor. The only way to escape this is by following a conscious
strategy like Taiwan and South Korea of specializing in rela
tively high-technology but laber intensive products in which
technological development and productivity development are
still achievable. This differs radically from the passive
strategy of Haiti - producing hand-sewn baseballs for the

u.s.

market, a production process which not even U.S. technology
has managed to mechanize.

After a pattern of asyrnrnetrical

dependence has been opened through trade as in the Graham
exarnple, the Rybczynsky effect comes into operation, reinforeing the trend started. According to this theorern, when one
factor grows, the output of the commodi ty which uses inten
sively the increased factor expands, and the output of the

other commodity contracts.1

In other words, a nation which specializes in labor in
tensive production, will lose its capita! intensive production
to its trading partners. But since economic progress and pro
auctivity irnprovernents are achieved in economic growth theory
through the increasing proportion of capital to labor, the
nation which specializes indiscriminately according to its
cornparative advantage of having cheap labor will see its labor
1Rybczynski, T. M.: Factor Endowrnent and Relative Com
modity Prices, in: Econornica, Vol. 22, November, 1955, pp.
336-341.
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growing increasingly cheaper. The only assurnption which has
to be made in order to achieve this result, isa world supply
of cheap and unskilled labor at a price which is fixed close
to subsistence minimum in the long run. Since the trading
partner specializes in capital-intensive production gets to
keep most of the produc'tivity increases achieved instead of
having to lower prices as productivity increases, a policy of
specializing according to a comparative advantage in cheap
labor per se, is specializing in staying poor.
The most cornplete treatment of scale effects in interna
tional trade in any recent study was made by Miltiades Chacholiades.1

As is so typical to the economic profession,

this author keeps the problems of the industrialized West as

his unstated frame of reference. The problems of diminishing
returns which were so important to the classical economists
and is potentially so important to the underdeveloped nations
of today are left completely out of his analysis. His concern
is only with the increasing returns, a typical industrial
country phenomenon.
Without reference to Graham, Chacholiades makes the point
we illustrated previously that "it is to the advantage of a
country to specialize in the productio·n of a commodity whose
production function is characterized by increasing returns to
1chacholiades, Miltiades: International Trade Theory
and Policy. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978.
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scale.111

Chacholiades brings his analysis one step closer

to reality than that of his colleagues, in that he discusses
the effects on the country which specializes in the "wrong"
commodity, i.e. in his scheme the commodity whose production
function is characterized by constant returns to scale.
Irnplicitly, Chacholiades will have to adrnit that a country
specializing in a product with diminishing returns to scale
would still be worse off, with a product even more "wrong."
Chacholiades' case is interesting, because it represents
the only reference to the fact that sorne products may be
"better" than others within the international division of
laber in the whole edifice of rnoae·rn "formal" international
trade theory. Since formal trade theorists have never been
required to read the works of the trade policy-makers of the
last century - e.g. List and Carey - they not notice that this
scherne is approaching the "gut-feeling" theories of these
authors that some economic activities - mainly manufacturing
-

are indeed "superior" to others.

Professor Albert

o.

Hirschrnan has discussed a theme found in Latin American liter

ature which is to the same effect. In many countries, one
product or crop is seen as historically "bad" while others
have been "good." One example is Cuban author Fernando Ortiz,
who sees tobacco as having been "good" for Cuba, while sugar
has been "bad." Professor Hirschman does not draw the
1rbid., p. 495.
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complete and correct conclusions from this interesting liter
ary phenomenon, which we shall try to show in the discussion
of this in Chapter 7.
We now have representatives of three historically differ
ent trends in economic literature which refer to what I see as
the same phenomenon

from three angles.

None of the three

makes reference to any of the other two, and the two present
day authors seemingly see no relationship to the important
political and economic movement of protectionism in the last
century.
1. 19th century protectionist literature - List, Carey,
and others - claim that all economic activities are
notalike. A nation must take care and not specialize in the "wrong" product. Manufacturing is a
"right" product invariably. All Europe and the
United States followed their advice and protected
their rnanufacturing. The Third World did the oppo
site.
2.

Latin Arnerican authors see that historically sorne
products and crops have been "bad" - paid poorer
wages under harsher conditions, had crises, etc.

3.

A representative of the "form list" rnodern school of
international trade theory adrnits that it is hetter
to specialize in the international

division of labor

in products whose production function are character
ized by increasing returns to scale.
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All these three "schools" are addressing the same pheno
menon: All economic activities do not promote economic devel
opment and productivity increase to the same extent as produc
tion is expanded in the course of increasing international
specialization. Manufacturing industries are working under at
times extremely important economies of scale, which would make
it desirable to specialize in these activities in internation
al trade.

The increasin returns also create very important

barriers to entry for producers from smaller countries (really
from smaller "home" markets).

This allows the capitalists,

workers, and governments of the states specializing in manu
facturing in the international division of labor to live off
oligopolistic rents which are protected from low-wage competi
tion by the barriers to entry created by the economies of
scale. The superiority of manufacturing is evident and impor
tant even without considering the important technological
developments made in manufacturing as opposed to e.g. cotton
growing or strawberry growing.
The extent of the superiority of specializing in manufac
turing vs. primary goods in monoculture, will be evident from
comparing the data on scale effects in the world rnotorcycle
industry in Table 6-1, with the evidence o. diminishing re
turns in primary industries experienced in Ecuador, Bolivia
and Peru (Chapters 7-9).

In the motorcycle industry the scale

of operation of the most efficient Japanese producer is 60
times the output of the most efficient European producer. The
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TABLE 6-1

Increasing Returns to Scale in World Motorcycle Production,
1975

Motorcycle
Output
(000 Units)

Labor Productivity
Motorcycles er
Man-year

1,500
500

350
174

300

159

28

14

Harley-Davidson (U.S.)

38

11

BMW (Germany)

25

20

Manufacturer
Honda (Japan)
Suzuki
Hamamatsu
Kawasaki (Japan)
Norton-VilliersTriumph (U.K.)
Meriden
Wolverhnmpton

18

18

arncludes Japanese subcontracts.
Source: Magaziner, Ira C. and Thomas M. Hout, Jaianese
Industrial Policy, London: Policy Studies Institute, 1 80, p.
21.

labor productivity experienced in this large scale Japanese
manufacturing unit, is 17.5 times larger in physical output
than the most efficient European competitor. Chart 6-1
provides an example of how the plant scale of manufacturing
increases over time, effectively blocking the entry of
underdeveloped nations with their small home market bases.
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CHART 6-1
Increasing Manufacturing Scale Over Time:
Ethylene Oxide Plants
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Clearly it is possible to benefit from a specialization
in agriculture or mining in world trade, if the bounties of
nature are present and if there is a way to avoid this spe
cialized production getting into the areas of diminishing
returns. Here the dangers of having an undiversified economy
become clear.

The Italian silk industry died out peacefully

in the absence of technological development, reaching a point
of diminishing returns, and faced with low-wage competition
from abroad.

This industry did not go into the areas of

diminishing returns because when faced with a lower labor pro
ductivity in the area of diminishing returns_, the silk indus
try could no longer pay the wages· paid in the rest of the
economy.

Since the Italian economy was diversifying strongly

in this period, the socially less profitable silk industry
died a natura! death, and average labor productivity and the
prices paid for Italian labor on the world markets went up.
The silk industry with its lack of possibilities for mechani
zation was farmed out to the underdeveloped world. If, on the
other hand, silk had been the only export product of a small
Italy, the real wages of the Italian laborer would have de
creased as the country went deeper and deeper into areas of
diminishing returns with the silk industry moving into geogra
phic areas which were less suited than the original area.

Due

to the barriers to entry created by the scale effects in manu
facturing, such a poor country with no home market for manu
facturing goods would have no other option than to stay with
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its "comparative advantage" in silk which, when the product
entered the areas of diminishing returns, really would have
proved to be an "absolute disadvantage."
In this way a diversified economy does not run the same
risk as a "monoculture" economy when producing raw materials
for export.

If the price of wool falls, the Australian econo

my is going to produce· less wool since there is profitable
employment outside the wool sector. If at some point Austral
ian wool production expands into geographic areas which reduce
labor productivity, this expansion will etop soon, since the
lower productivity producer will not be able to pay the
national wage leve! of Australia.
If the prices of tin fall, Bolivia will not stop produc
ing anywhere as fast as would a country where alternative em
ployment was available for the miners. Real wages in the
underdeveloped

countries

are

reversible,

not

in

monetary

terms, but in real terms through inflation. Our data from the
cotton industry discussed in the chapter on Peru (Chapter 9)
clearly shows this. The lower price limit for commodities
produced in the Third World is where wages reach the physical
subsistence leve! for the workers and their families. Bolivia
would therefore also much more easily enter the areas on its
cost curves in tin production where diminishing returns set in
than would Australia. Given the availability of labor at near
subsistence leve!, production will take place in much more
marginal mines in Bolivia than they would in a high-wage
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country with the same mineral deposits as Bolivia. Therefore
the average productivity in terms of tons of ore per man-year
will be much lower in a low-wage country than in a high-wage
country with the same physical ore deposits. In the high-wage
country the marginal mines would not be able to pay the high
national average wage, and production would not move to the
marginal deposits where returns are diminishing compared to
the best deposits. An increase in the price of the mineral
will only cause even more marginal mines to becorne profitable,
and the price increase would therefore have the effect of
actually lowering the average physical prodµctivity of Boli
vian rniners.
These phenomena will be found in all areas of productions
which are subject to dirninishing returns - agriculture, mining
and fisheries. These three econornic activities are interes
tingly also the activities which are subsidized in Western
Europe today. The econornic activities subject to dirninishing
returns will therefore

never by thernselves

- in

the absence ofa

national rnanufacturing base - be able to raise a country out of
poverty through increased labor productivity.
In countries where the econornic life gravitates around
activities subject to dirninishing returns - where rnanufactur
ing only pJ.ays a marginal role - there is no way that the
international market forces will be able to bring the nation
out of poverty as long as there is still a supply of unern
ployed or underernployed labor. This is because the important
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factors which would bring about an increase in productivity in
the manufacturing industries, in the case of mining and agri
culture would have completely different much less beneficia!
results:
A.

An Improvement of Technology
Manufacturing:
Labor productivity increases with the full
effect of the technological improvement.
Mining and Agriculture:
A nation completely speciali ea in these acti
vities would not experience an improvement of
average labor productivity anywhere near that
of the full effect of the technolog ical im
provement. A new technology improving labor
productivity e.g. by 10% would mean that new
mines or area which could not previously be
worked profitably will become profitable with
the new technology. Average worker producti
vity in the industry will therefore not in
crease anywhere near the 10% that they do in
the old mines, since the marginal mines opened
with new technology will have a physical labor
productivity much lower than the old mines. A
net productivity improvement could amount to
O,

while

the

manufacturing worker

with
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unchanged Terms of Trade will reap a 10% wage
increase from the degree of technological
improvement.
B. Increase in Price of Product
Manufacturing:
Full price increase to be shared by capital
ists and workers.
Mining and agriculture:
A price increase would have the same effect as
a technological improvement. Previously un
profitable

marginal

mines

or

agricultural

areas become profitable to operate. These new
activities will have a lower marginal produc
tivity than the previous ones, and will bring
down the average physical labor productivity
of the industry. The effect will be that the
price increase will be "eaten" by the lower
productivity of the new marginal operations.
C. Deepening of International Specialization.
Manufacturing:
Important

increasing

returns (economies of

scale) come into effect, and
productivity will increase

average labor
sharply

as
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specialization increases, even in the absence
of technological progress.
Mining and agriculture:
Diseconomies of scale will set in as the coun
try specializes in the international division
of laber-. If the specialization in interna
tional trade sets in within a diversified
national economy also engaged in manufactur
ing, the internal labor market will automati
cally prevent the potential diminishing re
turns from materializing, since moving into
the diminishing return segment of the produc
tion function would mean not being able to pay
wages competing with the manufacturing sector.
(This is the case of Australia.) However, in
countries with undiversified economies and
substantial underemployment and unemployment,
there is notbing in the systems which prevents
production to take place under conditions of
more and more diminishing returns until the
wage level reaches the point of physical sub
sistence.
Chocholiades gives his readers a glimpse of the potential
effects of diminishing returns by recognizing that some indus
tries are "wrong" activities in which nations should not spe
cialize.

He kills off any hope that he has an idea of the
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practical implications of this bya footnote to the chapter on
increasing returns: "Th is chapter is slightly more technical
than the rest of the book. It can be skipped, for the analy
sis of the rest of the book does not depend on it." That is,
not even a doctorate student specializing in trade theory will
be required to read this chapter, which opens the door to an
exception to the generally accepted principle of free trade
which might have freed 1/3 of world population from their pre
sent poverty - a poverty which toa large extent was induced
historically by a "wrong" specialization within the interna
tional division of labor.
Chocholiades very naively suggests (page 199) that the
country which specializes in the commodity whose production
function is characterized by increasing returns to scale
"might agree to make an income transfer ( annually) to

the

other country, which agrees to specialize completely in Y
(that is, the commodity whose production function is charac
terized by constant returns to scale)."

If this principle

were adopted, the industrialized West would have to pay for
the historical effects of the Western nations - through imper
ialism and otherwise - having monopolized the industries where
increasing returns were achievable, while forcing the under
developed world to stay in production of raw materials with
strongly diminishing returns, or at best constant returns to
scale. The payments would have to be enormous - so enormous
that any such suggestion is a political impossibil ity.

Any
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reparations paid would also have to be made in a completely
different way than the foreign aid "given" by the rich
tries today, which too often is based on

the

coun

transfer of goods

which only strengthens the monopoly position of the rich coun
tries in the production of

increasing returns

industries.

To

the rich nations, the exports to the Third World bring consi
derable advantages, also due to the scale effects they

help

achieve.
The

modern "formalist"

tradetheory marginally

that the existence of increasing returns
make

II

to scale may indeed

free trade II a less than optimal strategy

specializing

for a nation

in a product where increasing returns

than in other products.

In this way,

admits

the

are less

formalist

school

supports a few neglected studies of economists of previous
generations - the best formulated work was that of Frank Gra
ham - showing that such an effect was theoretically

possible.

No empirical work has ever been done to quantify the impact of
scale effects on the gains or losses from trade achieved by
trading

partners

specializing

in

products

with

production

functions with varying degrees of increasing or diminishing
returns.

The subject has

remained a

theoretical

curiosity,

the marginal "exception to the rule" that a free trade posi
tion is always the superior policy - an exception indeed so
marginal that most doctoral students specializing in trade
theory will not even have been presented with it.
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Modern theory has completely neglected the existence of
diminishing returns to scale - largely because the
use the mental

framework

of an

industrialized

theorists

nation

such diminishing returns would be a rarity today.

whe!'e

However,

the potential effect of diminishing returns to the very specialized
could

underdeveloped economies

partly

explain

their

lac:-: of

are

extremely

large

development.

three chapters investigate the existence and extent of

and

The next
dimin

ishing returns in the main export products of three Andean
countries - Ecuador, Bolivia and Peru

In his 'Hedda Gabler,1 Ibsen wishes to create, as
quickly as possible, the impression that one of the
two male characters, Hedda's husband, isa thorough
ly med iocre academic drudge, not to say a dunce.
And what is the first thing about him that Ibsen
conveys to readers or audiences? That Dr. Tessman
has just comF2 ted a work on the linen industry of
Brabant in the sixteenth century!
Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, p. 810.
CHAPTER 7
ECUADOR - THE BANANA INDUSTRY

Ecuador is one of the smallest and traditionally - with
Bolivia - the poorest of the South American nations. Only
Uruguay is smaller, and only Bolivia can compete in poverty.
Ecuador and Bolivia were granted special financial and
"infant-economy" facilities when the Andean Pact was formed.
Historically, the economy of Ecuador has been closely
tied to the ebbs and flows of the markets of two tropical
agricultural products - cocoa and bananas. The major bibliog

raphy of social sciences as they relate to Ecuador1 conven

iently divides the modern history of the country into three
periods:

1Junta Nacional de Planificaci6n:
Economica y Polttica del Ecuador, Quito,
Planificaci6n, 2 vols., n.d. (197-).
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Bibliografia Social,
Junta Nacional de
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1)

The Cocoa Era (1876-1925)

2)

The Era of Crisis (1926-1947)

3)

The Banana Era (1948-1960's)

The banana era of Ecuador was increasingly overlapped in
the late 1960's bya

"Petroleum Period," the duration of which

is presently insecure.
Ecuador presents a typical pattern of monoculture with
excessive dependence of international market prices of one
export product at any point in time. For many years, exports
of bananas represented more than 50 percent of the export
earnings of Ecuador. Other traditional export products are
Panama hats and balsa wood.
In order to assess the contribution of the banana indus
try to the development of Ecuador as an "engine of growth," it
is useful to look at the position of the banana growing acti
vity in relation to the other economic activities of Ecuador.
Table 7-1 and 7-2 show productivity and productivity increases
in the various economic sectors.
The export sector of Ecuador is part of the least produc
ive sector in the national Economy - the sector which gives
the least value added per worker, and also the sector which
shows the smallest increase in productivity. This contrasts
sharply with the situation of the industrialized countries,
where the export sector almost exclusively is the sector which
shows the highest value added per worker, and the highest rate
of productivity increase.

The data in tables 7-1 and 7-2 are
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TABLE 7-1

Ecuador: Productivity and Productivity Increase by Sectors
and Industries 1950-1962 (In current sucres)
Sectors and
Industries

1950
Sucres per
person
employed

1962

Sucres per
person
employed

Productivity
increase in the
period
(percent)

PRIMARY SECTOR

5.045

6.844

36%

-Agriculture

4.803

6.470

35%

36.000

81. 750

127%

-Mining and extractive industries (Inc!.
oil)

SECONDARY SECTOR

5.700

10.341

81%

-Manufacturing
industry

5.433

10.176

87%

-Construction

8.000

11.063

38%

TERTIARY SECTOR

10.686

15.087

41%

Source: Banco Central del Ecuador, Memoria 1964. Quoted
in: Hurtado, Oswaldo: Dos mundos superpuestos, Quito,
INEDES, 1971, p. 26.
representative for the situation of many developing countries
with "traditional" export sectors: Their export activity is
of a nature which makes it labor intensive and difficult to
mechanize, compared to many of the crops of the temperate
zone, like wheat and other cereals. The presence of several
other nations also abounding with cheap labor as alternative
suppliers of the same crop makes any ·attempt at raising prices
unilaterally a hopeless venture.
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TABLE 7-2

Ecuador: Productivity and Productivity Increase by Sectors
and Industries 1970-1978 (in sucres of 1978)
Sectors and
Industries

1950
Sucres per
person
employed

1962
Sucres per
person
ernployed

Productivity
increase in the
period
(percent)

PRIMARY SECTOR
21.120

27.695

231.415

2,964.820

-Manufacturing

72.678

113.941

57%

-Construction

68.912

114.463

66%

-Commerce

82.368

100.321

22%

-Transportation

91.831

136.620

49%

-Other Services

52.348

66.262

27%

NATIONAL AVERAGE

41.715

67.147

61%

-Agriculture
-Mining and extractive industries ( Inc1.
oil)

31%

1.182%

SECONDARY SECTOR

TERTIARY SECTOR

Source: Junta Nacional de Planificacion y Coordina
cion Economica, Oficina de Recursos Humanos. Unpublished
data.
This pattern of the relative position of the export
sector in the national economy in itself provides a way of
defining many colonial and neo-colonial trade patterns today:
The core of rich countries exports articles from the
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productive sectors of its economy to the underdeveloped peri
phery nations, which in exchange deliver their export products
from their least productive sector, contrary to traditional
assumptions on "export economies." In this way international
trade continues to function as an "engine of growth" in the
industrialized world, and as a moving force into further
underdevelopment in the periphery. The least productive sec
tors of the economies of the rich countries in Europe are cut
off from competition from the poor world through de-facto
import prohibition on agricultural commodities, and these sec
tors are subsidized by the taxes levied on t e more productive
industrial sector.

In t:be poor co'untries exports from the

!east productive sectors, those showing the !east productivity
increase due to the very nature of their products, cannot work
as the "engines of growth" as trade once did for Western
Europe. Given the unlimited supply of laber on subsistence
wages available

r

and the low barriers to entry into these

activities, there is no hope fora compensation for this pro
duct-related low productivity in the form of higher prices, as
is the case with the protected agricultural sector of Western
Europe.
The banana growing sector of the Ecuatorian economy is in
the above assumed to be a typical part of the local agricul
tural sector. This asser.tien is supported by the data col
lected in the 1975 Agricultural Census. A calculation based
on these data show that the average daily production of the
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Ecuadorian banana-worker per man-day employed is worth around
7 US dollars expressed in farm prices.
farm value

of

the

crop

per

In other words

the

man-day employed is 7 dollars.

Making the assumption that 60

percent of the farm price is

paid out in wages, the hourly wages of a
somewhere in the area of 45 US cents.
is nota minimum estimate, since it

banana

worker

Note that

is

this result

is perfectly possible that

the percentage of the total farm value which is paid out to
the workers, or kept as profits to the small farmer, is below
60 percent.
fertilizer

In other words, capita! costs, cost for seeds,

andpest

total farm value.
tion

of

cocoa

control

may

well be above 40 percent of

An analogous calculation

gives

a

for the cultiva

farm value per man-hour worked

very

close to that of the banana growers, pointing to a case of
local
the

"factor-price

banana

sector

equalization."
are

therefore

Productivity and wages of
not considerably different

from the agricultural sector as a whole.
barriers to entry, this would be expected.
break-down
prices,

of banana

acreage,

Given the absence of
Table 7-3 showsa

production in terms of tons and farm

and man-days employed by province.

taken from the unpublished 1975 agricultural census.
difference
export

in farm prices

isa

It

is

The wide

reflection of distance to the

ports, quality, and variety of banana.

The highest

value achieved in El Oro, the heart of the most fertile banana
area, shows the better position and information, and conse
quent bet ter

prices, that the growers here achieve.

Bananas

'l'AOLF: 7-3
Ecuador: Uuna11i1 Prodt1ction, 1975
Area llarvestecl, l.auor Employccl, Production, and Farm Value. Oy Province

Sowin<J

Cultivation
Work

3070.889
46.261

32.359
17.357

18.896
6.085

l.793.1158
13.553

6.267.l

130.982

1.880

.627

202.8

4.056
126.160
214.032

.549

Area
llcctares

'l'OTAI.
01. Carchi
02. Imbauura
03. Pichincha
04. Cotopaxi
05. 'l'Ull<Jurahua
06. Ch imbor.,zo
07. Dolfvar
08. Ca ar
09. Azuay
10. 1.oja
11. Esmeraldas
12. Hanab{
lL I.os Rios
14. Guayas
15. El Oro
16. Napo
17. Pastaza
18. Horona
Santia<Jo
19. zamora
Chinchipe

98.894.7
691.5

2. 742.6

3.375.9
1.027.4

12.&28.0
8.871.8

'l"otal

Man-Ua s 1,;melo ed
Soil
Preparat ion

Provinccs

Source:

-----

65.856
250.034
306.965

35.277.0
17.878.2
9.250.6
321.6
319.S

818.427

40.7

l.718

511.317
560.864
16.369
17.828

5.323

3.788
2.662

.sos

1.415

1.7111!
.398
2.348

216

651

5.363

Hinisterio de Agricultura y Ganader Ca, Quito.

""""""" r

Production
(Quintales)

Value of Production
1sucres)
unit
Total
Value

l.225.776
9.266

23.4411.044
138.789

21.1

25.l

589.283.305

81.472

47.003

1.450.716

28.5

41.345.406

2.028
65.822
126.596

2.028
59.789
87.436

45.508
627.326
905.384

20.0
18.7
23.6

910.160
11.730.996
21.367.062

43.870
166.690
133.077
553.849
302.142
290.469
6.303
7.987

21.986
79.556
165.903
264.578
202.024
269.192
6.303
9.841

270.512
3.612.483
1.524.364
8.386.431
4.165.621
2.205.194
64.320
42.442

18.5
13.6
33.6
20.2
27.5
54.0
26.S
16.0

5.004.472
49.129.769
51.2111.630
169.405.906
114.554.578
119.080.476
1.704.480
679.072

871

8.954

25.0

223.850

2.928.448

Unpublished results of the 1975 Agricultural Census.

....

.0.\ ..
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here are also a superior quality with the highest percentage
of the crop fitted for export.

As a national avera3e, the

Programa Nacional del Banano y Frutas Tropicales (PNB y FT)
calculates that 68 percent of the gross harvest is of export
able quality. Although the census data is presented here with
the usual reservations necessary when data is collected under
such difficult circumstances, the data provides a useful and
unique source in establishing the income of the banana sector.
Even if the national productivity could be brought up consid
erably, say by doubl ing the present level, income in the
banana export sector would remain low, both by international
standards and compared to the other sectors of the Ecuadorian
economy. Given the conditions of competition in the producer
end of the banana market, it can be assumed that a general
productivity improvement among all banana exporters will. lead
to a downward pressure on prices. In this way most, if not
all, of the benefits of such improvernents will be forwarded to
the rich-country consumers.
Few export products of Latin America have achieved such
herostratic farne as the banana - a product which in the popu
lar debate represents the incarnation of "capitalist exploita
tion."

Albert

o.

Hirschman makes the interesting observation

that some export products in the Latin American economic
literature

are

considered

"villains"

to

the

economies

involved, while other products are mentally embraced as
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"heroes.111 Examples of this rnay be the largely beneficial
effects of coffee in the developrnent of Brazil, while the
effect of the growing of sugarcane in the Northeast of Brazil
starting in the sixteenth century led to the most clear-cut
case of what has come to be called "the development of Under
developrnent." In Cuba sugar has been the villain, and tobacco
the hero.2 It is safe to say that during the last 20 years,
the banana has been universally denounced a villain, together
with a company which has become almost synonimous with the
product - United Fruit Company, now United Brands.
Professor Hirschman raises this point that some products
or economic activities seem to be "better" to economic devel
opment than others in association with his treatment of linkages in econornic developrnent. In addition to the entirely
valid discussion of the linkages beinga reason for one.eco
nomic activity being a "villain" or not, there seem to be
other factors distinguishing econornic activities which showa
greater explanatory force:

1Hirschman, Albert O.: A Generalized Linkage Approach
to Development, with Special Reference to Staples, in: Esseys
on Econornic Development and Cultural Change in Honour of Bert
F. Hoselitz Economic Developrnent and Cultural Change, Vol.
25, supplement 1977, p. 94-96.

2see Orttz, Fernando:
Contrapunteo cubano del tabaco
y el azCicar in:
Orbita de Fernando Orti=-z. Havana, Union
de Escritores y Artistas, 1973, p. 159-174. This volurne con
tains an abbreviated version. Hirschman refers to the origi
nal 1940 edition.
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One economic activity (or crop} may reach a point
where decreasing returns set in, the other may not be
subject to such diseconomies.
One economic activity may not experience any tech
nolog ical progress, it may be unmechanizable at any price
or K/L ratio (like e.g. strawberry cultivation) while the
other experiences technological progress.
One economic activity may have achieved barriers to
entry which effectively keep other producers out or
secured a premium price for the national product over
foreign competitors. (Cuban tobacco seems to be a case
in point.)
These above factors seem to offer more likely explana
tions of the phenomenon pointed out by Hirschman, although his
point about linkages remains a valid one. The explanations
offered here also explain why - as Hirschman mentions but does
not explain - one industry or crop seems to contribute favor
ably to development at one point in time and at one scale of
operation, while the same industry or crop is the "villain" to
ånother country in another period of time. Shoe industry was
definitely a "hero" in the development of North America and
Europe in the 19th Century, while it is not today, probably
neither for the industrialized countries which try to keep
their shoe industries alive behind protective tariff barriers
against the developing country producers, nor for the develop
ing countries trying to use the shoe industry as an "engine of
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growth."

An indication of a solution seems to lie in the fact

that the shoe industry

in the period 1869 to 1879 already

had

a relatively high degree of productivity improvement of 2.3
percent annually1 in the US while the same industry in the

same country experienced a decrease in productivity per em
ployee of 0.2 percent in-the period 1971-1976.2

Since its introduction into world trade on a large scale
in the early 1900's, the banana has been the dominant export
product of Central Ameii a. The banana has even given a der
rogatory name toa

type of poor and politically unstable na

tion as these are condescendingly viewed from the industrial
ized world:

The Banana Republics.3

1Fabricant,
1939, p. 66.

Solomon:

Employment

in

Manufacturing

1899-

2u.s. Department of Labor: Productivity indexes· for
selected industries. 1977 edition, p. 79.

3The literature on the subject of banana trade is rela
tively extensive, and much of it turns around what was the
United Fruit Company, now United Brands. Until recently this
company alone stood for more than 60 percent of all banana
exports from Latin America, much of this volume grown on own
plantations. A history of the early banana trade is contained
in Adams: "Conquest of the Tropics" (Adams, Frederick Upham:
Conquest of the Tropics. The Story of the .,Creative Enter
prises conducted by the United Fruit Company, Garden City:
Doubleday, 1914). Good updates on the activities of United
Fruit in the 1920's is contained in the works of two Euro
peans: A very positive account from a Swedish author (Key,
Helmer: Kaffe, Socker och Bananer, Stockholm: Bonniers, 1930.
There is also a German version of this book), anda much less
positive report on the company from a German author (Bitter,
Wilhelm: Die Eroberun Mittelamerikas durch den Bananen
Trust, Braunsc we1g: Georg Westermann,
• Forte
s
and 40's Wilson's "Empire in Green and Gold" (Wilson, Charles
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The banana boom in Ecuador was in many important aspects
different from the Central American experience. Banana
cultivation for export started in Central America around 1900
- United Fruit was founded in 1899. At that time extensive
banana cultivation was a new and unknown activity

a

Morrow: Empire in Green and Gold, The Story of the American
Banana Trade, New York: Holt & Co., 1947) fills in the picture
on the fairly positive side for the company, while a study by
two othe:r Americans from the same period comes out largely
emphasizing the negative effects of the banana company activi
ties in "El Imperio del Banano" {Kepner, Charles David Jr. and
Jay Henry Soothill: El Imperio del Banano, Las Companias
Bananeras contra la Soberanra de las Naciones del Caribe,
Mexico D.F., Ediciones del Caribe, 1949). The best overall
study of the banana industry remains Stacy May's and Galo
Plaza's study for the u.s. ational Planning Association {May,
Stacy and Galo Plaza: The United Fruit Company in Latin Amer
ica, Washington, D.C.: National Planning Association, 1958).
X--study produced at the University of Minnesota gives an
account of the technical changes {Evenson, R. E. et al.:
Technical Change and Agricultural Trade:
Three Examples Sugarcane, Bananas, and Rice, in: Vernon, Raymond {Editor):
The Technology Factor in International Trade, New York: Na
tional Bureau of Economic Research, Columbia University Press
1970, pp. 417--rno), while a Harvard Business School study
analyzes the structure of the banana industry in the late
1960's {Arthur, Henry B. et al.: Tropical Agribusiness Struc
tures and Adjustments - Bananas, Boston, Division of Research,
Harvard Business School, 1968). An account of the last years'
political events staged by United Fruit both in Latin America
and in the company headquarters in Boston are accounted for in
a book by a former employee (McCann, Thomas:
An American
Company, The Tragedy of United Fruit, New York: Crown, 1976).
An interesting and well-documented study of the operations of
the company, although with a sometimes too evident bias, was
published in 1976 on the Cuban sugar operatio of United Fruit
(Various Authors: United Fruit Company: Un Caso del Dominio
imperialista en Cuba, Havana, Editorial de Ciencias Sociales,
1976). Finally, the darker social aspects of the "banana
economies" of Central America are described by Costa Rican
author Carlos Luis Fallas in his novel on the omnipotent
"Mamita Yunai," as the native "bananeros" called their employ
Mamita Yunay, El Infierno de las
er ( Fallas, Carlos Luis:
Bananeras, Havana, Editorial de Arte y Literatura, 1975 [ori
ginally published 1941)).
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knowledge-intensive and capital-intensive venture which also
required considerable effort in the marketing end of the oper
ation. In the early stage of United Fruits activities in the
banana business, there were obstacles and high barriers to
entry in all ends of the business. Large-scale banana production was new to the ·world. Transportation problems were
considerable both within the Central American republics, and
to the United States. Local railroads were built, and the
first regular shipping line between Central America and the US
was established by the company; the United Fruits fleet
reached 93 ships in 1933. The handling and rnaturing of the
fruit also representea a new and untried technology, and the
market virtually had to be created from zero. From being an
occasional curiosity of a product, bananas came to be a house
hold staple.
Under such circumstances, creating a large-scale fully
· integrated operation

from the plantation

to the US retailer

was probably the only viable approach. The operation in rnany
ways carne to resemble that of one of the large fully inte
grated oil companies.
The monolithic structure of the industry in this period basically given by the state of technology and of the market made for very high barriers to entry for potential competi
tors. It also, of course, led to high profit margins and to
an unusual degree of power in the hands of the company towards
local governments.

The fact that United Fruit, as the largest
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landowner in four of the Central American states, could shift
production from one country to the other if one government was
perceived as being less "cooperative" than another greatly
contributed to that power. Since the beginning of the banana
era in Ecuador in 1947, technolog ical
have shifted.

and

market conditions

As a consequence of this, the banana industry

was ripe fora new structure.
The technology of banana growing on a large scale was no
longer a major obstacle to entry for new competitors.

Local

road construction and competition from other shipping lines US, local and European - have made the shipping end of the
business more open and less attractive in terms of profits.
Economies of scale were reduced both in the growing and in the
transportation end of the business.

On the other hand, the

high barriers to entry in the consuming

countries

easier for the large companies to retain.
storage,

maturing,

p oved

Entry into banana

and distribution required much higher

investments and much higher knowledge than to enter the busi
ness at

the production

end.

Advertising

and labeling

to

create product differentiation and brand loyalty among the
consumers only contributed in raising the

barriers

to entry

and in making the economies of scale iri the consumption-coun
try end of the business even more pronounced. As

a

result,

the large-scale integrated companies found it increasingly
profitable to buy bananas from contract growers or from inde
pendent producers at the local spot market.

This policy has
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the added advantage of keeping the multinational companies out
of much of the local political problems they face as landown
ers, while they are able to retain the most profitable end of
the business.
This new structure of the banana business was starting to
show when the sigatoka disease hit the Central Arnerican banana
plantations. The treatrnent of this pest required extensive
disease control and irrigation systems to periodically flood
the land to counteract the disease.

All this investment could

be avoided in Ecuador which was free from the disease at the
time. In Ecuador bananas could be planted in the coastal
valleys rnerely by cutting down the jungle, at a cost much low
er than that of maintaining the cultivation of the disease
plagued Central Arnerican plantations.
In 1947 Ecuador exported 2.7 million sterns of ban mas,
eguivalent to 81,000 tons, 8 years later, in 1955, exports
reached 23.9 million stems, or about 717,000 tons - almost
nine times the quantity exported in 1947. Ecuadorian banana
exports peaked 9 years lat r, in 1964, with an exported volume
of 1,382,000 tons - more than 17 times the 1947 volume.

Below

it will be outlined why the high cost of specialization in the
international trade in bananas - caused by diseconomies of
scale - made production peak in 1964. It will also be com
mented why the banana boom, initially so beneficia! to the
local economy, could not sustain any economic growth in the
country.

This in spite of the dominant share in the world
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banana market held by Ecuador, which over many years exported
twice the volume of its nearest competitor.
Ecuador in 1947 presented conditions to a potential
banana grower and trader which were widely different from Cen
tral America in the early 1900.'s. The structure of the busi
ness in Ecuador also carne to be widely different from Central
America. While in Costa Rica United Fruit stood for 99 per
cent of that country's banana exports in 1955, in Ecuador the
company only exported 19 percent of all bananas. In Costa
Rica, 88 percent of United's exports came from wholly owned
plantations and 12 percent came from independent farmers. In
1955, in Ecuador only 25 percent of United's 19 percent share
- less than 5 percent of Ecuador's export volume in bananas were actually grown on United Fruit plantations, as opposed to
88 percent of Costa Rica's exports. The independent farmers
in Costa Rica were tied to United Fruit by complex contractual
agreements, while the fruit bought by United in Ecuador was
acquired on the local spot market without any contractual re
lationships with the farmers.1

The different barriers to entry and the different techno

logical rnaturity of the banana business as it was opened in
Ecuador provided less economies of scale in Ecuadorian banana
production than had been the case in Central America. A·near
monopoly in all aspects of the business bya fully integrated
1May, Stacy & Galo Plaza:

Op. cit., pp. 77-79.
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company which had seemed the only viable approach in Central
America in the early 1900's proved both impossible and poten
tially unprofitable under the conditions reigning in Ecuador
in the late 1940's. Bananas could be grown cheaper by local
farmers and entrepreneurs, with little or no overhead, rather
than grown by the multinationals.
An Ecuadorian author claims that banana production has

"democratized the country.111

The latest data show a total

number of 2,676 banana farms in Ecuador cultivating a total of
61,979 hectares.2 Only 3 percent of the producing units own
more than 500 hectares, and 47 percent of the farms cultivate

an area between 26 and 100 hectares.3 This contrasts again
sharply with United Fruit's ownership which in 1955 amounted
to more than 1.7 million acres in the 6 typical banana coun
tries, or more than 6,000,000 hectares.
Diseconomies of Scale in the Banana Industry
The absence of foreign control in the growing of the crop
in Ecuador, allows one to go beyond the usual rhetorics of
investigating the multinatior.al symbols of underdeveloping as

1Mendoza, Juis Anibal: Geo-Economia del Ecuador, New
Edition, Guayaguil, Nueva Luz, n.d. (ca. 1978), p. 107.

2unpublished data for 1978 furnished by Programa Na
cional del Banano y Frutas Tropicales, Guyaquil.
3Mendoza, op.cit., p. 107.
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if they were the true cause, in order to examine the underly
ing economics of banana growing as it expanded in Ecuador.
Initially Ecuador had unique advantages as a pest-free
and, in the coastal valleys, a very suitable area for banana
production. This opportunity was seized upon fast and in an
unusually skillful way by the Ecuadorians, who rnanaged to by
pass their major competitors in terms of market share in re
markably few years.

Why, then, did banana production not

prove to be "the engine of growth" or "leading sector" which
were to lift Ecuador out of unemployment and underdevelopment?
Ecuador followed the accepted rules of the game by specializ
ing in a cornmodity in which they had a clear cornparative ad
vantage as the international trade theory prescribes, just as
England had done with her textile industry, Finland with her
paper industry, and Norway with her energy-intensive ir:idus
tries.

The difference between these successful industrial

nations and the case of Ecuador lies in the scale effects
experienced as the degree of specialization in the interna
tional market increases. As the industrial nations just cited
increased their international specialization in the industries
mentioned, they achieved important scale econornies in addition
to an above-average technological prog·ress.
opposite effect was experienced:

In Ecuador the

As the scale of production

was increased, important diseconomies of scale of the exten
sive type started working. In this way, each unit of land and
labor added to increase annual banana production produced
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revenues - and potential for paying wages - lower than the
average revenue per acre or per man.
The clear negative relationship between cultivated with
bananas and average yield per acre is shown on Chart 7-1. The
corresponding data, from the archives of the Programa Nacional
del Banano y Frutas Tropicales in Guayaquil, are given in
Table 7-4.
When the total area cultivated with bananas passed the
100,000 hectares mark in 1964, the average yield of bananas
per acre decreased considerably.

This tendency continued

until 1966, when the total acreage peaked at.163,700 hectares.
The trough in yield per hectare corresponding to the year of
peak acreage was reached in 1967, when the average yield was
11.3 tons/ha. against a yield of 19 tons/ha. only 4 years earlier.

Only when the total acreage was reduced in the years

following - toa

large extent as a result of government action

- did the yields pick up, to reach the 1963 level again in
1972. The same year the total acreage was again back down to
the 1963 level of about 100,000 hectares. There is, then, a
remarkable fit between the increases of total acreage and the
fall in yield, givinga clear picture of very important dis
economies of scale. This is evidenced in Char.t 7-1.
Investigation into the causes of apparent diseconomies of
Ecuadorian banana production gave relatively clear-cut re
sults. As in the cases of extensi ve diminishing returns to
scale discussed in the classical literature, the areas best

CHART 7-1
Ecuador, Banana Proeuction, 1961-1977: Area Cultivated and Yield Per Hectar
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TABLE 7-4
Ecuador: Banana Production. Area Cultivated, Gross
Production, and Yield Per Hectar, 1961-1977
Area
Cultivated
(hectares)

Total

1961

101.879

1.731.943

1.731.943

17.o

62

91.456

1.737.664

1.737.664

1:}.0

63

98.000

1.862.000

1.862.000

19.o

64

128.291

1.924.365

1.924.365

15.0

1965

144.088

1.829.056

1.729.056

12.0

66

163.772

1.965.264

1.965.264

12.0

67

160.226

1.812.108

1.462.233

349.875

11.3

68

156.876

2.068.320

1.318.980

749.340

13.2

69

147.529

2.260.270

1.082.800

1.177.470

15.3

1970

124.245

2.098.360

592.360

1.506.000

16.9

71

114.586

2.092.950

445.320

1.642.630

18.3

72

100.994

2.112.013

494.203

1.617.810

20.9

73

92.505

2.019.695

466.378

1.553.317

21.8

74

91.550

2.186.248

417.000

1.769.248

23.9

1975

87.032

2.160.660

406.512

1.754.148

24.8

76

85.904

2.416.965

292.900

2.124.065

28.1

77

66.396

2.090.357

129.675

1.960.700

31.5

Gross Production, Tons
Gross Michel

Average
Yield,
Cavendish Tons Per
Hectar

Source: Prograrna Nacional del Banano y Frutas Tropi
cales, Guayaquil.
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suited for banana cultivation were first set into production.
The first 100,000 acres of banana production are the best
suited areas, in the South of the country centered around the
Province of El Oro. A major part of the increment of acreage
from 100,000 ha. to 160,000 ha. came from new land opened for
banana production in the central part of the country, the area
around Quevedo. This area is less suited for banana produc
tion due to soil conditions and to frequent drizzle. The soil
here is hetter suited for the production of maize and soy
beans.1
In addition to the effect of the extens ve type diseconomies, two other factors were at \'fork. First, the Panama
disease was increasingly making itself felt in the banana
field also in Ecuador, although not to the extent it was felt
in Central America. Secondly, as a result of this, there was
a gradual shift in production from the traditional Gross
Michel, or "Big Mike," variety to the disease-resistent Caven
dish variety.

During the first years the newly planted Caven

d ish plants had a low yield, also bring ing down the average
yield. The lower growing Cavendish plants give higher yield
per acre than the traditional Gross Michel. As a result, the
yield per hectare continued to increase evan a.fter most of the
less suitable banana land bad been eliminated around 1972,
11 am grateful to Ing. Jorge Romero of the Economics
Department of the PNB y FT for much of this information.
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reaching 31.5 tons/hectare in 1977 on a cultivated area of

66,000 her.tares. Local consumers, however, have a preference
for the Gross Michel variety - a sweeter and !arger banana
as had the bureaucracy of United Fruit. This company prefer
ence resulted in the very late response from United in intro
ducing the new varieties, which gave them a handicap in the
competition with Standard Fruit and other competitors who pio
neered the new varieties on pest infected former United land.1
Although the Panama pest also influenced the lower yields
in the late 60's, diminishing returns was the main factor of
th is "immiserizing" development. The result had to be a decreasing average wage as national production expanded. In a
situation with a large oversupply of cheap labor such an
immiserizing development may continue for decades. Real wages
in a country like Ecuador are reversible until the level of
physical subsistance is reached, since there is no employment
in alternative activities givinga better pay. Here again the
conditions in an underdeveloped and undiversified economy
stand in sharp contrast to the conditions in a diversified
developed economy. If we assume that a similar development
into a situation of decreasing returns to scale took place
e.g. in the silk industry in Northern Italy, the outcome would
be completely different.

Given the existence of alternative

1see McCann, op. cit., p. 72 May and Plaza, op. cit.,
p. 75n1 and Evenson et al., op. cit., p. 442.
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employment possibili ties in other branches of the economy,
particularly in manufacturing industry, the silk industry
would either have to raise their prices to be able to pay the
same wages as before, or they would lose labor in competition
with other industries. In the case of the silk industry in
Northern Italy, unable to raise prices, it died a natura!
death in the competition for labor with other economic activi
ties. In the case of a country which depends heavily on one
product, it is possible for the whole economy to follow the
immiserizing path of the diminishing returns of that one in
dustry if the market mechanism is left to work alone.
In the case of Ecuador, timely government action turned
the development. Faced with what one author calls "the des

parate economic situation of the banana producers"1 the

government subsidized each acre planted with bananas which
converted to other crops. Much of the area around Quevedo
which produced the large increase in banana acreage in the
60's, was converted into the production of soy beans. In this
case, enlightened government intervention provided an entry
9ut of the vicious circle of diseconomies of scale which Ecua
dor unknowingly had embarked upon. It is unlikely that the
government had a full understanding of the effect of the dis
economies. The subsidies for reconversion was probably a
political decision based on "the disastrous conditions" of the
1Mendoza, op.cit., p. 108.
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industry seen as the effect of excessive competition and price
problems. That the crisis basically was a result of diminish
ing returnc to scale clearly comes across when the previously
unpublished historical data are studied.

Bolivia isa beggar sitting on a chair of gold.
Alcides D'Orbigny, 1840.
CHAPTER 8
BOLIVIA - THE TIN MINING INDUSTRY

"Bolivia is a beggar sitting on a chair of gold." This
isa phrase which - with some variations - represents a recur
rent therne whenever Bolivia and her economy is discussed. The
phrase is said to originate from the French explorer Alcides
D'Orbigny in the 1840's, but its validity is confirmed by such
an authority as the United Nations Mission of Technical Assistance to Bolivia. In their 1951 "Report" the UN Mission
agrees that the phrase is justif ied "by the contrast

that

still exists between the relative poverty of the people and
the Government on the one hand and, on the other the unques
tioned richness of Bolivia's heritage of natura! resources.111

1f this was true in 1951, little has happened to the relative
poverty of the Bolivians which makes the statement less true
today. Bolivia, then, is perhaps the clearest case of what
1Report of the United Nations Mission of Technical Assis
tance to Bolivia (1951), quoted in Osborne, Harold: Bolivia, A
Land Divided; London, Royal Institute of International Affairs,
1954, p. 2.
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we have called "The Paradox of the Resources." The mines of
Potosi, in the Southwestern part of Bolivia, provided much of
the bullion that financed

the industrial revolution in Europe.

S ince then, the exports of Bolivia shifted

in emphasis, and

tin became the single most important export item. Today, the
list of Bolivian exports· reads like a textbook in mineralogy:
Tin, copper, silver, antimony, lead, zinc, wolfram, bismuth,
sulphur, gold, iron, mercury, calcium, manganese, barium sul
phate, and 12 other less frequent mining products.1

All these riches emphasized in the literature on Bolivia,

have still kept the "beggar" - the Bolivian people - at the
bottom of the list of per capita income in South America. The
very harsh conditions under which the Bolivian workers mine
the "chair of gold" on which they sit, are well described in
Augusto Cespedes' novel "Metal del Diablo."
Bolivia's international trade has not had the beneficia!
effect classical economics prognosticates. In an effort to
explain the apparent contradiction of potential vs. actual
wealth, we have found that each historical period stands out
with its own gross anornalies in the pattern of Bolivia's
international trade, which to an extent explains this contra
diction:

1Bolivia, Ministerio de Minerra y Metalurg!a, Anu
ario Estadistico Minere, 1977, La Paz, n.d.
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1)

In the first period after the European conquest, the

lack of contribution given by the exports to the overall development of the country is understandable.

Cal!ing the

international movements of goods in the colonial period under
the name of "trade" is an embellishment of the conditions pre
vailing. In a perverted·form of the system of obligatory work
for the State in pre-columbian times - a reasonable form of
government taxation in a moneyless society - the mineral ex
ports were mined, worked, and transported under conditions of
near-slave labor. The exports of the country greatly exceeded
the imports.

This system was one of plunder, not one of

trade, of no benP.fit whatsoever to what was later to be Boliv
ian nor to her inhabitants who died like flies in the mines.
2)

In the period after Bolivia had gained her political

independence in 1825, the movement of international trade_ took
on a veneer of respectability.

Underlying, however, there was

an important anomaly, not discussed in the literature of Bo
livia, which is referred to as the "colonial dra.in" in the
literature on the British empire: The average ratio of imports to exports was extremely low, e.g. in the decade from
1911 to 1921 it amounted to 38 percent. In other words, for

every $100 that Bolivia exported, the· world gave her goods
worth $38 in imports.1

In the language of the neo classical

1oata from:
Ruiz Gonzåles, Rene:
La Economia Boliviana
y el Comercio Exterior, Editorial Univers1tar1a, Oruro, Boliv
ia, 1955, p. 110.
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economist, this isa case of an extremely "favorable" balance
of trade.

To the import figures have to be added foundry ex

penses in Liverpool for the tin exports, the value of which is
already counted in the exports. This factor reduces somewhat
the 38 percent ratio, but the fact remains that Bolivia for
decades only received about 50 percent of what she produced
and exported back into the country in any form.

The balance

was taken out as profits, not by multi-national corporations,
but toa large extent by local entrepreneurs, although some of
foreign origin. In this way the previous pattern of "plunder
ing" persisted de facto albeit under a mask of respectable
trade. Under the abundant supply of laber, there was no need
to pay the Bolivian nation more than a subsistence wage to the
men working the mines, and the means of transportation for the
minerals to leave the country. The actual cost of mining and
tr.ansportation represented in most years from 1911 to 1930 the years for which we have data - less than 50 percent of the
market value of the tin,1 the rest being profits not spent
or invested in Bolivia but taken out of the country by the
mining companies. As a rule the !arger of these had their
main offices in the US, even thoPgh they were Bolivian owned.

1Banco Minere, Boletin del Banco Minero de Bolivia,
March 1942, quoted in Gomez, Walter:
La Miner!a en el
Desarrollo Economico de Bolivia, Los Angeles del Libro, La
Paz, I978, p. 244.
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The factors which today influence the foreign trade of
Bolivia hindering this trade from lifting her out of underde
velopment as trade did to the nations of Europe are deeply
rooted in the "underdeveloping effects" of international trade
in the earlier periods described under 1 and 2. The large
mining companies were nationalized with the Revolution in
1952, and Bolivia since then has eliminated the large export
surpluses so characteristic of the period before the revolu
tion. The present anomalies in Bolivia's international trade
-

the factors which qualitatively distinguish the foreign

trade of Bolivia from that of a developed nation - are to be
found in the conditions of diminishing returns to scale under
which her exports are produced.
As in the case of Ecuador, a comparison of the productiv
ity of the export sector producing for national consumption is
made. A comparison of the labor productivity in various eco
nomic sectors is given in Table 8-1, anda table of productiv
ity changes by sector is given in Table 8-2.
The grouping together of the industrial and handicraft
sector makes the productivity of the truly industrial sector
difficult to assess.

Of the 131,652 persons employed in the

combined industry/handicraft sector in. 1976, 61,440 (47 per

cent) worked in the truly industrial sector,1 while the

1Bolivia. Ministeria de Industria, Comercio y Turismo,
Direccion General de Industrias, Departmento de Estad!stica,
unpublished data.
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TABLE 8-1

Bolivia: Production, Employment, and Labour Productivity
by Economic Sector, 1976
B

Labor
Productivity
(Pesos}

10.568.000

644.593

16.144

Mining

5.333.000

73.903

72.162

Oil and gas

5.974.000

8.753

682.509

Industry and
handicrafts

8.549.000

131.652

64.936

Construction

3.332.000

86.461

38.538

11.243.000

114.873

97.873

Sector

Agriculture

Commerce and
Finance

A

Production
(Thousands of
Pesos}

Employment

Source: Bolivia. Ministerio de Trabajo y Desarrollo
Laboral: Estadistica Laboral Periodo 1971-1976, Vol. 2, No.
2, La Paz, October 1977. Column A, p. 171, Column B, p. 1.
Employment data is from the 1976 population Census.
remaining 53 percent worked in the cottage industry and handicraft sector. Productivity of the truly industrial sector
will therefore be considerably higher than the 64,936 pesos
registered in Table 8-1.
Comparing the productivity of the mining sector with that
of the industrial/handicraft sector, a worker in the latter
sector produces annually only 10 percent less that the export
mining sector. If only the truly industrial sector is considered, productivity in the mining sector will have to be
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TABLE 8-2

Bolivia: Annual Average Change in Employment and Labor
Productivity by Economic Sector, 1965-1975
Increase in
employment,
percent

PRIMARY SECTOR

Change in
productivitY,
percent
(productivity
decrease)

2.1

1.6

-Agriculture

2.0

(-0.2)

-Mining

2.9

(-0.2)

-Oil and Gas

7.4

5.9

SECONDARY SECTOR

.5.0

1.1

-Industry and
handicrafts

3.7

2.9

-Construction

8.8

(-4.6 )

-Energy

3.2

5.1

3.4

4.2

-Transportation
& Cornrnunication

3.3

2.9

-Commerce

3.6

5.3

-Other Services

3.3

3.9

TERTIARY SECTOR

*The calculation of change in productivity is based on
constant pesos.
Source: Aranibar Quiroga, Ernesto: Crecimiento
Economico y Procesos Politicos, La Paz, Los Am1gos del Libro
(distributors), 1978, p. 56. Data has been collected from 3
government publications.
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considerably lower than in industry.

Productivity is also

lower in mining than in the tertiary sector.

This relatively

low productivity in the mining sector as a whole conflicts
with the traditional view of the export sector in a typical
"export economy" as beinga sector with high laber productiv
ity.1 The findings in Ecuador also confirm a lower produc
tivity anda lower rate of productivity improvement in export
activities than in industry.

Also in terms of changes in

laber productivity in the period 1965-1975 mining ranks low
(Table 8-2).

While the industrial and handicraft sector ex

perienced productivity increases of an average 2.9 percent per
year, the mining sector experienced a decrease of 0.2 percent
per year in the same period.
The low productivity of the Bolivian mining sector com
pared to the rest of the

11

modern" pårt of the economy is sur-

prising. Within the mining sector, productivity is widely
divergent between the four groups into which Bolivian mining
generally is divided. The "Mineria Grande" (after 1952 government-owned
chica,11

and

COMIBOL
the

only),

Cooperatives.

"mineria
In

mediana,"

1969

"mineria

productivity

per

laborer in the "mineria mediana" was 5 times higher than in
1The high productivity of labor in the export sector is
assumed also by Gomez when he lists the characteristics of
the "export economies" in a discussion of the contribution of
mining to the development of Bolivia.
Gomez, Walter, op.
cit., p. 20. For a discussion of the characteristics of the
11
export economies, 11 see Levin, Jonathan:
The Export Econo
mies, Their Pattern of Development in Historical Perspective,
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1960.
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the "mineria chica," and more than twice that of the COMIBOL

workers.1 These differences to a large extent reflect dif
ferences in capital/labor ratios between the highly capital
intensive "mineria mediana" and the "mineria chica" exploiting
smaller deposits which do not justify such highly capita! in
tensive exploitation.
Diseconomies of Scale in the Tin Mining Industry
The mining industries have inherent scale effects which
make specialization solely in such activities within the
international division of laber a strategy which cannot lift
any country out of a state of underdevelopment. Historically
this has proved to b the case. As in the theoretical cases
previously discussed, any increase in production beyond a cer
tain point in the course of international specialization will
lead to diseconomies of scales, and consequently eliminate
possibil ities for an increased level of real wages with un
changed Terms of Trade. The case of mining has similarities
with the agricultural cases as discussed in the chapter on
Ecuador, but with an additional complicating factor. As in
the case of agricultural land the richest ore deposits are
generally the ones first brought into exploitation. Much in
the same way as the yields in agriculture will decrease as
more land is brought under cultivation beyond a certain point,
the cost of getting out the ore will increase as the mining
1G6mez, Walter, op.cit., p. 225.
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has to take place increasingly further away from the daylight
or in more remote and inaccessible areas. The additional fac
tor, which is

extremely important as a country grows deeper

into the international division of labor as a supplier of ores
and minerals, is that of the purity of ore. Not only will the
costs of getting out the ore increase as mines will be worked
further and further from the surface, or further into inacces
sible hinterlands; the concentration of mineral in the ore
mined will generally also decrease, often considerably.

If

this development is coupled with a relative standstill of
metal prices in terms of imported

industrial goods, the miner

al exporting country will grow poorer in absolute terms for
every year.

It must be emphasized that in a country where

mining is·but one of many activities, such disasterous results
would not take place. There the decreasing productivity and
stable relative prices in mining would makethese activities
lose labor in. the competition with other industries and acti
vities operating under conditions of economies of scale and
technological progress which would enable them to pay higher
wages.

In this way, many of the mines in Europe have been

closed, and many of those which are still in operation require
government subsidies. As· an example a relatively rich copper
mine in Norway requires a subsidy of about 20,000 US dollars
per worker annually to be able to survive with the copper
prices created by the cheap labor in the mines of Chile and
Zambia.
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Table 8-3 illustrates the problem of diminishing

returns

in terms of ore concentration in Bolivian tin mining.
As is evident from this table, the concentration of tin
in the ore exported by Bolivia deteriorated almost 50 percent
between 1931 and 1960. Since the whole weight of the raw ore
has to be shipped to Liverpool for founding, a freight which
is paid for by Bolivia, one can safely say that in order to
achieve the same income, assuming terms of trade remained un
changed in the period, Bolivia had to mine twice as much crude
ore in 1969 as in 1931 in order to maintain the purchasing
power on the international market. This is truly a high cost
of specialization.
Technological development in the mining industry has in
creased the productivity of mining operations since 1930.
However, whereas technological development in the manufactur
ing industries can be taken out directly as increased labor
productivity and increased wages, technological development in
the mining business first and foremost must cover the produc
tivity losses otherwise experienced by the diminishing returns
due to lower concentration of minerals in the ore. Whether or
not there will be a net positive effect in terms of productiv
ity improvement per worker, will depenq on the outcome of the
race between the diminishing returns pulling worker productiv
ity down and technolog ical development which works to bring
productivity up. As can be seen in Table 8-2, the net effect
in the period 1965-1975 was a negative one: After price
changes, technological development, and the reduced purity of
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TABLE 8-3
Boli via:

Average Concentration of Tin in Ore
Percent Concentration

Year
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

·•·

....

56.06
53.92
58.33
56.57
55.73
53.71
47.71
45.70
48.47
49.37
49.21
46.34
n.a.
47.19
45.30
44.45
42.40
42.32
37.43
38.35
37.09
36.98
38.62
39.93
37.96
37.95
36.43
38.59
36.14
30.49

Source: Bolivia. Ministerio de Planificacion. "Tabla
de Concentraci6n Media del Estano Exportado," elaborated by
Juilo Garcia. Quoted in: Gomez, Walte : op.cit., p.
242.

the ores were netted out, total labor productivity decreased
by 0.2 percent per year.
A clear case of the diseconomies of scale under which the
Bolivian tin minesoperate is illustrated by the increase in
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labor productivity which was caused by the decrease in produc
tion caused by the great depression. The data in Table 8-4 is
collected

from the Patino mines, the largest mining operation

in Bolivia at the time.
TASLE 8-4

Bolivia:
Year

1929
1930
1931
1932

Labor Productivity in the Patino Tin Mines,
1929-1932

Total Production in
English tons of fine
tin, as of settleiiient
by the foundry
20.800
17.015
14.355
8.060

No. of
workers

6.888
4.390

3.887
2.064

Productivity
per worker,
English
ton/year
3.11
3.86
3.69
3.91

tons
tons
tons
tons

Source: Calculated by the author after production and
labor data in: Investigacion del Estano in Bolivia: El
Estano en Bolivia 1935, La Paz, Imprenta Renacimiento,(1936),
pp. 90-91.
As shown in the above table, a contraction of annua!
volume of output in 1932 to 38 percent of the volume produced
in 1929, led to an increase in laber productivity of 25 per
cent from 3.11 tons fine tin to 3.91 tons of fine tin per manman-year. This data gives us an unusual exarnple of pure
d iseconornies of scale, since we must assurne that technology
was unvaried between 1929 and 1932. Given the perspectives of
the market, it can be excluded that new investments were the
cause of the productivity improvements.

The average price par
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ton of fine tin, which in 1920 had reached 419 per ton,
dropped at the same time from an average of 204 per ton in

1929 to an average of 112 per ton in 1931.1

Assuming the

possibility of a certain reluctance on the part of the employ
er and his local agents in the mines to fire more personnel
than seen as absolutely necessary by trying to employ some of
the redundant labor in other work, e.g. maintenance work, the
true scale effect could be even larger than the one recorded
here.
Data from a completely different source confirm the data
in Table 8-4; that a contraction in annua! volume led to in
creased labor productivity. In a book on the economic situa
tions in Bolivia published in 1940, Bolivian mining executive
and author Rene Gutierrez Guerra quotes cost data collected
by the Bureau of Mines of the United States. The study shows
the cost of producing one fine ton of tin, delivered at Cata
vi, Patino's !argest mine, and is given in Table 8-5.
As the table shows, a reduction in total volume of pro
duction resulted in a decrease of total costs per ton of fine
tin of more than 20 percent. This presents a very clear case
of considerable diseconomies of scale. It is also worth
noticing that the year in which volume of production reached
i ts lowest point, 1933, ( in 1934 production was up again to

7,035 tons) was also the year in which the concentration of
1rnvestigacton del Estano
of appendix.

en Bolivia, op.cit., page VII
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TABLE 8-5

Bolivia: Production Costs for One Ton of Fine Tin,
Delivered in Catavi
Year

Production Costs/Ton
( in pounds)

Total Production of
Patino Mines (tons)

1929

90.13

20.800

1930

85.-

17.015

1931

69.-

14.355

1932

79.-

8.060

1933

71.-

6.078

Sources: Costs/Ton: Foreign Minerals Quarterly, vol. 2,
No. 4. Quoted in: Gutierrez Guerra, Rene; Situacion Econo
mica Financiera de Bolivia, La Paz, Editorial Universo, 1940,
p. 18. total production: Investigacion del Estano en Boliv
ia: El Estano en Bolivia 1935, La Paz, Imprenta Renacimiento,
(1936), p. 90.
tin in the mined ore was the highest:

58.33 percent (See

Table 8-3). As production falls, the poorest mines are the
first to be shut down, leading to an increase in the average
tin content in the ore mined. The sharp fall of world market
in prices experienced between 1929 and 1932 - from 204 to 112
per ton - was to an extent just a reflection of decreasing
production costs as world demand contracted.
The large increase in labor productivity experienced with
a contraction of annua! output is not surprising. In the same
way as a deepening specialization in the international divi
sion of labor in the production of one agricultural commodity
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after a certain point will bring down the average productivity
of labor due to the utilization of less suitable land, will
the specialization in the mining industry lead to decreasing
annua! output per worker as yearly production is expanded.
This holds true if technology is held constant.
At the same time the reverse must be true.

We saw the

average yield per acre in the Ecuatorian banana industry in
crease as the total acreage of bananas decreased.

In the case

of mining, the mines which will first be taken out of opera
tion as annua! production volume decreases will be those giv
ing the lowest profit margin, i.e. where the annua! production
per worker are the lowest. Consequently, as annua! production
contracts, the average productivity of the workers will in
crease. This effect is the opposite of what can be normally
observed in a manufacturing company under the same circum
stances:

Whenever the volume of rnanufacturing production in

any period of time decreases, labor productivity will also
tend to decrease.
A kind of "exploitation schedule" must be visualized as
eing present in the back of the minds of every mining execu
tive, private or government. In this "exploitation schedule,"
all mines or prospective mines are ranked according to the
international market price at which their operation becomes
profitable.

For example, the richest mine in the portfolio of

a mining company can be operated profitably whenever the
international market price is above 100. Another mine can be
operated whenever international prices are above 130, another
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150, and so on. The break-even point for each mine will be
where the international market price per unit of fine metal
equals the cost of mining ore containing the same unit of fine
metal; transportation costs apart.

An exploitation schedule

is drawn in Chart 8-1.
A

situation similar to that facing the miners is being

debated in the US about the utilization of the vast deposits
of shale oil found in the us. The utilization of the oils
will become profitable when the price of imported oil reaches
a certain point estimated between 30 and 100 dollars per bar
rel.
To a less developed country sp_ecializing in mining pro
ducts within the international division of labor, the special
circumstances applying to any mining situation is one of great
importance. The productivity of labor over time as new
technology innovations are introduced, may, as opposed to the
case of manufacturing industries, not increase. The introduc
tion of a new technology in the mine will only make the ex
ploitation of previously marginally profitable mines possible.
The average physical productivity of labor as production ex
pands over time will not increase significantly, since an
irnproved technology in the mines already operated also will
mean that new and previously not profitable mines will enter
into operation. These new marginal mines will have lower
physical productivity per worker than those previously oper
ated, and as a consequence, their opening will bring down the
average productivity of mining labor. Consequently, the
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CHART 8-1

Exploitation Schedule of a Mining Concern Showing the Prices
of Mineral at Which the Different Mines or Prospective Mines
Become Profitable
300
250
Price
of
Ore

200
150
100
50
X tons

A

Y tons

B

z tons

C

etc.

D

etc.

E

Mines, ranked in order of B/E point for profitable
operation at a given national wage rate. An in
crease in national real wages would push curve up,
and diminish production.
mining operators, be they private or government, will not
achieve the economic results which j ustify wage increases of
any importance. The situation in a manufacturing industry
would, of course, be very different. Any new and improved
technology would in all cases increase both the marginal phys
ical productivity of any new worker, and the average producti
vity of the industry.

In this way, any claims by the workers

for their share in th increased productivity would seem rea
sonable, and would be granted.
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In a mining country, then, one can reasonably assume the
following special circumstances, which do not apply to a
nation engaged primarily in manufacturing industries:
a) An increase in world prices will not lead to a cor
responding increase in the worth of what the average
miner produces - in other words his productivity will
not be raised in the same proportion as the price in
crease of his product.
This anomaly is a result of the new and higher price which
will make profitable the operation of previously unprofitable
mines or prospective mines. Employment will increase, but not
labor productivity to any comparable_ extent.
b) An improvement of mining technology which - ceteris
paribus - improves the productivity of the previously
existing mines, will have the same effect as under
a.

An improved technology will render profitable the

operation of prev iously unprofi table mines or pros
pective mines, and as these marginal mines are put
into operation, the new average productivity of the
rniners will be considerably lower than the improved
technology would otherwise lead to, e.g. in the case
of an industrial·operation.
c)

In the case of a nation completely specialized in
mining products within the international division of
labor - as is the case with Bolivia with very few
modifications - the escalation of the ladder of eco
nomic development will be exceedingly difficult under
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the diseconomies of scale which will face the nation.
Assuming that in stage A the mining nation export
mining products for 100 and imports manufacturing
products for 100.

In stage B, we assume that the

manufacturing country demands 200 mining products,
and is willing to g ive 200 manufactured products in
return. In other words, we assume that the terms of
trade remain unchanged. To simplify the case we also
assurne that technology is unchanged and that the man
ufactured products are made under constant returns to
scale.

Even under these circurnstances, which are

relatively favorable for the mining exporter, the
mining exporting country will suffer a considerable
disadvantage compared to the country which exports
manufacturing products.

When annual mining produc-

tion is increased from 100 to 200, the cost

in

terms

of labor hours, and in terms of capital investment,
of producing the last 100 units will be considerably
higher than for the first 100 units. This is because
the mining operations will have to rnove to the right
in the "exploitation schedule" without a compensation
in the form of a price incre se.

The profitability

of increasing production in order to import more man
ufactured goods will in many cases be non-existent,
or in the best of cases such an increase in produc
tion is possible, but only by decreasing the real
wages of the mining workers, either through a wage
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cut, or, a more probable case, through inflation
which is not compensa ted for by correspond ing wage
increases.
d) Over time, even if annual production stays constant,
the purity of ore and the accessibil ity of mining
locations will grow increasingly unfavorable (See
Table 8-3 for Bolivian data on this evolution).
e) The products of the mines are sold as a cornmodity in
the international markets, the sellers being to a
large extent

impoverished

underdeveloped

nations

where real wages prove to be reversible up to the
point of subsistence.

.

Und r these conditions Ricar-

do's position on the effect of new technology in min
ing has proved to be historically true. In the short
Chapter 3 in his "Principles" - On the Rent of Mines
- Ricardo says: "Improvements may be made in the
implements and machinery used in mining, which may
considerably abridge labour; new and more productive
mines may be discovered, in which, with the same
labour, more metal may be obtained; or the facilities
of bringing it to market may be increased.

In either

of these cases the metals would fall in value, and
would therefore exchange fora less quantity of other
things.111
1Ricardo, David: The Principles of Political Economy
and Taxation, (1817), London, Dent, 1974, pp. 46-47.

Vale un PerG - Worth a Peru
Spanish Proverb
CHAPTER 9
PERU - THE C0TT0N GR0WING INDUSTRY
As is the case with Bolivia, the paradox of the richness
of nature's dowry versus the material poverty of its people is
a recurrent theme with observers of Peru. T e respected Swiss
political and economic weekly "Die Weltwoche" entitled a 1979
report on the economic situation in Peru "Kr6sus in Lumpen,"

or "Pauper Croesus."1 If we carry the analogy further than
the "Weltwoche" article did, we find several traits common to
Peru and the legendary Croesus.

..

come to symbolize extreme wealth.

Both Croesus and Peru have
The expression "vale un

Perfi" or "worth a Peru" is still alive and is found in
dictionaries both of the Spanish and English languages. And,
irnportantly, both the legendary King of Lydia and the Peruvian
nation are seemingly equally plagued by the nemesis following
too much wealth.

p.

9.

1oie Weltwoche, Zilrich, July 25, 1979. 47. Year, No. 30,
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The "Welwoche" article typifies the position of the "en
lightened opinion" of the industrialized West, and is there
fore taken as a starting point. The Swiss article admits that
productivity is "very high" in the export agriculture and min
ing sectors, but in another paragraph blames the nation's
poverty of poorly exploited riches (schlecht genutzt).
Below we shall attempt to show that this typical indus
trial country interpretation is indeed false, and that a great
part of the problem can be explained bya too streng special
ization in products which are subject to streng diseconmies as
the process of specialization in international trade is deep
ened.
Peru's economic history differs somewhat from that of a
typical underdeveloped nation in the diversity of export pro
ducts which have dominated her economy since the European dis
covery and conquest in 1532. At any point in time Peru's ex
port has depended to a large extent on raw materials and as
such represented a case of relative "monoculture." The case
of Peru, however, is unique in that at any point in time in
this century the bulk of exports has been divided between 3 or
more different raw materials, not one or two.1 Also, over
1For a comment on this see Beaulne, Marie: Industriali
zaci6n
or sustituci6n de Im ortaciones.
Peru 1958-1969,
LIMA, Esan Campodonico, 1975, pp. 22-25. Her tables show Peru
having the lowest percentage of export earnings from the 3
most important export items, only 35.5 percent in 1962, of all
the Latin American countries.
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time there has been a more frequent change in these products
than in most other underdeveloped economies.
historian

of

Peruvian mining, Dr. Mario Samame Boggio gives

what we could call
shell."
Incas

The prominent

the "economic history

He quotes Luis
is

followed

Death.111

He then

Valcårcel:

by the Age of
goes on with

which spread throughout all

of Peru

in a nut-

"The Golden Age of the

Cruel ty,

of Pl under and of

his

own words:

Europe

'It's worth

"The phrase
a Peru'

mean pomp and wealth, sounds ironical later since it
a country that was uninterruptedly exploited
it
and

the

gold that nature had given to it

softness:

"Powdered

(nitrate), "soft gold"
gold (oil).

Gold"

{rubber),

to

indicates

to extract

from

in different grades

{guano),

"white

-

"fertilizing

gold"

{cotton),

gold"
black

Gold that in every case as in Churchill's phrase

cost the country 'blood, sweat and tears.'"
And, we may add, gold that led to a gradual but almost
complete breakdown of the traditional balanced society, only
to offer pauperization and underdevelopment as
If, as common knowledge in the

its

reward.

rich countries has it,

produc

tivity in the export industries is high, why

is

it

that

inter

national trade has not proved to play the role of "engine
growth" in Peru as it has played historicaly

in

the

indus

trialized countries?
1samame Boggio, Mario: Mineria Peruana.
grafta, Lima, n.p., 1974, pp. 8 and 14.
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The answer to this certainly does not lie in any Peruvian
reluctance to export.

The Peruvian economy has been an open

,one, and exports have always represented a high percentage of
national product by any standards. Exports as a percentage of
GNP for 1877 has been estimated at 24 percent, for both 1950
and 1968 at 19 percent.1 Using this relationship exports/
GNP, Peru both historically and at present isa country which
is very strongly integrated in the world economy. Only a few
of the smaller nations in Europe, e.g. Norway, shows such a
degree of integration into the world economy. In the cases of
Europe, much of what qualifies as international trade today is
really little more than a natura! extension of a home market
of limited size to very similar market, as with the trade be
tween Norway and Sweden which are each other's !argest export
customers. On the other hand, the bulk of export trade from
Peru is truly long-distance trade to cornpletely different markets. Also when cornpared to i ts neighboring countries, the
share of export production in total Peruvian national produc
tions is high.

The Andean Pact as a whole exported 16 percent

of its Gross National Product in 1960,2 while only 3 percent

1Thorp, Rosemary and Geoffrey .Bertram: The Peruvian
Economy from 1890: Export-led growth and Underdevelopment,
Provisional rnanuscript, p. 3. ·-i877 figure based on national
income estimates by Shane Hunt.
2Junta del Acuerdo de Cartagena: Bases Generales para
una Estrategia Subregional de Desarrollo, Lima,.March 1972, p.
157.
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of this international trade was within the Andean group it
self.
A comparison of labor productivity in the various sectors
of the Peruvian economy published by the Ministry of Energy
and Mines in 1972, is reproduced in Table 9-1.
TABLE 9-1

Peru: Labour Productivity Per Person Employed, 1961-1969
(in constant Soles of 1963)
1961

1969

Annual Rate
of Increase

8.761

. 7.931

-1.2

Fisheries

61.636

74.231

2.4

Mining

86.451

86.472

0.1

Industry

28.279

34.410

2.5

Construction

31.727

26.667

-2.2

Commerce

43.929

39.731

-1.3

Service Sector

32.895

40.721

'J..7

Total Average

22.485

25.037

1.4

Agriculture

Source: Peru, Ministerio de Energta y Minas: Estudio
Economico Laboral de la Minerta, Lima 1972 (mimeo), p. 20.
The low rate of productivity increase in mining is simi
lar to what has been experienced in Bolivia and relates to the
scale effects previously discussed.

The Peruvian mining sec

tor outproduces national agriculture by more than 1 to 10
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terms of labor productivity, while in Bolivia the productivity
of the miners is less than 5 times that of the agricultural
worker (Table 9-1). Any analysis based on this difference,
however, should not be carried too far, since any statistical
result from the agrarian sector will vary considerably as to
the methods used to assess the value of production among subsistence farmers. In the case of Peru in particular, it is
not very meaningful to lump together productivity data from
the very efficient coastal agricultural sector with those of
subsistence activities in the sierra or jungle.
The available productivity data for the Andean Group as a
whole produces figures which shows the agricultural situation
in slightly more optimistic light. However, this data confirms the tendency of labor productivity improvements normally
around 50% higher in industry than in agriculture.
TABLE 9-2

Andean Group:
Agriculture

Annual Productivity Increase
Industry

Service and
Open Unemployment

Total

1950-1960

1.9

2.6

0.7

2.0

1960-1970

1.5

0.3

1.9

1950-1970

1.7

2.7

0.5

1.0

2.6

Source: Junta del Acuerdo de Cartagena: Bases Generales
para una Estrategia Subregional de Desarrollo, Lima, March
1972, p. 63.
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Diseconomies of Scale in the Cotton Growing Industry
The role of cotton in the Peruvian economy was expressed
as follows in a 1950 article:

"It has been said many times,

and correctly so, that cotton is the backbone of the national
economy since it is the product which makes the largest quan
tity of foreign exchange _for the balance of payment••••111
Indeed, cotton has been the most important single export
item in the Peruvian economy this century. Cotton, sugar,
petroleum, and copper alternated in being the top export item

in individual years,2 but in importance to the local economy
cotton was "King." This was above all due to the high percen
tage of returned value to the economy, or, in other words, the
presence of strong national linkages in the cotton industry.
Peruv ian cotton is of high quality, long fibre and densely
covered varieties which still today lend themselves poorly to
mechanical harvesting. The cotton-growing activity therefore
remained intensive in local labor, not generating a high demand for imported inputs. Thorp and Bertram have calculated
the returned value to the nation from cotton exports in the
years 1930-1934 at at least 52 Mill Soles or 85 percent of a
1Moncloa Ferreyra, Manuel: t Por . que los rend imientos
del algodon estan disminuyendo en el Valle de Huaura y en
otres valles tambien?, in:
La Vida Agricola, Vol. 27, No.
318, Lima 1950, p. 368.

2oata from 1887-1940:
Extracto Estadistico del Peru,
1940, page 309. For later years, same publication or under
the name of Anuario Estadistico del Peru, various years.
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total export of 61 Million Soles. The returned value from oil
exports of 102 Million Soles in the same period was less than
half of that from cotton, only 23 Million Soles or 22 per
cent.1
Peru seems to have entered into the international trade
scene with a formidable comparative advantage in cotton grow
ing. In 1920, the British consulate in Callao reported to His
Majesty's Government on the potential strength of Peruvian
cotton industry as a competitor to British colony cotton sum
marizing Peru's situation in 4 points:
1)

The Peruvians grow cotton obtaining a yield of 600 to
900 lbs. per acre, with a maximum of 1.400 lobs.

2)

The average Peruvian production is 484 lbs. per acre,
-

f

as opposed to the Egyptian average of 390, the Ameri
can of 308, and the Indian of 70 lbs. per acre.
3)

Peruvian cotton is of a very long fibre which is rnuch
in dernand.

4)

The cost of production is relatively low.2

As in the previous exarnples of Ecuador and Bolivia, we
shall try to show why this unusual comparative advantage in

1Thorp and Bertram, op.cit., p. 274.

2Report by Mr. Wellesley, May 26, 1920. Foreign Office
369, Document K 8524, file 8524. Quoted in Yepes, Ernesto:
El Capital Ingles y el Capita! Americano en el Peru, in:
Analisis, Cuadernos de In7estigacion, Nos. 2,3, April - De
cember 1977, p. 107.
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international trade did not translate into increased welfare
for the Peruvian nation.
Peru responded strongly to the opportunities given by its
cornparative advantage, increasing the volume of cotton exports
tenfold from 1900 to the late 1930's from about 8,000 tons to

80,000 tons annually.1

The area cultivated with cotton

reached 190.000 hectares in 1938, then diminished, and did not
attain the 1938 level again until 1952. The !argest area
dedicated to cotton growing was reached in 1963 with 257.000
hectarcs.
Peru also contributed to the developme_nt of new cotton
varieties.

Faced

with

a

serious·

disease

problem

in

his

fields, Peruv ian cotton grower Fermin Tangliis of Ica iso
lated a disease-resistant variety of high quality and long
fibre which today bears his narne. The Tangliis variety entered production on a commercial scale in 1917-18, and by 1920
it was the most grown variety in Peru.
The negative scale effects in the Peruvian cotton growing
industry have been considerable. Data for total area and
yield per hectar is available from 1916 on, and the data from
1916 through 1971 is presented in Table 9-3.
What is shown as the yield per acre for the various years
isa net product of the two main factors influencing the yield
1nata in ':his chapter, unless otherwise indicated, is
from the Extracto Estadistico del Peru or as it was later
called, Anuario Estadistico del Peru, various years.
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TABLE 9-3
Peru: Area Cultivated, Production, and Yield Per Hectare in
the Cotton Growing Industry, 1916-1971
Hectares
cultivated
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
194 3
1944
19 5
1946
1947
194a
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960-61
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1969
1970
1971

55,653
64.030
77,872
88.863
104.287
108.356
111.428
113.560
116.218
118.518
127,863
127.852
114,630
126.883
133.688
126.890
123.065
130,481
148.517
162.088
!65.530
157.021
190.792
177.483
180,135
169.911
156.284
124.866
133.112
136.962
138.104
120,005
124.635
147.055
134.396
160.207
189.869
204.992
209.169
217.473
226.995
239.235
237.627.
235.928
243.275
252,890
256.800
245.980
238.135
203.990
181.135
166 .2.!5
168.620
143,825
136.325

Cotton Production,
in Tons, unginned
71.739
81.120
88,863
99,295
106.039
124.527
118.079
124.010
124.956
116.496
140.538
147.932
130,642
169.907
152.845
141.230
143.827
161.128
202,808
230,856
225.397
212,090
227,269
216.561
219.250
192.822
184.218
152,383
181.581
187.967
190.288
172,072
161.710
180.256
193,007
216.969
250.708
256,548

302,827
289.759
306.897
279.426
314.856
327,232
361.386
398.620
402.500
387,283
357.351
332.269
264.319
2'.15.649
254.598

247 .804
232,720

Yield, Kilos
per Hectare

Yield
Index
1916=100

1,289
l,267
1,154
l.117
1,017
1.149
1.060
1.092
1.075
982
l,099
1,157
1,140
l. 339
1,143
1,113
1,169
1.235
1,366
l,424
l. 362
l.351
1,191
1.220
1,217
1,135
1,179
1,220
1.364
1.373
1,378

100
98
90
87
79
89
82
85
83
76
85
90
88
104
89
86
91
96
106
110
106
105
92
95
94
88
91
95
106
107
107

1.297
l.226
1,436

101
95
111
105
102
97
112
103
105
91
103
108
115
123
122
122
116
126
113
133
117
134
132

l.434

l.354

1.320
l,251
1.4(8
l.332
1.352
1.168
1,325
1.387
1,485
l.576
1,567
1.574
l.501
l.629
1.460
l.720
1,510
l,723
l,707

lll

Source: 0nyario Est3distico del ? ru, and Extr3cto Estadistico del ?eru,
various years. Data for 1960-61 are given as above. Apparently officia!
statistics lack one year's data.
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which works in the opposite direction of each other. First,
the natural agricultural scale effects tend to diminish pro
ductivity per hectar when total cotton area increases as more
marginal land is taken into production. Secondly, over time
the effects of technological development, hetter fertilizers,
and of generally more capital-intensive methods of production,
counteract the negative scale effects. Additionally, the
yield of single years may have been affected by factors speci
fic to that year. Basadre mentions e.g. that 1930 was a year

of severe drought in the principal cotton valleys.1

Given the interaction of two opposite factors this long
period of time, negative scale effects and technological de
velopment, it is extremely difficult to isolate the workings
of one single factor.

However, when the scale of operation -

total hectares under cotton - increases sharply over a short
period of time we would isolate the pure scale effects, since
we can assume that technology change only gradually. Such a
period is found in the years 1916 to 1926-27 when total acre
age more than doubleu and then stabilized. In this period
average yield fell an impressive 20 percent. The lowest yield
in 1925, down to 76 percent of the 1916 yield, was the result

also of a bad flood which wiped out part of the crop.2

1Basadre, Jorge: Historia de la Reiublica del PerG, Lima,
Editorial Universitaria, 1968-69, Vol. I, p. 91.
2Thorp and Bertram, op.cit., p. 89.
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Thorp and Bertram suspect that decreasing returns may
have set in already before the complete officia! data start in
1916. They estimate the area under cultivation from 1901 to
1909 using the yield data from the 1910's, and then remark on
this method: "Yields being ecologically given, this assumption is reasonable; if anything, these figures understate the
rise in the area, since as more marginal land was drained and
utilized yields might well have fallen."1

This possible

fall in yields regard the increase in area from about 23.000
hectares to 57.000 hectares between 1901 to 1909.
Another safe indication that negative scale effects hold
down the true technological increases in productivity is evi
dent in the development of yields from 1965-67 to 1971. In
this period a reduction in area of about 30 percent, led to
the sharpest increase in yield in the whole series, from an
average of 118 for 1965-67 to an average of 133 for 1970-71.
This fall in total area of around 30% was accompanied by an
increase in yield of 13 percent. Clearly the land which was
eliminated was much less productive for cotton than the core
of land which was left.

That the expansion in cotton area had

to take place on land which was not suited to this crop was
clear already in the 1920 s.

"The departments of Larnbayeque,

La Libertad, and northern Ancash· are more suited to sugar and

1Ibid., p. 85.
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rice, although until the 1920's Lambayeque was a significant
cotton producer."2
The most expensive factor of production to the cotton
growers was the land. They therefore chose to keep a close
eye on the yield per acre. The productivity of the other fac
tor of production, laber, was of secondary irnportance.

We

must keep in mina, however, that the economic development and
standard of living of any nation is determined first and fore
most by the productivity of labor, and only indirectly by the
productivity of land. We can safely assume that, with constant technology, a reduction in the yield per hectar will
result in a reduction in the productivity of labor.

The

opposite rnay, however, not be the case. An increase in yield
per acre rnay have been achieved by increased inputs of labor,
e.g. in irrigation, fertilizing etc:, and labor productivity
may indeed have fallen with an increase in yield. The data on
manpower utilization in the Peruvian cotton growing industry
shows that the negative scale effects experienced with an
expansion of volume was considerably stronger for the factor
labor than for factor land.

The officia! Peruvian statistics

give us data on manpower in the cotton fields collected in a
consistent way from 1916 through 1944, ith a 7 year gap from
1924 through 1930.

Later data from the SO's and 601s suffer

from incompleteness, which makes them useless for our purposes.
2Thorp and Bertram, op.cit., p. 75.
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The period from which we have data corresponds to what we may
cal! the heyday of Peruvian statistics; both agricultural,
mining, and general statistics. Even today, statistics pub1ished in Peru are inferior both in breadth and completeness
compared to the period in question.
Table 9-4 shows total area, annua! production, employment, and labor productivity in the period. Productivity is
expressed both in terms of ton per man-year, and man-years per
ton, and as an index of may-days per unit of product. This
latter measure is the one used by the

u.s.

Economic Research1 in the same period.

National Bureau of

This kind of index,

rather than the opposite index of productivity per man-hour,
has the advantage of graphically showing a "learning curve"
which makes inter-industry comparisons easier.
The available data showa fall in productivity from 1917
till 1920, and then a stabilization or the average around this
lower leve! until 1923. The fall in labor productivity cor
responds very well to the years of sharp area increase.

In

other words, whenever the area under cultivation increases
apidly, labor productivity falls rapidly.

A 90 percent in-

crease in acreage from 1916 to 1920 led to a fall in labor
productivity of 18 percent.

The development of total area

cultivated and man-days employed per unit of production is
1see e.g. Fabricant, Solomon: Employrnent in Manufacturing, 1899-1939, New York National Bureau of Economic Re
search, 1942.

'l'AIII.I:: 9-4
Peru:

Labot· Pro,luctivity in the Cotton Industry
Labor Productivitr

llectares
Cul tivated

Cotton
Pro<luction
(mctric ton)

Yield
Per
llcctacc

Employment

'l'ons/ManYcat·

Man-Years
Per 'l'on

IndcK of
Man-Years
Per '!'on
1916=100

Valuc of
Onc ManYcars
Pruductlon
(thousands
of soles)

Value of
One ManYears'
Production
(US $)

Indcx of
Int'l
Harket
Valu<: of
Onc-Man
Yc.:ir in
Cot ton

1916=100

1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
l9lJ
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
194 3
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

55.635
64.030
77,872
88,863
104,287
108,356
111.428
113.560
116,2111
118,518
127.1163
127.1152
114,630
l26,8U3
lll,688
126.890
123.065
130.481
148.517
162.088
165.530
157.021
190,792
177.483
180.135
169.911
156,284
124.866
lll.112
136,862
138.104
120,005
124.635
147,055

71.739
81.120
89.903
99,295
106.039
124,527
118.079
124.010
124,956
116.496
140.538
147,932
130,642
169.907
152.845
141.230
143.827
161.528
202.808
230,856
225.397
212.090
227,269
2\6,561
219.250
192.822
184.210
152.383
181.581
187.967
190,288
172.072
161.710
180.256

1.289
1.267
1,154
1.117
1.017
1.149
1.060
1.092
1,075
0,982
l.099
1.157
1.140
1.339
1.143
1.l ll
1,169
1.235
1.366
1.424
1.362
1.351
1.191
l.220
1.217
1,135
1.179
1.220
1.364
l. 373
1.378
1.434
1.297
l. 226

20.514
2 2.366
27,358
32,047
35,877
38.704
39.795
40.557

3.497
3,627
3,286
3.098
2.956
3.217
2.967
3,058

0.206
0,276
0.304
0,323
0.338
0.311
0,337
0,327

100
97
106
113
118
109
118
114

1.102
2.111
2.033
1.944
3,625
1.212
1.312
1.793

506
1066
1082
1933
1664
4 36
505
737

100
211
214
184
329
87
100
146

41.490
40,360
65,269
68.257
107.U6
105.457
99,606
123.084
118,825
117.726
102,273
99,499
78,050
79,526

3.404
3,564
2.475
2,971
2.155
2.137
2.129
1.846
1,823
1,862
l.885
1.851
1.951
2,283

0.293
0,281
0.404
0,337
0.464
0,468
0.470
0,542
0,549
0.547
0,530
0,540
0,512
0.438

102
98
141
118
162
164
164
190
192
191
185
189
179
153

0,905
1.075
1.083
1.417
0,897
0.968
0.971
0,663
0,738
0,019
1.121
1.187
1,479
1,999

252
229
204
326
214
241
245
148
138
165
172
183
228
307

50
45
40
64
42
48
48
29
27
33

34
36
45
61

li.)

I-'
Ul
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shown graphically in Chart 9-1. A learning curve for an im
portant

u.s.

exportable is included

to show how trade promoted

the income "gap."
When we again have available labor data in 1930, the area
under cultivation has again increased somewhat, but techno
log ical developmE:nt

has brought productivity

back

to around

1916 leve!. Then between 1930 and 1938 total cotton area in
creases by 43 percent and labor productivity falls by 47 percent. When total area is again reduced from 1938 through
1944, labor productivity again picks up considerably. The
laber data show that the Peruvian cotton industry was the vie
tim of important negative scale effects as cotton production
was expanded.
The fall in laber productivity was accompanied by a
strong fall in real wages. Table 9-5 shows the development of
wages in the cotton growing activity from 1916 through 1944
for male workers. 85-95 percent of the total workforce were
men.
The two periods of a strong fall in real wages, 1931-32
and 1938-41 correspond to periods of low yields per hectar.
the first period also corresponds to the price fall for cotton
following the crack. Prices for Peruvian T ngiiis cotton in

Liverpool fell 45 percent between 1928-29 and 1930-31.1
1Pinto, Honorio: Estadisticas Historicas del PerG, Sec
tor Agr!cola: Algod6n, Lima, Centro Peruano de Historia Eco
n6mica, Universidad de San Marcos, 1977, p. 32.

CHART 9-1
Peruvian Cotton Industry: Area Cultivated (index) and Man-Hours
Per Unit of Production (index), Same Value for u.s. Silk and Rayon Goods Included for Comparison
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TABLE 9-5
Peru: Average Daily Wages for Male Workers in the Cotton
Fields, 1916-1944. Expressed in Current Soles, Current
US Dollars; and in Terms of Real Wages Compared to 1916

1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944

Wages
Soles/
Day

Rate of
Exchange
Soles to

1.10
1.40
1.70
2.12
2.44
2.19
2.08
1.11
1.11
1.35
1.54
1.55
1.73
1.73
1.24
1.30
1.23
1.76
2.39
2.78
2.95

2.18
1.98
1.88
2.08
2.18
2.77
2.43
3.59
4.69
5.31
4.34
4.19
4.02
3.96
4.47
5.33
6.17
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50

us$

Wages

us$/
Day

.50
.71
.90
1.02
1.12
.79
.86
.31
024
.25
.35
.37
.43
.44
.27
.24
.20
.27
.37
.43
.45

Cost of
Living
Index
Lima
1913=00

Index of
Real Wages
in Cotton
Growing
1916=100

123
142
164
188
210
199
180
158
151
147
150
152
160
170
172
170
183
198
222
242
279

100
110
116
126
130
123
129
79
82

103
114
114
121
114
81
86

75
99
120
129
118

Sources: Wages: Extracto Estadistico, various years.
xchanges rates and cost of living index: Universidad.Nacion
al Federico Villareal, Facultad de Ciencias Economicas y
Sociales: Evolucion de la Politica Monetaria Y Creditaria
Peruana, Lima, 1967.
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Since real wages in the periphery were reversible as is evi
dent from Table 9-5, the fall in interuational prices did not
lead toa contraction of production to the most suited areas.
As shown in Table 9-3 production did not contract, but re
mained much the same and reached unprecedented levels from
1934 on in spite of prices about 40 percent lower all through
the 1930's than the average of the preceding decade.1

In spite of the fall in international prices, growing

cotton for the export market proved more profitable than a
conversion to food crops for the local Peruvian market. The
agricultural history of Peru shows many instances when a mini
mum percentage of culttvated land on each hacienda by law has
had to be dedicated to food crops for the Peruvian market.
The foreign demand "outdemanded" the local demand for food.
One can only speculate what would have happened if there had
been a local urban market for food crops of any size and importance at the time of the price fall in 1930. In such a
case area dedicated to cotton would have been switched to
local food crops, coiton output would have contracted, which
again would have tended to bring prices of cotton up. Much
the same effect would be achieved if streng labor unions re
fused to take the cut in real wages · like they did in the
industrialized countries in the same period. In both cases
prices will tend to be inflexible downwards, much like the
1 P1. nto, op. c1. t.
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Keynesian idea of "stickiness" of wages and prices. In the
case of the world system during the last century, wages and
prir.es in the industrialized center countries have been in
flexible downward, while the prices and wages of the periphery
have been reversible in real terms. As a result, any inter
national crisis will h t the periphery much harder than it
hits the rich inflexible center countries. The use of selec
tive protectionisrn by the center in times of crisis only reinforces this effect. In connection with Table 9-5 it is also
worth noticing that the years 1931-33 were the bloodiest in
modern Peruvian history.

Pol i tical violence centered around

the APRA party which had its power base in the northern part
of the country, the heart of the cotton and sugar areas. The
cuts in real wages which a working population already close to
subsistance level experienced (Table 9-5) explains the sudden
strength of "subversive" activity experienced in these y ars.1
Chart 9-2 shows the international market val ue of the
production achieved by one man in the Peruvian cotton industry
for each year plotted with the wages received by the same man.
Wage data is also provided for the average

u.s.

non-farm em

ployee. This illustrates the growing "gap." Prices have been
translated to US dollars at the excha ge rate prevailing each
1For an account of the political events of these years,
see Basadre, op.cit., Vol. 14, and Murillo Garaycocha, Percy,
Historia del APRA 1919-1945, Lima, Enrique Delgado Valenzuela,
1976.

CHART 9-2
The •Gap• - Development of Annual Earnings in Peru (Cotton) and u.s.A. (Non-farm Employees)
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year, and are expressed in current dollars. While the work of
one Peruvian cotton grower produced

cotton worth 1664 dollars

in 1920, the value of a year's worth of labor in the 1930's
averaged around $200. As is evidenced

in Chart 9-2, the pro

fit margin in the cotton growing activity was greatly reduced
from the period during and just after World War I till the
1930's, but already in 1921 the cotton growers must have ex
perienced profit margins as low as those in the 1930's. Data
on value of cotton production is from Anuario Estadistico del
Peru, 1955, p. 133.
In the same period the same data was collected by the
same government bodies on the sugai:' growing industry and on
other crops. The data from the sugar industry show no similar
decrease in labor productivity, but the area cultivated with
sugar cane also varied very little. While the total area
under cotton varied 250 percent between the highest and lowest
year, the area under sugar cultivation varied only 50 percent,
with the exception of one year, 1929, which almost doubled the
sugar area of 1916. Total sugar area fluctuated around 50.000
hectares during the period in question.
The data on manpower in the cotton industry which has
been employed in Table 9-4, are also given _in an important
collection of data on the Peruvian cotton industry published
by the prestigeous Centro Peruano de Historia Economica headed
by Pablo Macera at the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San
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Marcos in Lima.1 We must also assume that they are dependable.

One factor has, however, to be corrected

for the data

of the first years 1916-1921. While later data are based on a
working day of 8 hours, the hours of work until 1921 were
slightly longer. The average number of hours per work-day was
8.45 in 1916, 8.16 in

917, 8.12 in 1918, 8.16 in 1919, 8.20

in 1920, and 8.10 in 1921.2

This does nothing, however, to

explain the fall of productivity experienced with the increase
of acreage in the 1930's when the work-day was 8 hours for the
whole period.
The factors leading to the decrease in labor productivity
when the area cultivated increases must be several. We can
assume they are rnuch the same factors which the classical
authors mention as the cause for dirninishing returns in agriculture. Clearly the around 23.000 hectares grown in cotton
at the turn of the century was the best available land for
this purpose: The land which gave the highest yield with the
!east amount of labor for drainage, irrigation, fertilizing,
weeding and harvesting. As Thorp and Bertram hint at (p. 85),
when later more marginal land was put into cultivation th is
land had to be drained. We can safely assume that more mar
ginal land required more fertilizatio - and as a consequence
labor to perform this task - to achieve the same yield as the
1P·
1nto, op. c·
1t., p. 37•

2Extracto Estadistico del Peru, 1934-35, p. 168.
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better land first utilized.

Probably the highest cost in

terms of increased labor came with the requirements for more
complex irrigation systems needed for the marginal land. We
must assume that a percentage of the increase in labor per ton
of cotton was invested in digg ing and operating a number of
kilometers of irrigation canals that grew proportionately much
faster than the area under cultivation. The areas getting the
cheapest irrigation in terms of labor time would be those
closest to the bottom of the valleys. Increasingly marginal
land would require an increasing investment and costly opera
tion of new and longer irrigation canals. Since the yields on
the land added are much lower, also all work which is propor
tional to the area of cultivation would require more labor per
unit of cotton output.
Cotton isa seasonal crop, wiih very high labor require
ments in the harvesting season. We have to assume that what
ever criteria was used by the government organizations col
lecting the data, these criteria were constant during the
period. Probably the labor data only considers hired labor,
and sharecroppers and small producers who themselves owned the
cotton land are not counted in the statistics. The sharecrop
ping, or yanaconaje, decreased somewhat in importance in the
1930's in favor of landowners working the land with wage laber
or a system of cash tenancy•1 This tendency of wage labor
1see e.g. Thorp and Bertram, op. cit., p. 275.
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taking over the cultivation of part of the land which was pre
viously grown by sharecroppers would tend to artificially in
flate our statistics of the increase of workers in the cotton
growing activity in the 1930's. If we assume that the share
croppers are not counted as workers in the officia! statistics
such a shift in the mode of production would make labor pro
ductivity seem to decrease toa

larger extent than was really

the case. We must therefore assume that the extremely nega
tive scale effects to factor labor in the statistics from the
1930's are exaggerated, and that the real diseconomies are
less staggering than what is shown in Table 9-4. The data for
1916-1923 also showing moderate negative scale

effects should

not be affected by this trend peculiar of the 1930's. Neither
will, of course, the important negative scale effects experi
enced on the factor land, a developrnent which necessarily will
translate itself into lower productivity also for the factor
labor.
It can be concluded that the expansion in cotton taking
place in Peru during the period in question experienced impor
tant d iseconomies of scale both in terms of factor land and
factor labor. In spite of improved disease resistant vari
eties and of general technological p.rogress, these positive
factors are not strong enough to counteract the negative scale
effects as the area under cultivation increases. The marginal
land taken into cultivation calls for more labor-intensive
cultivation, mainly because it needs more irrigation and labor
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requirements grow for this purpose. Although we know that the
statistics for the early 1930's give exaggerated figures for
the negative seale effects to labor, evidence from the 20's
confirm that these exist. The extent of these effects in the
30's cannot however, be isolated from the factor of sharecrop
pers changing to wage labourers.
The pure scale effects, however, are here as in other
cases possible to isolate completely from other factors when a
reduction in the volurne of production takes place. If laber
productivity increases when production contracts, one can be
sure of facing a clear case of negative scale effects or
diminishing returns. This is clearly the case in Peruvian
cotton production when the area cultivated diminishes after
1939. From 1940 to 1944 the area cultivated with cotton
decreased by 26 percent. This reduction of area led to:
a) an increase in labor productivity of 26 percent in 4
years.
b) an increase of yield per hectar of 12 percent in the
same period.
Since there was no reversal of the switch from ianaconaje
to wage labor, we can safely regard this result as pure scale
effects. If anything, the increase in labor productivity
would be underestimated as a result of a possible ongoing
switch from yanaconaje to wage labor.
The extreme negative scale effects experienced in Peru
vian cotton industry is not a singular experience in the
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history of Latin American agriculture. An example from the
sugar production in Cuba will illustrate this. In this case
from Cuba it also remains clear that the scale effects operate
independently of technical or managerial skills. The data
comes from one of the divisions of United Fruit in Cuba, the
company which at that time had at its disposal the most ex
perienced research laboratoreies and management of any company
or individual engaged in tropical agriculture (see Table 9-6).
As always in the real world, outside factors influenced
the yield in some years.

The low yield in 1925 - on a smaller

acreage than in 1920 - is probably influenced by the "mosaic
plague" which hit the field of the· Banes Division in 1921.1

This factor, however, does not deduct from this case of ex
treme diminishing returns.
The R

&

D efforts of Unitea Fruit and others brought

improvements of the variety of cane. As can be appreciated in
the last column, the measure for sugar content improved 15
percent between 1905 and 1930. This technical development,
however, was completely dwarfed by the negative effects of the
increase of scale of operation. Specialization in sugar as
well as in cotton in the international division of labor has
proved to run the economy into negative scale_ effects, which,
in spite of important technical improvement, kept labor
1united Fruit Company:
en Cuba, op. cit., p. 143.

Un caso del Dominio Imperialista,
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Table 9-6
Cuba: Yields of Sugar Cane in the Banes Division of
United Fruit, 1905-1929
Number of
Caballerias
Harvested

Yield Arrobas
per
Caballeria

Index:
Yield
Per Unit
of Land

% of Solids
In Cane Juice
(indicator of
• sugar contents in cane

1905

169.3

87,000

100

12.95

1910

723.8

62,000

71

14.20

1915

693.6

56,000

64

12.05

1920

903.0

49,000

56

12.33

1925

787.3

48,500

56

13.00

1929

1125.6

50,800

58

14.91

Sources: Area and yield: United Fruit. Banes Division.
Agricultural Department. Operating Statistics (1905-1950).
Banes Archives. Solids: United Fruit, Central Boston.
Cuadro Estadistico de la ProdL1cci6n, Banes Archives. Both
quoted in: United Fruit Company: Un caso del Dorninio Imperi
alista en Cuba, Havana, Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 1976,
p. 142.

productivity steady or decreasing, with resulting negative
consequences for the real wages of the comrnon man.

To him who hath, shall be given, and from him who
hath not, shall be taken away even the little that
he has.
Holy Bible.
CHAPTER 10
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:

THE MECHANISMS OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT

There are very strong centripetal forces at work within
any economy - both in market economies and under state capitalism. All so-called primitive economies have often elaborate redistributive mechanisms to counteract the "natura!"
trend of the system towards inequali ty.

The existence of

these mechanisms were first pointed out in economic theory by
Antonio Serra in 1613. The factors which cause these concen
trations in the market economies have been very poorly under
stood by the economics profession. One reason for this lack
of understanding is the fact that the two factors in the cen
ter of the complex of problems leading to the concentrations
and inequalities are not fathomable by the conventional tools
and concepts used by the profession. In fact, today's econo
metrics-oriented economics profession is far less qualified to
reach an understand ing of the forces creating regiona! and
international inequalities than was the profession in the
1930's. The conceptualization and ability to explain economic
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in terms of universally valid truths which charac-

realities
terized

the

today lost

sweeping

analysis

to a profession

of

the great

economists, is

of very able technicians,

working with but a fragment of e onomic reality.

each

These tech

nicians, each with their own fragment, also cover collectively
a very limited sector of the economic realities

surrounding

us; say 60 degrees out of the whole econornic horizon of 360
degrees.

Perhaps most important, the limited sector of the

horizon in which economists do work, is

in no way selected in

a reflection of the needs of mankind, but is determined by the
choice of

sophisticated

tools available to the

profession.

The causal arrows are runn ing contrary to common sense, in
that the f i eld of econornic inquiry and the approach to the
realistic

problems that

economists do address

are

determined

by the tools and interests of the t chnocrats of the profes
sion, instead of letting the problems determine
be used.

the

tools to

An obvious result of this is that the economics pro

fession, with the exception of a few outsider individuals,
refuse to consider a factor like technology which even the gut
feelings of the common man would imagine should play a role
worth mentioning.

Economists have become slaves of their own

sophisticated

tools.

cannot be fit

into a regression analysis is not suited for the

profession

At present any .economic problem which

to consider.

Says the

"superstar" of the "New
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Econornists," Harvard's Martin Feldstein: "I'rn just a hurnble
scholar, trying to doa

few regressions."1

Around the fashionable core of "in" econornists - be they
"new econornists," Keynesians, or "post-Keynesians"; their
views are equally lirnited - stand a few frustrated outsiders
seeing

that the activities of the rnainstrearn of the profession

is, at best, inadequate and largely irrelevant.

In many ways

there isa situation rerniniscent of the story of "The Ernper
or's New Clothes"2 - the econornics profession is walking
around fairly naked these days.

As opposed to the fairy tale

- where a little boy expressed what everybody saw:

the Emper

or was naked - in order to reveal the nakedness of the econom
ic profession it is necessary to spend 4 years of relatively
intense brain-washing in a graduate school of economics. By
the time ene reaches the other end of the brain-washing tun
nel, the limited vision of the economists has been internal
ized by the individual, together with the approach and tools
of the profession. The econornics profession uses essentially
the same protective tool as business does to create concentra
tion: Raising barriers to entry. The present-day tools and
approach of the profession also appeal to individuals of a
certain mental inclination, which again reinforces the trend
1The New York Times Magazine, March 23, 1980, p. 92.

2r
point.

am indebted to Professor Jaroslav Vanek for this
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of the profession through recruitment selection.

The public

at large have the impression that the systems turns out sol
d iers and officers - in reality it turns out chess players,
people playing a very abstract version of the war taking place
in "the real world," but using the nomenclature of areal war.
Too often economists are to the real world of economics what
chess-players are toa real war - in no area of the economics
profession is this clearer than in the field of economic
developrnent. Says one of the previously mentioncd frustrated
individual by-standers of the profession to

the

New York

Times: "The profession has gone from the Renaissance back to
the Middle Ages. The intellectual effort that once went into
understanding entire econornic cultures and systems now goes
into trying to construct an appropriate sampling technique to
fit equations to aggregate consumpton data.111

Economic concentration and inequalities are indisputable

facts of economic life. The centripetal forces are at work
within industries, within nations, and, above all, between
nations. Within industries we see the number of participants
in each branch of industry diminish over time. Within the
rich nations we see social peace achieved only through massive
redistribution

through

subsidies,

price

support

systems,

transfer payments, and food stamps. Politically, the neces
sity of these measures are not questioned practically anywhere
1The New York Times Magazine, March 23, 1980, p. 94.
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in the Western World, only the degree and form of transfers
are open to debate. Yet, the economics profession have not
asked why certain regions and economic activities have to be
subsidized to survive, while other economic activities may be
taxed to produce the revenue to subsidize and still prosper.
Why do the wheat producers subsidize the olive oil producers
in the European Community?

Why does the

u.s.

have protective

tariffs on sugar, but not on corn? Why does Norway subsidize
the wages paid in the garment and leather industries, and
in

other

industries?

What

are

the

gualitative

not

differences

between the economic activities that have to be subsidized or
supported, and those which can well bear a heavy burden of
taxation to finance these transfers?
These questions are all relevant to the affluent r!est
which forms the trend of the economics profession, also in the
intellectually still basically dependent Third World.

If

econmists bad asked themselves these kinds of questions about
their own economies, they would also have contributed to the
understanding of the essentially same mechanisrns which create
the unequalities between the rich and the poor worlds. Nobel
laureate Gunnar Myrdal, himself definitely one of the out
siders of the profession, described the unexpected work of the
market forces in always strengthening the already strong.
There are, he said, "perverse backwashes" in the international
system. He also hinted that these perverse backwashes should
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be sought for in the realm of international trade more than
anywhere else.
By asking the right questions, the economists would also
have found that the clues to understanding the present econom
ic situation of the West is to be found outside the realm of
monetary and fiscal policy - in the realm of technology ana
productivity. As the profession sees the problem now, techno
logical and productivity developments in any country are just
products of correct or less correct fiscal and monetary poli
cies. A very limited world view indeed.
The purpose of this work has been to xplore the "per
verse backwashes" of the world market economy; why it is that
from the point of view of the Third World, in the words of a
Uruguayan writer, in the international specialization in
trade, some countries specialize in winning, others in
losing.I It is our conviction that the explanation of these
centripetal forces must lie within the log ic of the market
system itself. Its log ic must therefore be explained by a
theory which works towards an understanding of the capitalist
world economy from within, not by any theory which from the
outset labels all capitalist theory as "exploitative" and
therefore builds a parallel theory with toqls and concepts
that do not have their counterpart in conventional market
1Galeano, Eduardo: Las venas abiertas de America Latina,
Buenos Aires, Siglo XXI, 1975.
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theory. The marxist theories which have tried to explain this
phenomena, have excluded themselves by insisting on only
speaking their own "language," using their own concepts, e.g.
surplus value, which toa

conventional economist does not fit

his mental scheme. Even if the marxists succeeded in explain
ing the centripetal forces of the world markets, which they
have not done, it must, by necessity, be possible to translate
this explanation into the language of conventional economics.
A phenomenon which exists in one conceptual language must also
be explainable in another language if the realities referred
to are the same, in the same way as a business-term transla
tion of what economists

cal! "increas ing returns" would

be

"economies of scale."
Over time, the centripetal mechanisms of the world econo
my must be divided into two groups:
A} The histor.ical mechanisms creating a gap in real income.
B} The present-day mechanisms rnaintaining

and widening

the gap once the initial difference in real income
and real wages have been created.
The historical mechanisms represent what was essentially
the economic benefits of colonialism to the metropolitan
power.

The main colonial - or de-facto colonial - mechanisrns

of creating a gap in real income between the colonial power
and its colony were three:
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1) Pure robbery and slavery.

This is the most obvious

mechanism of creating inequality, and also the me
chanism which has received most attention. In this
stage theft of previously accumulated wealth in the
colonies was followed by mining operations under
slave labor, and the export of slaves. An histori
cally important examplc is the mining of precious
metals in the Andes which, together with the theft of
the accumulated

gold of the pre-colonial cultures, in

a monetary sense literally financed the industrial
revolution of Europe, as these metals found their way
out of a Spain which became more and more dependent
on imports of manufactured goods.

Calling the flow

of goods in this historical stage by the name of
"trade" is stretching the term too far.
2) The "Colonial Drain" - exemplified by annua! exports:
100 annual imports: 40-80. Under this system the
theft continued, but now undera veneer of "normal"
trade. The colonies had a so-called very "favorable"
Balance of Trade combined with a perennial deficit of
the Balance of Payments - a term which had not yet
been invented. In a country like Bolivia the situa
tion of large export surpluses prevailed up to the
1952 revolution. The term "favorable" balance of
trade which was, and still is, used to describe ex
port surpluses, was coined under the mercantilistic
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and bullionist assumption that the difference between
exports and imports - the export surplus - would have
to flow to the export surplus country in the form of
precious metals.

Essentially, the assumpt ion was

that the Balance of Payments would have to be effec
tively balanced every year through the movement of
precious metals. This, of course, was not the case
with the colonies, where the export surplus was kept
as retained profits in the colonial metropolis or
used for transfers home from temporary expatriates
and officials in the colonies to be invested or spent
in the home country, e.g. •England. This situation,
which

prevailed both in Latin Arnerica, Africa, and

Asia (but interestingly not in North Arnerica) is as
favorable as giving up $100 to get $60 in return.
The colonial drain was an important contributor to
the uneven accurnulation of wealth between the first
and the third world.
3) The "Winner-Killing" effect of trade. 19th century
colonial division of labor was essentially deterrnined
by the ruling classes of industrial Europe, with
their strong interests in manufacturing. In an eco
nornic theory where technological developrnent is nota
factor, it is theoretically of no irnportance in what
econornic acitivity one specializes. The colonial
powers - under the shield of this "scientific" theory
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of international trade - could rnonopolize the economic activities in which technical progress was essen
tially taking place: manufacturing, and initially
textile rnanufacturing.
This tendency was also reinforced by the accumulation of
necessary capita! for industrialization through

the less sub

tle rnechanisrns under point 1 and 2. The winner-killing effect
consisted

in

at all tirn s stopping the econornic activities

which at that time experienced industrialization and streng
productivity

irnprovernents

from taking place in the colonies,

or in the de-facto colonies in Latin Arnerica. The first exam
ple of this is the textile industry.

Until the opening of

tree trade in Latin Arnerica in 1778, the South Arnerican con
tinent had a flowering textile industry under factory-like
conditions called obrajes. Likewise, India had an important
textile industry. With the opening of direct trade to South
Arnerica, the obrajes, although the most efficient industry in
Latin America, could not compete with the Liverpool mills, and
the industry died out, with extreme negative linkage effects

to

the whole econorny.

In India, stiffer measures, like prohi

bition of local manufacturing had to be taken to achieve the
same result. In both cases, the only economic activity which
at that time was experiencing

technological progress anywhere

in the world was killed off in the colonies, through the
forces of market or the forces of soldiers, and was monopo
lized by the first world. A few years lead on the learning
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curve of textile spinning made the English mills unbeatable in
price. Only when technological and productivity developments
in the textile industry tapered off around the turn of the
last century did textile production again reach the economic
periphery, which by then had completely unlearned its previous
skills, either in the obrajes or in the skills of the weavers
of Bengal.
The colonies were left producing the products in which
there at that time was no technological progress neither in
the industrializing metropolitan powers, nor in the colonies.
Later the same process has repeated itself in shoes, in steel,
and in most other manufactured products entering interconti
nental international trade.
The· resulting

II

learning curves 11

-

or curves tracing the

irnprovernent of productivity and real income available per
worker - is extremely disfavorable to the colony (Chart 10-1).
In this way what was at any point in time the

11

winning11 eco

nomic activity - the one achieving high productivity improve
ments - was effectively kept out of the colonies.
The resulting extremely higher productivity

improvements

in the economic center countries was over time taken out in
increased wages, profits·, and government expenditures in the
industrialized countries, contrary to the assumption of the
classical economists that any productivity improvements would
be reflected fully in a corresponding price reduction (see
e.g. Ricardo in his chaptep on mining). The Terms of Trade
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CHART 10-1 (A)

World Learning Curve of Most Efficient Producer
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CHART 10-1 (C)

Actual Learning Curve as Experienced By Latin America
(e.g. Peru in Cotton, Uruguay in Wool)
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CHART 10-1 (D)

Actual Learning Curve Experienced by Britain with Trade
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CHART 10-1 (E)

Learning Curve for Britain In The Absence Of Trade
1. WOOL (has gone into diminishing returns, since
no irnports available).
2. TEXTILE (has rnoved slower down the learning
curve fora lack of export markets).
3. OF AVERAGE CLOTH OUTPUT (relatively rnuch more
people need to be put into the wool industry
with low productivity irnprovements compared to
a "free trade" situation).
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should, if the assumption of the classical economists were
true, move in favor of the nation producing the goods where
productivity irnprovements could not take place, i.e. the third
world. We know that the opposite development in fact has
taken place: The Terms of Trade have moved slightly in the
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favor of the nations producing the art5.cles where the most
productivity improvement was achievable.
The numbers in the example illustrated in Chart 10-1 are,
of course, only extremely loose figures made up to illustrate
one point: The colonial powers increased their national pro
ductivity and GNP per capita infinitely more undera system of
colonialism than they would have done with the same technical
capabilities in the absence of colonial trade. The fact that
they could move a large percentage of their workforce out of
activities which yielded 1ittle or no productivity improve
rnents at the time (e.g. wool production) and into the most
dynamic sector of the 19th century economy - the textile
industry - meant that the average productivity of the English
worker increased much more tha.n would have been possible if
England was to have been self-sufficient both in wool and tex
tiles.

Th is tendency would have been even more pronounced

through secondary production cost effects which we have also
indicated in the curves: If England had had to be self-suffi
cient in raw materials for her textile industry, local wool
production would necessarily have had to expand into geogra
phical areas where productivity would have been lower than in
the best areas which were actually used for wool production
historically.

This assurnption

is cornpletely

in line with that

of the classical economists of the period. Another secondary
effect would have taken place in the textile industry itself.
With a lower volume accurnulated historically, technological
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improvements and pure scale effects would have resulted in a
slower technological and productivity improvement than what
actually took place with the existence of colonial and semi
colonial markets. The point made here about the benefits for
the colonial power and

the impoverishment of the colony which

has had its potentially most prosperous

economic

activity

taken away is, however, equally valid without the secondary
effects mentioned.
The present-day

mechanisms which maintain and

increase

the gap between the rich and the poor nations within a world
system of "free" trade, have their origin in the three mechan
isms above which create the gap in real wåges in the first
place. There are today two basic centripetal mechanisms in
the flow of trade, and one mechanism in the secondary finan
cial flows following the centuries of uneven capital accumula
tion. The mechanism of the financial flows is as follows:
1) A large percentage in manufacturing in the poor coun
tries takes place through capital investments from
the economic center countries. This alone creates
intolerable pressures on the LDC Balance of Payments
in the long run, reinforcing the uneven capita!
accumulation, and resulting in LDC economic policy
being run by the balance of payment situation and not
the other way around. This is a true case of the
tail

wagg

ing

the

dog.

The

foreign

problem can be illustrated as follows:

investrnent/BOP
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Year 1:

Foreign investment

Year 2, etc.:

100

Repatriation of profits

15

through year 7, the same 15% is repatriated.

15% is

not an exaggerated return on equity, particularly in
a presumably-high-risk underdeveloped nation. After
the 7th year, there will be a net capita! outflow of
the underdeveloped nation, which will be sought
covered by

foreign investment, which in its turn

will require the same annual repatriation of profits.
In this way the presumed solution to the BOP problem
- more foreign direct investment - will only contrib
ute to making the problem worse in the long run until
a true crisis suspends payments abroad, devalues,
etc., only to start the process all over again.
This set of problems, of course, occur only when
direct foreign investment assumes a sizable portion
of investment in manufacturing. In these cases the
technology provided by many firms often are not of
the kind which could not have been developed locally.
In the cases of "symetric dependency" - as between
nations of equal leve! of development - such

balance

of payment problems would not result, since the flows
would go both ways. In these cases foreign invest
ment would be beneficia! in that it brings in more
competition and generally new technology to the home
country, resulting in higher productivity. In the
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case of "assymetrical dependency" between the indus
trial countries and the underdeveloped world, the
financial flows resulting from non-essential foreign
direct investments isa powerful mechanism of uneven
accumulation on a world scale.
Today there are two_ mechanisms within international free
trade which reinforce the existing inequalities and help widen
the gap between the rich and the poor nations:
1) The scale effects.
While increasing returns to scale is an indisputable
fact of life in manufacturing production, the produc
tion of raw materials which represents most of the
exports of the underdeveloped world are subject to
diminishing returns to scale which in same cases
reach extreme proportions. ·The effects of this have
largely been ignored. The effects of the scale fac
tors on the division of gains from international
trade are outlined in Chapter 6.

Chapters 7, 8, and

9 show the significance of dirninishing returns in the
most important

export products of Ecuador, Bolivia,

and Peru. In many cases the gross effect of dimin
ishing returns demonstrated

t;:>y the empirical data

from the three nations was offset to sorne extent by
the

technological

irnprovements

in

the

respective

industries. As was shown in both Chapter 6 and in
Chapter 8 (on Bolivia),

technological

development

will have a very different impact on a manufacturing
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would have in an economic activity operating under
diminishing returns to scale. This is so, because a
technolog ical irnprovement, as well as a price in
crease for the final product, will make profitable
previously unprofitable mines, land areas, or fishing
grounds, which. will enter into production

with a

lower laber productivity than the operations already
in production.

In this way, i price improvement ora

technological improvement in a diminishing return
activity like primary production and mining will
increase production without raising the average mone
tary or physical productivity of the workers as would
a similar improvement of price or technology in manu
facturing industries. An understanding of this phe
nomenon will bring into question the wisdom of a
price support system for LDC commodities, which in
the long run will help these countries artificially
maintaining their extremely unfavorable position as
producers of goods which cannot lift them out of
poverty in the way manufacturing progress helped the
presently industrialized world. It is unthinkable
that the industrialized countries will be politically
willing, or even economically able, to support bil
lions of people in the third world raw materials pro
ducing countries in the same way that they support a
handful of milk producers in Western Europe which are
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essentially in the same position as the underdevel
oped raw materials producers. These few milk produc
ers and their overproduction resulting from a price
support system is presently threatening the economic
situation of the European Community organization.
Any "new" world economic order along these lines is
bound to be a disaster for the Third World, which in
this way will only prolong its sufferings with an
essentially colonial economic structure, only

to

benef it the exporters of manufactured goods in the
industrial ized nations. Such schemes, whether pro
moted by UNCTAD or by the Willy Brandt commission,
reflect a basic lack of understanding of the process
of economic development.
The position of underdeveloped nations in acti
vities subject to diminishing returns has had an ex
tremely unfavorable impact on their societal learning
curves. The international division of labor has kept
these countries out of the manufacturing sector which
over time has bad increasing barriers to entry cre
ated around it making the entry of a poor country
into manufacturing more difficult every year under
free trade. An expansion of export production, as
has taken place in the industrialized countries, has
been impossible since there has always been one
factor - land, ore, or fish - which was lirnited by
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the act of God.

The manufacturing industry on the

other hand, is able to increase all its factors of
production indefinitely without entering into dimin
ishing returns. As years went by, the lag in manu
facturing knowledge in the third world increased,
there was a "cumulative causation

II

which locked the

undiversif iea raw material producing countries even
strenger into their economic structure as "not compe
titive in manufacturing.11
A similar problem faced all the presently indus
trialized countries which followed the British indus
trial revolution. They solvea their "lag" on the
learning curve by erecting high protective tariffs
around them to be able to catch up with Britain.
This procedure - recommended by Hamilton and Carey in
the

u.s.,

and

by List in Germany as the most promi

nent spokesmen - was highly successful.

In contrast,

Latin Arnerica d id not embark seriously

on any such

path until after the Second World War.
The economics professon has been obsessed with
the question of whether the third world country was
more or less efficient in manufacturing than the in
dustrialized countries. This is a "false" question.
The objective of the third world countries, faced
with Terms of Trade which do not improve, mut be to
maximize the productivity increases of its own labor.
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Chart 10-2
Learning Curve of a Third World Country
Man-

Hours

100

Raw Materials
(export)

Per
Unit of

Local
Manufacturing

Product

As long as the manufacturing industries in the three
countries investigated increased productivity faster
than the export sector, the country has all reasons
to subsidize

the local

man·ufacturing sector ( though

not by facilitating a "superficial" manufacturing
sector based on semi-finished imports) and tax the
export sector through agreements between producer
countries. This recornmendation essentially follows
what even Alfred Marshall, a champion of free trade,
admitted: "•••beneficia! results might be obtained
by taxing commodities produced. at diminishing returns
and paying bounties to producers of commodities produced at increasing returns.111

As we

shall see,

1Marshall, Alfred, Principles of Economics, 1st Edition,
London, p. 452.
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the same argument is applicable to economic activi
ties experiencing different degrees of productivity
improvements. Here, the industry with the !east pro
ductivity improvement should be taxed, while the
industry with the steepest learning curve should be
given bounties. Indeed, this strategy has been the
Japanese strategy during this century.
Today such an economically sensible suggestion
like Marshall's above is extremely difficult toget
away with, since the support which essentially all
poor countries need from the IMF only comes with
strings attached which prohibits such "interference"
with "free" market.

This is done in blatant disre

gard of the fact that the presently rich nations
which set the IMF rules themselves got rich following
this strategy many years ago.

An unusually ugly

example, in terms of human cost, of the IMF policies
to this effeet, is found in the development of the
Peruvian economy since 1976.

Peru was recently

forced to give up the policy of protecting some
locally manufactured products by the IMF-team.
There is no doubt that in a long-terrn historical
perspective

the

industrial

nations,

particularly

Europe, are getting away with a strategy in interna
tional trade which essentially says: "free trade,
but only when it suits us." Europe gets to protect
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the industries and agriculture she wants to protect,
and is able to force the underdeveloped nations
through force of "scientific" argument and financial
museles through the IMF to give up protection of man
ufactured goods where this suits Europe and the

u.s.

Interestingly, Australia, which belongs to the elub

of the rich, gets away with the same kind of manufac
turing protectionism which the IFM seeks to eradicate
among the poor partners of the world community.
The data from 3 developing economies in Chapter
7, 8, and 9 provides conclusive evidence for the ex
istance of significant diminishing returns in the
main export industries of all three nations. A fur
ther deepening of the international division of labor
will therefore impoverish the underdeveloped econo
mies in question. The local manufacturing sector has
proved to have records of productivity improvements
higher than the export sector. Faced with no pros
pects for improvements in the Terms of Trade in the
long run, the economies in question would benefit in
terms of a higher increase in GNP per capita by tax
ing the export sector to subsidize the local manufac
turing sector.
Recognizing the political problems connected to
such a move, it is imperative that the Andean coun
tries, where the data was collected, achieve a better
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integration of their local markets for manufactured
goods in order to benefit from important scale
effects. A very high common external tariff should
be put on manufactured goods from the industrial
countries.
Within this protected market, efforts should be
made to channel local demand into the purchase of
locally manufactured goods. A hetter income distri
bution would in most Latin American countries in all
likelihood increase demand for such manufactured
goods, without hindering the availability of local
investrnent capital.

One assumption on my part is

that the lack of investment in the manufacturing sec
tor in Latin Am rica is not caused bya shortage of
capital, as the economic policies of Argentina,
Uruguay, and Chile imply. An otherwise unexplainable
overcapacity

in the Latin American manufacturing

sector testifies to this.
2) The "Farming-out of Inferior Industries" Effect
The other important centripetal mechanism which
operates today within the world division of labor is
what I have labeled the "farming- ut of inferior
industries" effect. The "inferior industries" are
the industries which as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3
gives what we called a low "Social Return on In
vestment," both in terms of pure productivity
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improvements and of productivity improvements per
dollar investment, in a specific period of time. Of
two agricultural crops, wheat and strawberries, wheat
production proved mechanizable and labor productivity
in wheat production increased manyfold during this
century.

Strawberry

production,

however,

has

remainea a very labor intensive crop in all nations.
Strawberry production is an "inferior industry." The
learning curves of the two crops is outlined below.
Chart 10-3
Learning Curves for Best-Practice Productivity in
Strawberry and Wheat Production

Strawberries

Labor
Hours
Per
Unit
of
Product

Wheat

1800

1980

Even in today's most technoleg ically advanced
nation, strawberry production has proved impossible
to mechanize at any cost.

Strawberries are still
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essentially picked by hand, while wheat production
was mechanized several decades ago. That is not to
say, of course, that strawberry production and har
vesting may not be mechanized some time in the
future. The important point in our discussion is,
however, the implications in the flow of internation
al trade between the time when wheat production was
mechanized and the time when strawberry production
will be mechanized.
As the substitution of capital for labor takes
place only extremely slowly in the production of
strawberries, this crop will appear labor-intensive
compared to other agricultural crops. It is, there
fore, a candidate for production in low-wage areas,
while wheat production esse tially may take place in
a high-wage area since labor costs represent a very
small percentage of total costs. In the production
of strawberries, the wage bill will clearly be the
most significant cost item.
As one could expect, the United States today is
a net exporter of wheat to Mexico, while a very large
percentage of the strawberries. consumed in the United
States are actually grown and picked in Mexico.1
1For an analysis of the export strawberry business in
Mexico, see: Feder, Ernest: Strawberry Imperialism: An en
guiry into the mechanisms of dependency in Mexican agricul
ture, The Hague, Institute of Social Studies, 1977.
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What does this

specialization

do to

the

econornic

growth of the two trading partners?
Undera

system of complete specialization,

the

U.s. in wheat and Mexico in strawberries (which

is

where the market forces will carry the division of
labor),

curve of Mexican

the learning

agriculture

would follow that of the strawberry production, while
that of the United States woul,j follow that of the
wheat

production.

Compared to

a situation in which

both nations were self-sufficient both
strawberries and did not engage in
ing curve of the

agricul tur al

in wheat and

trade, the learn

sector of the U.S.

would be much steeper ( s ince only wheat, the most
efficient

crop is

produced).

Mexican agriculture would
would

have been

locally,

if

The learning curve of

be much flatter than it

also wheat

bad been

albeit with a less sophisticated

than in the

produced
technology

u.s.

Under a

situation

with

an

almost

unlimited

supply of laber ready to enter the strawberry fields
of Mexico, there is no reason why the

price of labor

or the price of ·Mexican strawberries should increase
after a full specialization has been achieved.

The

United States will continue to achieve high produc
tivity
tivity

improvements in
improvement

wheat production, a produc-

which

Samuelson

and

other
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authorities confirm will be taken out as increased
real wages

to the U.S. wheat growers and

The net result of trade as opposed
been that the United

workers.

to autarky has

States has grown richer, since

it was able to concentrate all labor in the activity
having the highest productivity increase and achieve
corresponding increase in real wages. The "forces of
the

market"

has

freed

the

United

States

from

an

"inferior" economic activity, an industry where pro
ductivity comes much slower than

in the average of

the total economy. The total societal learning curve
of the United States is therefore steeper after trade
than before trade was introduced. The real wages of
the

u.s.

population has increased correspondingly.

On the other hand, Mexico has grown poorer with
trade than without trade. Even though the absolute
efficiency of the Mexican wheat growers is inferior
to that of the

u.s.

farmers, the learning curve of

the Mexican wheat industry is no doubt sharper and
more declining than that of her strawberry industry.
A shift from wheat to strawberries will therefore
flatten

out

the

learning

curve

and

the

economic

growth in Mexico compared to what would take place
without

international

trade.

The

"forces

market," however, will automatically
into this position of being a dumping

of

the

bring Mexico
ground

for
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inferior" industries from the rich countries, just

like all other low wage countries integrated into the
world market. This mechanism of underdevelopment is
perhaps the most important of the mechanisms which
undera system of "free" trade effectively block the
poor countries in their desperate position. The rich
countries have a comparative advantage in producing
all the articles in which productivity improvements
of any magnitude takes place. There is therefore no
way out for the poor nations except by raising high
tariff barriers to the rich, limit their own exports
by imposing export taxes on "inferior" industries and
diminishing

return

activities

to

subsidize

fully

integrated local manufacturing.
Few economic acitivities have remained losers
all through modern history in the way strawberry
growing and harvesting has. In the manufacturing
industries a very rapid decline on the learning curve
will generaly be observed in a period of 20-50 years
with a subsequent gradual flattening out as the tech
nology and the market for this particular industry
mature. We have already mentioned the textile industry as having a very rapidly declining learning
curve early in the industrial revolution, which later
flattened out. An extremely sharply declining learn
ing curve was again observed within the rayon and
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artificial fiber textiles in the century, as was dis
cussed in Chapter 3. Here we shall use the example
of the shoe industry to illustrate a once boom indus
try which later has matured.

TABLE 10-1

Man-Hours Reguired by Best-Practice Methods of Producing A
Pair of Medium-grad Men's Shoes at Selected Dates in the u.s.
Year

Note:

Man-Hours Per Pair

1850

15.5

1900

1.7

1923

1.1

1936

0.9

Data refer to medium-grade goodyear welt oxford shoes.

Source: Stern, Boris: Labor Productivity in the Boot
and Shoe Industry, Bureau of Labor Statistcs, Monthly Labor
Review, February 1939, p. 271. Quoted in Salter, W.E.G.,
Productivity and Technical Change, p. 25.

Productivity improvements in the shoe industry
have been far below that of most other industries
after these data end in 1936.

This applies to the

shoe industry in all countries investigaged for this
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CHART 10-4

Learning Curve of Best-Practice Productivity in Medium-Grade
Men's Shoes in the United States
100

11
6

1850
Source:

1900

1923

1936

Table 10-1

study:

United States,1 United Kingdom,2 Norway,3 and

Germany.4

The learning curves in all the industri

ial nations above, and also of Switzerland, followed
1see u.s. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis
tics: Productivity indexes for selected industries, 1977 Edi
tion, Bulletin 1983, 1977, and earlier editions.
2see Salter, op.cit., p. 182 for shoe industry.

3see Statistisk Sentralbyr&: Produktivitetsutviklin
gen i Industrien, 1949-1955, Oslo 1959 pp. 138-139 give data
from 1927-1955 for shoe industry productivity.

4See Statistisches Bundesamt, Industrie und Handwerk:
Reihe 2, Indizes der Industriellen Produktion ausgewåhlter
industrieller
Erzeugnisse. Sonderbeitrag: Neuberechnungen
der Indizes auf Basis 1970. Verlag Kohlhammer, Stuttgart und
Mainz, 1975, pp. 164-165 for shoe industry productivity data.
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each other fairly well, in the sense that a high pro
ductivity increase industry in one nation also ranked
high in terms of productivity irnprovements in other
nations

investigated.

Reversely,

the

industries

which were near the bottom in terms of productivity
improvements in one nation - in the post-war economy
inferior industries like leather, shoes, and clothing
- were at or very near the bottom also in other
nations. This corresponds to the findings of Salter
when he compared productivity improvements in the
United States and the United Kingdom.1

The essence of the centripal mechanism of "farm

ing-out of inferior industries" consists of the
following:
During the period when an industry experiences a
steep increase in laber productivity, with a
correspondingly

sharply

declining

learning

curve, the final products of this industry is
shipped from the rich countries to the poor
countries. As the industry rnatures and the pre
viously novel technology becomes cornrnonplace,
the flow of goods is reversed, and the poor
countries now sel! these very same products to
the rich.
1salter, op.cit., e.g., p. 165.
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The shoe industry offers a perfect example of
this.

While shoes was one of the most important

articles on the import bills of the Latin American
countries from Europe and the

u.s.

up to around 1930,

shoes are now an important export item to the indus
trialized countries from these same underdeveloped
countries.
The market forces which bring about this are
fairly straightforward. The new technology which
almost exclusively is generated in the rich countries
initially appears

fairly capital- intensive compared

to the previous one, as was the case of the new shoe
machinery which substituted the individually handi
crafted shoes in the latter half of the 19th century.
As the shoe industry and its technology stagnated
from the 19301s on, shoe production became relatively
labor intensive. The natura! forces of the market
will therefore assign this at this time "inferior"
industry to a low wage country.1

Labor productivity

1This theory of the farming-out to the poor nations of
mature industries is fully consistent with the "Product Life
Cycle" theory of international trade which was developed by
Raymond Vernon and Louis T. Wells of Harvard. The Vernon
Wells theory, however, saw no negative irnplications from this
for the development of the poor countries since the authors,
like all other economists, implicitly assumed that all econom
ic activities can potentially contribute equally well to eco
nomic development at all points in time. This faulty view is
a result · of the profession totally ignoring productivity
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in this low wage country will, however, have far less
possibility of improving in this loser industry which
the rich country technology has not managed to im
prove, than it would have had in almost any other
manufacturing activity. In this way the rich countries "skim" the high productivity years of any pro

a uct

or production process, later to farm out the

lesers - or inferior industries - to the low wage
nations. In this way the societal learning curves of
the industrialized nations becomes much more steep
than they would under internal self-sufficiency (with
the production of leather, shoes, and low-price
clothing).

As a result the rich countries are able

to reap all the benefits of technological improve
rnents, which are taken out in higher real w_ages,
higher profits, and higher government expenditures in
all industrial nations.

The poor nations, on the

other hand, are left with the inferior industries in
the international division of labor. Their learning
curves, and corresponding real wage increases, are
considerably lower than they would have been if the
irnprovements as the basic source for all econornic growth. At
the same time, they ignore the Abramowitz findings described
in Chapter 2. See: Wells, Louis T. (editor): The Product
Life Cycle and International Trade, Boston, Harvard Business
School, Division of Research, 1972, and Vernon, Raymond:
International Investment and International Trade in the Pro
duce Cycle, in: Quarterly Journal of Econornics, Vol. 80, May
1966, pp. 190-207.
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trade with the industrial nations had not taken
place. In this manner the "unequal exchange" devel
ops.
Labor productivity under LDC autarky would clear
ly have been lower than in the industrialized coun
tries, but the growth of productivity would have been
considerably higher than it is today when the poor
have to concentrate on the industries in which not
even the advanced technology of the rich countries
have rnanaged to achieve further mechanization and
productivity improvernents.
The policy recornrnendations which grow out of the recogni
tion of the centripetal forces of the world rnarket economy and
the importance of technological development and diminishing
returns cannot be essentially different from the policy op
tions chosen by the United States and continental Western
Europe when these nations faced what was essentially the same
problem in the 19th century: Protection of local manufactur
ing to achieve economies of scale and to enter the industries
where

tech:nolog i cal development

takes

place.

In

the absence

of a large local market, economic integration is necessary to
achieve some degree of local competition to irnproved produc
tivity. However, the fact that the rnanufactured goods pro
duced at home co.uld have been bought consid.erably cheaper from
an industrialized country should not be a factor of consideration. It should be rernembered that Western Europe and the
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CHART 10-5
Skimrning of Productivity Developments and Resulting Learning
Curves of the Industrialized Countries
Man-Hours

Textiles

of Work

Shoes

Per Unit

----- Black and White
TV Sets
Color TV Sets
?

Industrial
Revolution

. 1980

Time

I.e. Exports and Production for Home Market
---------- I.C. Production for Home Market Only
(with time candidates for "Defensive
Protectionism")

U.s. industrialized behind import prohibitions and tariffs
often ·well above 100%. This took place when these countries
had to catch up with a lag in their learning curves compared
to Britain which was only a decade or two. The underdevel
oped countries of today ·will have to catch up with a lag in
many cases accumulated over more than 100 years. It would
not be surprising that the protective tariffs needed to
achieve this much more serious lag would have to be higher
than the 150% behind which the United States built up its hat
industry during the last century.
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The world learning curve is flattening out - the rich
world has reached a plateau where productivity improvements
only come considerably slower than before with the present
pattern of consumption. A radical improvement of the stan
dard of living will only take place in the rich countries
with a change in consumption patterns away from the present
trend toward services and government services, in which tech
nolog ical improvements in most cases come only slowly, and
toward manufacturing again.

An economy where "eating out" is

the growth industry (like the

u.s. in 1980), productivity

improvements and economic growth will come much more slowly
than if the real growth industry were helicopters, refrigera
tors, video-recorders, or other manufactured goods which
could experience a much steeper productivity improvement
curve than restaurants could. These productivity improve
ments would also take place without the poorer quality which
often results from the productivity improvements of a true
service industry, but which is not paralleled in manufactur
ing.
At any point in time a "technology frontier" can be
imagined, beyond which laber productivity and GNP/capita
cannot move without a significant change in the consumption
pattern of the industrialized nations. This "technology
frontier" will always be pushed forward, giving higher labor
productivity.

The great pushes in the technology frontiers,

i.e. periods of very steep learning curves, have generally
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come in "generations" associated with innovations in particular industries of technologies. The first wave was created
by the textile industry, another was associated with steel,
railways and heavy industries, etc. The movements of the
longer cycles of the world economy are also clearly tied in
with the long-term development of the "technology frontier."
A next wave of technologial development will perhaps be asso
ciated with micro-processors. When looking at the prospects
for the micro-procesor in becoming the catalyst for a new
wave of productivity improvements, it is necessary to keep in
mind that an additional requirement for a technological in
vention to create a true wave of productivity improvements is
that the invention is applicable to an economic activity
which either occupies a large share of present economic acti
vities or will create products giving rise to a new high
growth industry.
Chart 10-6 outlines the movements of the "technology
frontier" ana shows the increasing gap existing between LDC
productivity development and standard of living and the stan
dard of living technologically achievable

at the same points

in time. As the long-term technology frontier seems to flat
ten out at this point in time - partly due toa shift in de
mana to service industries - there is a possibility that
future economic growth may take place more in the advanced
LDC's that in the West, if these countries manage toget the
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CHART 10-6

The "Technological Frontier"
Man-Hours
Per Unit
of

100

-...-...-...-.....

Output/

--- - -- --- -- ---

.................

Consumption

.............

_ ..... .........

Actual LDC Produc
tivity Develop.

- ----------"Frontier"

.........

.........

Country

Ind. Country ......... ............ .........
Consumpton with Inequal Exchg.
1750

1980

"Technology Frontier" - Maximum Achievable Standard of
Living under Regional Self-sufficiency with Present Con
sumption Pattern and Technology
"rnechanisrns of underdevelopment" under control and engage in
the "right" industries.
Chart 10-6 also shows a consumption-line of the indus
trialized countries which lies below and beyond the "techno!ogy frontier." This indicates that the standard of living
enjoyed in the West actually lies beyond what would have been
technologically achievable in the absence of unequal exchange
with the Third World. Under the present system of world
trade one hour of labor in the rich countries exchanges for
5-15 hours of laber from the poor· nations, sometimes

also

much more. If the articles presently bought in the poor
nations and consumed in the rich nations would have to be
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produced in the rich nations themselves in the absence of
unequal exchange, we can assurne that production generally
would be more eff icient than it is in the poor countries
today. In many cases, however, e.g. in the electronics and
clothing industry, the laber in the poor countries is just as
efficient as that of the rich importing country workers in
the same activity. A generous assumption to the rich coun
tries is that they would double the productivity of the poor
if they themselves had to produce what they import today
after having increased the K/L ratio of the industry.
Setting the average ratio for unequal exchange at 1:8, and
assuming that the rich nations would be twice as productive
as the poor producing the articles of the poor, we find that
the rich countries still would have to give up 4 times as
much time and labor to produce themselves the goods thef buy
from the poor countries today.
If the present unequal exchange between the rich and the
poor countries were to be cut off, and it was technically and
in terms of raw materials possible for the rich countries to
produce what they buy today from the poor nations, the rich
countries would grow considerably poorer in terms of standard
of living. Such an event would be d'isasterous to the poor
countries in the short run, but in the long run only a reduc
tion of the present-day flow of unequal exchange between the
North and the South will bring the poor countries into the
economic activities where productivity

improvements

and
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increased real wages are achievable - basically in the manufacturing industries.
In a sense it would be greatly beneficia! for the Third
World if most of the supplies from the industrialized North
for some reason were cut off, particularly for the middle-
class poor nations like. the Latin American

countries

in which

the necessary technology for industrialization basically is
at hand. This cut-off is of course what happencd during the
two World Wars, which proved to be very good periods for
Latin America both because prices for their raw materials
improved and because it gave a boost to local manufacturing
of the goods which was previously imported from the indus
trialized nations. Andre Gunder Frank also comments on the
booms created in Latin America by the two World Wars. My own
investigation revealed an impressive boom in the manufactur
ing industries in a country like Bolivia during the Second
World War.

Under the present system of "free" trade and

unequal exchange, however, the market mechanisms falsely
sends out signals to Bolivia to remain in the diminishing
returns mining industries, since the barriers to entry into
manufacturing created by the economies of scale of the indus
trialized country operations are initially unsurmountable by
necessarily small-scale manufacturing operations in Bolivia.
The anomalies we have proved to exist in the production
of commodities subject to diminishing returns, and the con
tinued

"unequal exchange" and protectionisrn which will
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confront LDC rnanufactured exports to the North, leaves the
only viable option for the poor to move into manufacturing
industries under very high tariff barriers on imports from
the rich North. After: c:ill, this strai::egy is nothing but a
carbon copy of the strategy that made the United States and
continental Europe rich, when these countries were faced with
the British lead on the societal learning curve in the 19th
century. A strategy of keeping the nation out of diminishing
returns activities and lead it into the areas where increas
ing returns and technological development are achievable isa
strategy which must not be confused with the infant industry
or infant economy argument.

As Australia successfully has

shown, the smaller market needs a permanent and irremovable
tariff barrier to protect its standard of living and its
increasing return industries.
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APPENDIX 1
EXPERIENCE CURVES OR LEARNING CURVES FOR 15 INDUSTRIES, SPE
CIFIED IN MORE DE:TAILED CLASSIFICATION GROUPS THAN THOSE OF
OFFICIAL NATIONAL STATISTICS.
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source for all tables:

Boston Consulting Group.
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CHIPBOARD PANELS
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MARGARINE
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